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410 AutgoimaL,Adwaillms 11...!_poter Conectiutz

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little or
no equipment

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Cost of eauipment and swer:
Photograph album - $3.00-10.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
etpeech

retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

MI add more

0

MI

Soci4-Psycholoid.cal Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

1972 price range

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive +
mixed

Wheel dhair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

+
+
+ ikisamiDgmuntumla
+ sim: 1.4

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + +

no nands 0

bed patient +
respiratory +

written intonation about the indiVidual items as a memory refresher
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410

410 Autograph, Photogravill. Poster Collections

DD: 779 LC: TR

Of all collection activities, the contacting of autographs, photographs,
and/or posters is among the easiest and least expensive. Like any collector,
the devotee of such memorabilia can decide how carefully to limit his collec-
tion, and what amounts of time and money he wishes to devote to it.

Autographs and photographs of family and friends can generally be had for the
askinh, much pleasure can be derived from mounting articles like these and
tracking down family heirloom letters and pictures. The collector might strive
to obtain complete sets or a progression of pictures through the chronological
periods.

Autographs and photographs of those in the public eyeespecially entertainers
and sports and political figurescan often be obtained by writing for them
and enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Many people collect auto-
graphed personal letters.

Although autographed letters of famous people can sometimes be purchased (at
prices determined by demand and supply), it is challenging to collect personal
letters from public figures. This might be a ?articularly rewardinr activity
for the shut-in, bringing him a sense of connection with the outside world.

Although advertising posters can utill sometimes be obtained free of charge,
the great popularity of posters has turned them into big business. Most modern
posters can be purchased at reasonable prices; antique and art posters are
found in many different price ranges.

Costs involved in collecting autographs, photographs, and posters would not
be prohibitive to any but the individual with the most severely limited funds.
The only limitations on most collecters are time, and perhaps, available dis-
play area.
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Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of equiRment antgagallies: 1972 price range

coin cases - MOO each
guide books - 100-200

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
craudhing
crawling

balance
seizures

expressive
mixed

wheel chair
semi-azibulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed pAtient
respiratory
Ener Expenditure in
NETS: .4

M1 need large magnifyingglass
N2 add more written information about the individal items as a memory refresher
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420-423

1420 Coin and Medal Collections

DD: 737.4 LC: CJ, HD 261-315

Numismatics is the general name for the collection of coins, medals, paper
currency, and related objects. The numismatist is usually the kind of per-

son who enjoys detailed work himself and is appreciative of the details of

his coins. The colleltor will almost always become interested in learning
about the processes by which the coins he collects were made, and the social
and political history of his coins.

421 Ancient coins

Because currency is by its nature something that peopae value, it usual4 is
carefUlly kept. The ancient practice of hoarding coins, oftan burying them,
has been extremely helpful for the individual mho wants to collect ancient
coins; the hoarding habit, along with the small size of most coins and their
relative unbreakability, has allowed a large selection of ancient coins to
survive to the present day.

The collector of old coins will almost inevitably become involved in tts simdy
of the cultures from which his collection came. Portraiture on coins LI:met a
good idea of what ancient rulers looked like, and other art on coins provides
the modern scholar with clues about the mythology of the time and place from
which the coins came.

422 Foreign coins

Some collectors will decide to specialize in coins of a particular foreign
nation or attempt to acquire coins from maw different countries. Numismatists
usually try to acquire whole series of coins, and the condition of the coins

is of coLrse important in determining their value. Knowledge of the language
of the country from which the coins come adds to the enjoyment of owning them,

and sometimes posessing the coins will set the collector off on an investi-
gation of the meaning of the words, pictures, and symbols of the coin.

423 U.S. coins

The United States citizen who wishes to collect U.S. coins will find himself
in stiff competition with many other numismatists for the coins he wants.
Utually a collector starts hy building a collection of complete sets or series
of commoner coins; rarer coins are in great demand and are consequently both
difficult and expensive to acquire.

American collectors will find it relatively easy to learn the history of their
coins, because of the youth of their country, than will numismatists lobo collect
foreign coins. American collectors of American coins are apt to be knmleflgeable
about the political factors behind such things as a change in the mete.z used
for minting coins.
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424-427

424 Religious medals

Like all religious art, religious medals run the gamut from the crude through
the overly sentimental to the truly beautiful. Religious medals designed to
be worn by the faithful usually bear the image of Christ or a saint, eymbols,
and/or some pious legend. Special medals are also issued to clmmemorate an
event or its anniversary. Collectors will *find such a wide range of medals
and types of medals to choose from that they may want to specialize in speci
fic types.

425 Military medals
Military medals are awarded to members of the military in recognition of some
extraordinary service. Such medals do not always have much intrinsic value,
but they do have considerable sentimental value to the recipient and his heirs.
Because of thls sentimental attachment, it is sometimes difficult for an out
sider to obtain such medals. Military medals, especially those which are least
frequently awarded, are often of very fine workmanship.

426 Commemorative medals or medallions

As their name implies, commemorative medals and medallions are issued to commemorate
an event. Sometimes they are given to all the participants at an event, sometimes
only to some (as to the winning team at a sports event), and sometimes they are
available to the general public. Wbrkmanship and quality usually depend on the
size of the issue and the amount of money which is spent on each one. Visiting
foreign dignitaries sometimes present their boats with commemorative medallions,
or vice versa; these medallions are some of the most beautlfhl in existence, but
naturally are quite difficult for the collector to obtain.

427 Novelty coins, medals, and medallions.

The "collectors' coins" gtven out free by servie stations would certainly come
under the category of "novelty coins," and this umbrella category also covers a
wide range of other objects. Generally,. novelty coins would be any not issued

as currency by an authority, and novelty mvials and medallions would be those
wbich do not have serious religious or commemc^aUve functions. These can be

as simple as an advertising gimmick, or they cen be trete works of art; the col
lector can discriminate among them and choose for himself.
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430 Stamp Collections

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

stamp book - $1.00-5.00
stamps - 1.00/stamp - 100.00/stamp

For further information see:

Mulac, Margaret E., HobbiesThe Oreativp Use of Leisure. New /brk:
1999.
Zarchy, Harry, Here's Your HoUby. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990.

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
croudhing
crawling

0
MI

;-1-

+
M2

balance
seirures
aphasia:

receptive
expresstve +
mixed

wheel dhair
semi-aMbulant +
Class III heart +
Cla: TV heart +

hands impaired:
readhing
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

Harper Bros.,

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.5-2.5

MI possible with large magnifying glass
M2 add more written information about the individual items as a memory

refredher



430

430 Astalakigallakkma

DD: 769.56 LC: HE 6181-5, 6187-6230

The pleasures of stamp collecting are varied enough to keep the interest of both
the devotee and the casual colleotor. Collecting stamps (or phil-tely)
surpasses many other avocational activities in two importett areas. first,

the hobby can be entered very easily, with a minimum of ex?ertise, intellectual
ability, or financial investment; second, stamp collecting provides opportunity
for almost limitless involvement, with increasing personal rewards for more in-
vestment of time and effort. On any level of interest, stamp collecting
benefits the enthusiast educationally and culturally.

The postage stamps of many countries are finely crafted miniature works of art.
The aesthetic value alone of many of these stamps makes them worth collecting
(interestinglyt t'le United States has never been noted for he beauty of its
postage stamps). Stamps, too, are extremely instructive of the history, cus-
toms, folklore, and economic systems of the countries of the world. Thus the
philatelist is led to an increased knowledge of the world and its many culturel.

The key satisfaction of philately lies in acquiring a complete set of the stamps
of certain countries, denominations, or historical periods. This is a goal
seldom reached by more than a few collectors, due to the high cost and rarity
of certain stamps. But the nagging vacant spaces in the collector's catalog
keep him searching for the stamps he needs, even if complete success is un-
attainable.

Almost all acquisition of stamps is done by mail through stamp distributors.
These distributors send stamps to collectors on an "approval" basis whereby
the collector pays for stamps he wishes to keep and returns the rest. The
more stamps a customer-collector buys, the more varied and valuable stamps
the distributor sends him. Bence, this "approval" system constantly renews
the interest of the collector, allowing him to pursue his hobby to any level
he desires. Continued interest in stamps necessitates increasingly more exr
pensive stamps.

Philately is largely a solitary activity, offering little opportunity for
direct social interacti:n. Thousands of stamp.clubs in the U. S., however,
do provide a soical outlet for collectors. A wide variety of philatelic
publications can give sedentary, homebound collectors some link with the
outside world.

The stamp collector is not often boastful of his hobby because of general
indifference to it. Typically, the avid collector keeps his enthusiasm to
himself rather than trying to share it with a public whose lack of appre-
ciation he cannot understand.



440 Natural Obiects CapirkAmig

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialised environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Requires little or
no equipment

EqUipment normally
at hand

Cost of ectuipment and supplies: 1972

magnifying glass - $0.50-2.50
butterfly net - 1.00-3.00
fluid - 1.00
engineer's rock hammer - 151)0-50.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

0
0

141

S3.

51
S1

balance
seizures
*thesis&

receptive
expressive
mixed

ag..111.1.6.a141.11.1aLl°1

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportmnity for
recognition

prie range

wheel chair
semi-agbulant 0
Class III heart 142

Class Iv heart 0

reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

+ 0
+

+

bed patient 0
respiratory 142

Enerr Exmenditure in

M1 add more written information about the individual items as a memory refredher
M2 at slow pace on easy terrain

Ratings assume making field trips to collect the objects. If objects are
collected 'by others and mere); ciassified and mounted at home, then ratings
will be similar to those for 410, 420 and 430

51 collection of leaves, needles., etc., no running
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440.441

440 Iptural Objects Collections

DD: 579 LC: QL 63

With all collection there existe an unwritten bat nonetheless compelling
stipulation that the would-be elllector be somcwnat compul 1.ve. It may
well be that interest ir ':ollectlons is as much due to the drive sheerly to
acquire and complete a collectlon as it is due to interest in the object
vollceted. With natural objects collections, the interest in nature and the
nataral can be incentive enough.

These collections as listed lend themselves equally well to the amateur and
thc professional and all gradcolons in between. While the aim of this in-
ventJry is to offer suggestions for avocational activities, and therefore,
;-,ne might think that mention of a professional capacity is superfluous,
still there is a purpose served in mentioning the more specialised or tech-
nical aspects of an activity--if only to remind one of the scope and divur-
sity cif &thy project and to keep orti open to the many possibilities of adap-
tations and variations within an activity.. This caution not to limit serves
its purpose in considering avocational activities. In reference to this range
of purpose and ability within an activiiq, butteray collecting, an activity
of apparently simple proportions, beccs, when carried to an extreme, a
vary speciilised and informed study oi buttertlide: their migratory habits,
structure, transformation, etc. This kind of development in, an activity can
be extended analagously to all of the coded classification within this category.

Fbr further information see:

Child, John, Collecting Periwinkle Books, Lansdowner Press, 1969.

441 Animal trophies or stuffed specimens

EC4 57(4.2. LC: QL 63

This activity requires far more in terms of expense, equipment, cAd physical
ability than mon of the activities here listed. Operating under the assmmp-
tion that this kind of collection is a display of animals caught and killed
by the collector himself and that "stuffed specimens" as used here does not
apply to the plush variety found in a department 'tore (which could comprise
quite a collection itself), pursuit of this activity is limited to those with
the skill, the equipment, the desire, and,in big game hunting, the money.
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442444

442 3utterflies, insects end moths

DD: 579, 595.78, 565.78 LC: QL 541-560,QL 461-599

Any of these might be collected solely for their colors or appearaaces. Fdrther
inquiry is easily begun with the aid of a paperback guide book. Much care and
interest might go into mounting and display uf collections. 8pecialisation
might come about because of interest sparked by the collection and this could
lead to any of a number of other areas. One might study the environment under
which the insect (butterflies and moths are a division within the insect cate-
gory) thriwes, geographic areas to which they are native, their structure, bio-
logical functions, whether they benefit or harm man, uses in medicine or agri-
culture. A topic might begin from a.perasal of the encyclopedia. Libraries
and museums of natural history might help suntain interest as well as further
investigative study.

443 Ferns and wild flowers

444 Leaves, pine cones, etc.

DD: 579, 581,582, 5851 587, 635 LC: QK 520-532, QK 649-689

Much of what was said about 442 (insects, butterflies, and moths) is applicable
to these categories. One might collect for appearance's sake or be stirred
into pursuit of specialised studies. One has the additional advantage of ac-
tivity in natural surroundings; for those who love the out-of-doors, looking
for specimens may just be a side benefit. As mentioned in the opening para-
graphs, excursions to find specimens can hold opportunities to expand one's
person as well as ore's collection. Discovering nature can just as easily
start one on dine:vering another person.

Equipment is miniNai. Time spend and detail gone into are up to the individual.
Geographic drawbacks are not insurmountableparks, state forests, campsites
are relatively common. Compensation can be made for Aysical disabilitLes as
well (see paragraph 3 under 440 ratnrek Oinnts Collections and 320 Observation,
Ekploration, or Discovery Activities).
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445-447

445 Fossils

Ms 560 LC: QR 701-996

Fossils arc most commonly found incrusted in rocks. They are relatively easy

to find and In abundance near lakeu and estuaries. Goliections of ft:mils
follows the pattern of other collections already mentioned: one need not
be very highly informed on the topic to enjoy making the collection. Part
of the intereet is created in breaking open the rocks to discover whether or
not they contain fossils. Again, one might be tempted to go into great depth
and study, with geology, history, or botany natural steps.

446 Rocks, stones, and minerals

DD: 5491 552 W: QB 51-55, a 420-499, QE 351-399

Rock and mineral collections may well be the easiest set of natural objects to

assemble. This relative ease in building the collection can be used to great
advantege. Rocks are easily found, easily identified (agates, Ttalian marble,
etc.) and attrActive of themselves, i.e., attractive even without breaking the
rock into its mineral components. Therefore, almost anyone can work up a col-
lection with little trouble, no technical skill, and no demands made or stan-
dards to approximate. The rocks can be collected without concern for minero-
logy, even though such interest might develop from the collection. For those
interusted more particularly in minerals, specimens are in abundance. Intel-
lectual demands for both activities can remain at minimal levels without
greatly hampering the activity.

447 Seashells, sponges, starfish, pearls, etc.

DD: 579, 639.4-.412 LC: QL 401-432, QL QL 3134.A8

Collecting seashells is a relatively innocuous pastime but not without its

points of interest. For s_riety, color, and delicacy alone, seashells pre-
sent a formidable array. They are made even more attractive by the stories

and lege: . that accompany many of them, e.g., the silver dollar or baby's

foot. Seashell collections would probatay interest those who prefer quieter

pastime The more adventurous might prefer collectbgsponges, starfish, or
pearls, especially if the collection is their own from start to finish. Catch-
ing specimens requires both equipment and technique. (See also 350 Fishing,

trapping, etc. of aquatic animals.)
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450 Model Collections

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Cost of equim2?A ....___w_.andsu lies:

model airplane - $0.59-59.95
model animal - 0.49-3.90
model automobile - 0.29-159.95

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision +
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory Ml

laRtiEt9i:
stncpiqg +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

5ocial4sycho1ogigalickore

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Individual effort

1972 price range

model ships - $0.19-70.00
model trains - 9.95-150.00 (ready to run)
model weapons - 1.29-60.00

balance
seizures
amhasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-aMbulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

hand
re*
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

red: 1 2
+

+ 0
+ 0
+ M2

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in

Ml add more written information about the individual items as a memory refresher

M2 avoid sharp objects

16
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450

450 Aoue; UvikueLluou

DD: 623-6299 138-739 LC: NK 492

One who wished to collect models is faced by the same problems of special-
ization which confront any collector. He cannot oolleot all models, and so
must decide what particular type or typed of models he will collect. He can
first decide what general type of models he wishes to collect: model airplanes,
animals, oars, ships, trains, weapons, or any of a number of other possibil-
ities. Having reached this general classification, macy collectors will
want to specialize still furtherooncentrating on models of a particular
type, from a particular time period or country, or fashioned from a par-
ticular material, e.g., Engliah antique oarved ivory dogs.

Whatever his decision, the model oollector will find himself with ample
specimens from which to choose. Shops which sell models are found in almost
every community, and antique ahops often have a selection of models and/or
scaled-down toys whidh are old or for some reason unusual.

The individual with engineering or eleotronio skills or inlerests may become
involved with working models of trains, planes, automobiles, eto. (see also
categol7 540 Toy, Mbdel and Kit Assembly).

Model colleotions lend themselves to attractive display, and the oolleotor
will usually want to show off his hobby and especially his latest acquisitions.
The model collection oan be quite inexpensive, or it oan beoome quite ex-
pensive, depending on the sophistication and the desires of the collector.

Althougt not a social activity, model collecting, as a shared interest, oan
become the basis of friendahips. Like aAy avocation, it does, at the very
least, give the oolleotor the oonfidenoe gained from achieving expertise in
a particular area and so having some conversational material whidh is a
little bit out of the ordinary.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safety with Kites and Model Airplanes. Safety
Education Data Sheet No. 70 (rev.), Chicago: 425 N. It chigan, 60611.
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460 Doll Collections

FalLnlaLWALELIma

Indoor

No specific
enviroment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

MIALL-M012.19.A211222=1

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and sueplies: 1972 price range

dolls - SO.89-50.00

Impairment Limitations

blina
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

0 balance
seizures
aphasia,:

receptive
expressive
mixed

wheel chair
semi-aMbulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

18
216

hands impaired4
readhing
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory
Diem Expenditure in
METS: 1.5-2.4



460

460 Doll Collections

DD: 745.592 LC: GU 455.779, NK 489

Dolls are certainly the most universal of all manufactured toys. In nearly
every human culture, children play with models of the human form. In many
cultures, dolls take on far deeper meanings; in our own, the difference
between toys and symbolic images of religious and political significance is
the difference between dolls and statues. Whatever their significance, dolls
are always some kind of an expression of the culture 3.n which they are made
and used.

Many people of both sexes are fascinated by dolls and collect them. There is
a delightfill variety of dolls available, often at low cost.

Because of the aesthetically unapp-t ing nature of so many of the toy dolls
on the market (a parent hab only to take an objective inventory of his daugh-
ter's playthings to become aware of their shiny plastic, vinyl-haired smiling
ugliness), most collectors prefer to specialize in antique dolls or other
specialty dolls. Partunately, there are many of these available.

The collector who specializes in antique dolls maY have been started on his
collection by the discovery of a family heirloom doll or a doll which belonged
to an elderly relative or friend. That's the way most collections of all kinds
tend to start--with a discovery, gift or a single purchase. Having decided to
collect dolls, a collector may decide to specialize in a particular kind of
doll, e.g., dolls made from a particular material, hy a particular process,
orina particular country. Very popular, too, is the international doll col-
lectioncollecting dolls dressed in national ,stume or in traditional bridal
outfits from many countries.

Collecting dolls doesn't require apy particular skill or ability or a great
deal of money. Knowledge of dolls comes with familiarity. A severely handi-
capped person might need someone to do the legwork of hunting down new finds
for him, but enjoyment of a doll collection toesn't require any mobility.
The doll collector is bound to become interested in the culture which produced
the dolls in which he is interested, and he will probably find himself looking
into the history and techniques of dollmaking. He may even find himself mak-
ing and/or costuming dolls, for his collection or for others.

Doll collecting, like many collection activities, is primarily a solitary
activity. It would be an excellent activity for one whose mobility is
severely limited. Since the objects dealt with are fairly large, doll
collecting would be more suitable for someone with vision problems than,
say, stamp or photograph collecting.
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1,10 Art.0.1.12.) ct.g..RU-ong

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Impairment Limitations

biind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crollching

crawling

S1

M1

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Social-Psycholoaical Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Abetract Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands inaled:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M2

bed patient
respiratory
Energy EXpenditure in
MET6: 1.4

Mi add more written information about the individual items as a memory
refresher

M2 need companion to move objects, play records, etc.
51 chine, glass, sculpture and records
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410 Art 0'..jA:Lsi 0011uVidOnS

Art objects collections appeal chiefly to the individual with a highly
developed aesthetic sense--the person to whom beautiful things are impor-
tant, and who delights in possessing them.

Taste is the single essential attribute of the art collector, but ta,,-te can
be, and frequently is, developed. While it is probably true that nothing
can replace childhood exposure to beauty as a way nf developing in3tinucdie
good taste, serious study of techniques, schools of criticism, and the his-
torical development of art forms can refine innate appreciation of beauti,y and,
sometimes, develop what was only a vague consciousness of beauty into a Veen
aesthetic sense.

Different kinds of art objects appeal to different senses and so to (afferent
individuals!. Recordings--the music, poetry, and othel- material -ast .4.n re-
corded on them--appeal to the ear and the intellect, but 01 othsr a^t 1:orms
are beautiftl in their visual impact. Recent develcpmen+s in the produe-Uon
of record jacketsmany are now includfng firawirgs, unusual -rhotog:ap!ty, poetry,
etc., sometimes by name artists--mean thet raw collections may take cn same
of the aspects of collecting visual art. The individual yhr ..milects rare or
beautiful books will probably devslop a deeper attachment to those books which
are by authors he respects or simply likes than to those which he considers
merely decorative because of their bindings or illustrations. China, glass,
and sculpture, all three-dimensional, cry out to be touched and felt: ane
of the nicest things, therefore, about owning art objects of these types is
that the owner can handle them, whereas the museumgoer can only look at them.

With all kinds of art object collections, one of the principal difficulties is
that they tend to be quite expensive. This is quite understandable, in view
of the simple laws of supply and demand, but it is unfortunate nonetheless.
Trying to build an art col2ection with limited funds is alwAys a frustrating
experience. The individual on a very small budget had best limit himself to
collecting inexpensive pieces--folk art has a simple beauty of its own and
can often be acquired cheap4. The individual with a sense of what is good
in art is often able to.purchase beautifUl works from unknown artists for a
fraction of the cost of a piece py an established creator-or reproductions.
The latter alternative is not usually very satisfying, since reproductions,
unless they are extremely well done (in which case they are usua14 art ob-
jects in their own rightvvith appropriate price tags) are usually offensive-.
ly crude when compared to the original. There are certain true art objects
which are, in a sense, "mass produced," i.e., they are turned out by ;Ale
artist in a fairly large quantity but of high quality. This category would
inelude limited editions.of books, prints, and etchings. Such art objects
are less expensive than the one-of-a-kind variety, but the price will depend
on their quality and on, the caliber of the artist.



480 Adigue Collections

Environmental Fgatag

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of
space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not
necessarily at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

S1 balance
seizures
*basis:

receptive
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

socialeanhaileagaltalai

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Abstract

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands ii9aired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands

Utilitarian

Concrete

+ bed patient +
+ respiratory +
+ .Eftergy EaTenditure in
+ HITS: 1.4

M1 need companion to move objects, turn pages in books
S1 dishes, glass and bottles, furniture



480 Antigua Collections

DD: 745.1

1480

Fascination with the old is nothing new. Some people have always treasured
heirlooms, either for their inherent aesthetic value or because of the moor-
ories connected with them. The *popularity of antiques rises and falls, how-
ever. Some generations seem to be concerned only with the new; they are so
taken up with the idea of progress that everything old is banished to the attic.
But one generation's lose is the gain of the next, as children and grandchild-
ren rediscover the beauty of the things that have been pudhed aside.

Perhaps the popdlarity of antiques in the current era may be attributed
to general feelings of insecurity brought about by rapid technological
change which bring with them a sense of nostalgia and a desire to re-
turn to a simpler age.

Antique lovers are a special breed, sensitive to beauty and taking par-
ticular delight in the nellaw loveliness of things which are both old and
beautiful. The antique hunter mast have a well-developed imagination
for he must be able to envision his find as it will be when he has cleaned
off years of grime and perhaps done some restoration and refinishing.
He mast be able to recognise basic structural. worth and beauty of form in
objects which to the uninitiated look like so mach junk.

For legal and customs purpoues, an antique is by definition something made
before 1830, but in cony= usage, "antique" refers to anything old, out-
dated, or from a previous generation.
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481 Books and documents

DD: 090.70 LC: Z987-997

Most antique books and documents could be considered as belonging to one of
two broad categories: those which have inherent serious historical value
and those whose value springs from their aesthetic desireability or from the
fact that their original owner was in some way linkrd to the collector and
which have historical value only insofar as they reflect the, period from which
they spring. Collections of the former type are of-course more difficult to
obtain and more costly, but even a single piece of this nature could be ths
pride of any collector.

Antique documents of a serious nature could include suchthings as correspondenoe
between famous or important individuals, deeds, charters. Serious collections
of antique books might include prised fire, editions, books which demonstrate
new ways of using pointing machinery, or even manuscripts. Other antiqus docu-
ments which might be collected would be letters between members of one's family,
e.g., one's grandparents' love letters, family digomas, deeds and certificates,
old detailed account books, and quaint advertisements. The individual who loves
books and considers them his friends will take pleasure in acquiring old books
even if they have no great monetary value, because their makeup and content
will give him an insight into an earlier age.

Unless one gets involved with re-binding, little can be done to restore damaged
books or documents, so it is essential for fall enjoyment that books be at least
readable when they are purchased. The nature of documents will probably be
known when they are aoquired, but much of the pleasure of owning antique books
is found in reading them.

482 Antique cars

DD: 629.22-.221 LC: TL 200, TL 220

For the individual who has money to spend on his avocational activity, and
especially for the one who enjoys working with automotive engines, antique
cars can provide an enjoyable outlet for creative energy. Not only engine
work, but also body and upholstery maintainence are involved when one begins
to take care of an antique car.

Most antique car buffs7-whe often join together into clubs or associations--
claim that "they don't make 'em like they used to" and delight in driving their
happily purring vintage models. Sincelmuch of the enjoyment of this hobby
comes from working on the cars and improving them, it would not be a good avo-
cational choice for the person who is not interested in mechanical things or
who is so disabled that he would not be able to paay any part in the main-
tainence of the automobile.



483-464

483 Antique clocks

191): 745.1 LC: NK 71%80-7491

The search for an accurate way to Aels%re the passage of time is at least
as old as civilization. 3eeking a device which would help him compart-
wntalize his days, man hfies come up with an amazing variety of mechanical
contrivances, from sand, water and sun clocks to the extremely accurate
atomx clocks of the late twentieth century.

The collector of antique clocks has a rich field from which to choose.
Collectors usually tend to concentrate on cloaks from relatively recent
periods, simply because of the greater availability of younger items.
Most people are interested by the sometimes fantastic decorations of the
clock casings, but the more mechanically inclined individual may become
involved in study of the evolution of the clockworks, especially if he
has access to clocks from a number of different periods.

484 Antique dishes, glass, and bottles

DM 745.1 LC: NK 5101-5199

Insight into the daily lives of a people can be gained from an acquaintance
with the things they employ in daily living. Dishes, glass and bottles
tell a great deal about the culture of the people who used them; a piece
which is both beautif41 and functional serves the collector as a point of
departure for speculation about the kinds of people who used it.

Antique dishes, glass and bottles may be obtainAd fairly easily because
these items are produced in such large quantities. Because of their
fragile nature, it is difficult to acquire complete sets of antique china
or glassware, but the collector is usually happy with a few beautiftil
old pieces which give him an inkling of what the whole was like.

Collections of antique dishes, glass and bottles lend themselves to
attractive display. They may be begun with a relatively small financial
outlay, although, as with moat collecbion activities, the collector can
invest as much as he wishes in them, especially if he wants to collect
pieces of fine china or crystal.
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485 Antique furniture

DD: 749.2 LC: NK 2240

Antique furniture is the kind of collection that really become() part of the col-
lector's life; it doesn't sit, artistically arranged under glass and admiral,
but becomes a part of the collector's home.

One should not embark on a collection of antique furniture unless one has
money to invest in it. The popularity of antique turniture has driven prices
steadily upward, and acquiring antique furniture of good quality is going to
be expensive unless one is particularly adept at persuading people to give up
the contents of their attics or inherits a houseful of old furniture.

The rewards of collecting antique furniture, however, are great. Pine crafts-
manship is the norm in quality antique farniture, and the joy of owning and
using something that was made with loving care can be great in our mass-pro-
duced plastic-coated world. Talent at refinishing, refurbishing, and being
able to perceive the fundamental quality and beauty of what may appear to be
a piece of junk will be of great use to the lover of antique furniture. It

will also save him money, since a piece which needs work will naturally sell
for less than a piece in top condition. Working an the collection can be
its own reward, if the collector learns to take delight in freeing aamething
beautiful from the ugly facede imposed upon it by time.

486 Antique photographs

DD: 779 LC: N4000

Photography is generally considered a modern art and science, but photograft
as we know it is rapialy approaching its two-hundredth birthday. Techniques
of photography have changed, but the basic purpose of communicating graphical-
ly has remained the same. It is because of this unchanging purpose that an-
tique photographs retain their appeal, for it is interesting to note how well
the photographers of earlier generations portrayed their subjects, and haw
differently they went about their work.

The collector of antique photographs.will find specimens in antique shops,
at rummage sales and auctions, and, perhaps most frequently and least ex-
pensively, among the photograph collections of his own family and friends.
Some knowledge of the history of photography and photographic processes,
which is fairly easily available, would probably be usehil to the collector
of antique photographs, if only to enable him to know a good thing when he
sees it.
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Antiqu..) toy*

DD: 745.592 LC: CIN 454-456

A toy is anything used to amuse, but we usually use the word to refer to
a child's ptaything, especially a scaled-down model of something that ac-
tually exists. Thus a doll is a toy person, and there are toy trains,
animals, and houses.

In every culture, especially those in which children are prized and pam.
pared, toys exist in one form or another. Usually, toys reflect the values
of the culture or society in which they are manufactured as well as the mode
of living in that society at the time at which they were made. Collectors of
toys find tilem a peculiarly pleasant way to make contact with the cultures
of the past.

The toys most generally available are not the much-loved and much-hugged
(and consequentily ratAer battered) playthings, bat those which are more
elaborate and tAlerefore come in for slightly better treatment. Included
among theso 'mild be models of various types, some toy furniture, costume
dolls, and sme sports equipment. Other antique toys are also available
for the hunting--hunting through antique shops, attics, rummage sales,
and all the other places in which delightful old things are likely to
turn up.

488 Antique weapons

DD: 745.1 LC: UF 800, UF 150-302, TS 380, U 850-872

We have become so accustomed to higbly technical, extremely deadly wea-
pons interesting only to the initiated, that we tend to recoil in horror
from even the idea of weaponry, forgetting that in earlier, less frenzied
ages, weapons formed an important part cf culture. Swords for warfare and
dueling, firearms of various kinds, and other weapons all were made with
care and craftsmanship which is quite foreign to the technical skill in-
volved in creating a modern weapons system.

Firearms, swords, archery equipment, and even various types of war clubs
and hatchets have become the objects of collections, but most collectors
of antique weapons limit themselves to collections of a particular type of
firearm or sword. The collector can concentrate on the technical quality of
his acquisitions, or on the aesthetic quality of the decoration on the
weapons.

A collection of antique weapons cannot be obtained without a financial
outlay, but this need not be excessive. The type of weapon collected and the
general period chosen for concentration will generallny determine the size
of the investment. Considerable care is required to keep apy collection
of this kind in top shape. Of course, in dealing with firearms, safety
must be a primary consideration for storage and maintainance.



490 Miscellaneous Collections

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
eavironment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

S1 balance
seizures
Aassia:

receptive
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Social-Psychological F ctors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

114nds impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
NITS: 1.4

M1 could do some large collecting
S1 collections of different shaped bottles might be of interest
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490 Miscellaneous Collections

DD: 790.0232 LC: AM 200-501

The urge to gather things that we like and squirrel them away is prac-
tically universal. Collections of objects ranging from the commonplace
to the bizarre have, consequently, been acquired by different individuals
over the years. Some objects have been collected with greater frequency
than others, due to their peculiar charm and/or availability.

491 Almanacs

DD: 05, 528 LC:AY

The chief attraction of the almanac is the last amount of information
than can be found in the single small volume. The natural and political
history of the world is capsulized in a series of reports and tables,
and there are also special report about the year of issue, and special
features designed exclusively to entertain. A collection of almanacs
covering several years and perhaps more than one kind of almanac con-
tains a vast amount of interesting trivia, suitable for quick reference
research or just occasianal recreational reading. An almanac collection,
therefore, wauld be most suitable for an individual who is interested
in a wide variety of subjects and enjoys knowing facts just for the
sake of knowing them. Available in paperback editions, almanacs are
uniformly inexpensive, and require little storage space in relation
to the amount of data they contain.
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492 Bottles and bottle caps

LC:NK 5101-5430, TP 866

Not content with satisfying his basic material needs, man the maker has alweys
striven to combine beauty of form with efficiency of fUnction. Nawhere has he
succeeded so well as he has with the everyday Items we usually take for granted.

Needing a way to store fluids, dissatisfied with shapeless vessels, he strove
to make a container that would please both the eye and the hand, that would
be beautiful, graceful and balanced. He created the bottle..

Bottles are plentiful, widely available, and cheap; collectors should have
little difficulty finding a selection of bottles which please them. Some
collectors like to specialize in a particular type of bottle, differentiating
by shape, size, function or even manufacturer.

Bottle caps, especially of unusual shapes or designs, are also collector's
items. Like bottles, they are plentiful and usually inexpensive; they have
the added advantage of being small and easily stored, and can be mounted or
used in designs.

493 Buttons

DD: 391.45 LC: NK 3670

As he has with other aspects of his dress, man has made the ubiquitous bits of
bone, metal, wood or plastic with which he fastens his clothing aesthetically
pleasing as well as functional. Buttons cart be as simple as plain wooden discs,.
or ornately sculptured, or made of gems or precious metals.

Most people who collect buttons do it in a rather unsystematic fashion: they
simAr gather buttons Which appeal to them visually or tactilely. Children
often like to string buttons together, and enjay just running them through
their hands. On a more sophisticated plane, collectors may lodk especially
for antique buttons, or buttons of a particular material, size or function.

494 Calendars

DD: 529.3 LC: CE 73, CE 91, D 11.5

The calendar is a tool for measuring the passing days and a symbol of the speed
with which those days pass. Many people save their calendars from year to year;
those who habitually write down events and appointments on their calendars find
that this serves them almost as well as keeping a formal diary. Collectors are
most apt to enjoy calendars because of their decorative qualities. Because of
the variety of concerns which sell or gime away calendars for promotional pur-
poses, calendars designed around many different themes are widely available.
Airlines, for example, are likly to have calendars which picture far-4way places;
a firm which sells automobile parts will probably feature pretty girls; the
local pharmacy might have drawings of the chemists' shops of an earlier era
on its advertising calendar.



495496

495 Match covers

DD: 741.69, 659.137 LC: NC 1885

Although there are matchbooks whose covers are purely decorative, it is
far more common for the little cardboard booklets to carry advertising
of some sort. It is amazing how much information, including recipes,
appAcation blanks, and order forms, can be compressed into the three
or four square inches of available snrface on a match cover.

Collectors fini match covers, usually illustrated and crowded with use-
ful or utterly useless information, fascinating. Older covers, carry-
ing offers for products long outdated which seem absurd to us now, are
particularly amusing and interesting, but difficult to aoquire because.
of the throw-away nature of match covers. Match covers can easily be
mounted or put into scrapbooks and require practically nothing in the
way of storage space.

496 Recipes

DD: 641.5-.8 LC: TX 151-162

Recipe collections are among the most useful of collection activities.
Everyone who likes to cook has a private, more-or-less infOrmal col-
lection of recipes, bat an organized and extensive collection can be
a really worthwhile tool in the kitchen.

In widition to gathering recipes from friends and relatives, the col-
lector can clip many recipes from newspapers and magazines, and then or-
ganize them into a file. Card files are generally the most efficient,
since they allow the file to expand without losing its organization.

Collecting recipes is neither physivally strenuous nor intellectually
taxing. The bedridden individual, fOr example, could easily work on
building a recipe file, and even if unable to try out the recipes
himself, feel that he was doing a genuinely useful job.
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497 Firearms

DD: 739.74 LC: TS 535-7

For an individual to enjoy collecting firearms, he need not be bellicose; he
needs to be able to appreciate and enjoy a beautifully made piece of machinery--
beautifully made in the sense of being highly functional, and beautifully
formed, graceful, and tastefully ornamented. Since gune ani all weapons tra-
ditionally have been considered the province of the male (at least in our so-
ciety), men are far more likely to collect firearms than women pre. 4 man
may take a certain masculine pride in his firearms collection, consiu.:ing it
a kind of proof of his virility which allows him to identify with the great
heroes of earlier eras. Collectors are likely to enjoy cleaning and main-
taining their collections, and talking shop with other collectors. The in-
dividual who collects firearms may also be interested in using them for
hunting or target shooting, or he may just enjoy possessing them for them-
selves, especially if he is inclined toward collecting old or rare pieces.

498 Swords and knives

DD: 683.82, 739.72 LC: TS 380,U 850-872, HD 9745, Hit 6700-6799

SWords and knives (meaning, naturally, daggers and other knives used for
hand-to-hand combat or hunting, not table or kitchen knives) are imple-
ments of the warfare of simpler times. They serve as a reminder of the days
when chivalry meant more than opening doors and lighting cigarettes, when
duels were more common than lawsuits, when war was not a thing of sterile
statistics and bombed babies.

The individual who collects swords and knives, whether he admits it to him-
self or not, is likely to be a romantic. He is likely to enjoy the beauty
of the swords and knives themselves, to enjoy cleaning and burniahing them;
he is likely, also, to enloy reading history, especially the history of
the time and place from which the favorite items in his collection came.

Collecting swords and knives is likely to become an expensive hobby, but
for those who can afford it, owning a collection of beautifa pieces can
be a real pleasure.
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510 Cook Lng and Food Crafts

Environmental Factors SocialPsycholosical Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major.
factor

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Equipment nonnally Unsuperrksed
at hand

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Opportunity for recognition

Cost of ectuipment and smiles: 1972 price range

cookware set - $14.00-50.00 baking pans - $0.50-12.00

mixing bowls - 0.50-10.00 miscellaneous utensils - 0.25-2.00

For further information see:

Skoland, Betsy, 365-day Cookbook FOod Plan for Average Family. Boston: Forum

Pdblic, 1965.

Beard, James, James' Beard's Treasury of Outdoor Cooking. Golden Press, New

York: A Ridge Press Book, 1960.

Gibbons, Evell and Joe, Feast on 2 Diabetic Diet. New York: David Maw Co.,
Inc., 1969.

Impairment Limitations

blind Ml
low vision M2
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M3

impaired:
stooping M5
kneeling M5
crouching M5
crawling

balance M4
seizures M4
Artesia:

recepttve S1
expressive +
mixed S1

Wheel chair M5
semi-ambulant M5
Class III heart 147

Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching M5 146

handling 146 M6

fingering Mo M6
feeling 144 144

no hands 146

bed. patient 0
respiratory M7
Fnergy Expenditure in
METS: 2.9-3.3

M1 use brailled oven knobs, breille cookbooks and taped recipes
142 use large print cook: books
M3 refer to cookbook: more often, neede miperviatan, use timers
144 protect against contact with hot stove, hot water, etc.

M5 store materials at waist level or above
146 use reachers to hold things
M7 use appliances for prolonged beating amd stirring activities
S1 can perform activities they already know, but can't read recipes or cookbooks
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510 Cooking and Food Crafta

DD: 641.5-.8 LC: TX 645-840

Eating is probably ono of the oldest ways of socializing known to man. The
idea of Preparing an4 sharing food with ane another is an accepted way of
demonstrating friendship and truat.

Cooking, far from being unavoidable drudgerr, can yield hours of happy crea-
tivity, given proper utensils and circumstances. Most people who hate to cook
are those who are short on time and who therefore find getting a balanced meal
on the table an arduous and thoroughly unpleasant task.

Since most people love a good meal, having the reputation of a top-notch cook
is an excellent means of building self-confidence and receiving recognition.
Cooking is also a good lesson in cause-effect relationships. You learn quickly
that following a recipe and measuring proper amounts are essential ingredients
in preparing any didh.

Cooking presents opportunities for group interaction. The preparatory stages
of making a meal usually require an ample amount of chopping, paring, seasoning,
measuring, mixing or grating, allot° which are important and none of which takes
any particular skill. Cooking can almost be taught as a science. EVen the sim-
plest meal must be prepared with an eye to nutritional value and caloric content.
Once the rudiments of nutrition are learned, the Individual can experiment on
his own or with others. As he gains confidence, in his ability to prepar? attrac-
tive, tasty meals, he can begin to create his awn recipes.

Kitchen activity need not exclude anyone--physica,ly handicapped, blind, or mem-
tally retarded. Kitchens are easily adaptable torwoommodate any of these, but
special care must be taken with sharp or potentially dangerous instruments.

Some supervision would be necessary for a group of people to assure that direc-
tions are followed precisely and also to divide the various tasks. Cooking can
be an excellent exercise in cooperation and team work and afford an opportunity
for social interaction and create a common bond of successful achievement.

511 Cookies, cakes and pies

DD: 641.865(4-3)IC: TX 772

Baking cookies, cakes or pies places less emphasis on nutrition and more on the
happy-go-lucky aspects of eating. While the basics of cooking generally apply
to those Jf baking, baking does require a particular practice and skill. It's
much easier to slap a hamburger together than it is to roll out a light pie
crust. A batch of cookies is a good beginning for would-be pastry gourmets.
Mixing them is eaay and doesn't take much time. Assorted activities can be
planned around baked goods. Bake sales and contests, pie-eating orgiesall
are ways of having fun, meeting people, and also giving the proud baker a chance
to show off his goodies.

512 Candy

DD: 641.850-.853 LC: TX 783-799

Success in baking is no guarantee of success in making candy. For many a
skilled and experienced culinary artist, the ability to turn out a success-

(cont. on next page)
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512 Candy (cont.)
ful batch of fudge remains elusive. '..;!-,ce haked goout rive in the oven, tIvi- cook

need only watch the time. Candy, however zaquiees coistart surreillance and
testing at intervals to assure consinoncy. Time greW; care and special utensils
increase, but don't guarantee, the chances of SUCCGbs. Some candy recipes n'y not
entail such difficulties, but :11,..)se which specify a pirticular II3Al;;7' (sat ball,

hard crack, etc.) often become quite sticky affair-. ranfirctionftry processes don't
always take kind to the "many hanee-ligt-t wort:" auloces. (taffy pulls are a ma-
jor exception.) For numbbrs 1.rea4.tyr thon me, a careful delineation of tasks, with
all participants agreAng 31A n,inilon:: critical interchange, limits rising temperl-
tures exclunive4 to the rsnge.

513 Cake decorating

DE4 641.865 LC: TX 652

How a cake looks is almost as important as how it tastes. Attractive shape, color,
and decoration all play in increasing external appeal. Imaginative, tasteful hand-
ling of frosting, decorating and trimming on cakes is both a culinary asset and a
marketable skill. Some special utensils and a few basic techniques increase the
chance of pleasing, successful results. Time involved depends on haw large the cake
and how extensive the detail. Slow, patient work, even in the least elaborate under-
takings, yields best results. Most likely suited to individual effort.

514 Baking specialities

DEI: 641.6 LC: TX 761-778

There's a particular satisfaction in putting ingredients together in a certain, pre-
determined manner and coming up with a delilacy. Working with yeast is especially
gratifying because it's alive and constantly active and gives one the sense of co-
operating with a growing thing to make food.

Besides the immense personal satisfaction one derives from successful4 bakingg, bread,
there are a few extra benefits. Kneading the bread, for example, is an excellent way
in which to vent one's frustrations. The more one pummels and twists the dough, the
better texture the bread will have. Also, and more important4, sharing the product
of one's efforts with another is a simple way to demonstrate friendship and receive
appreciation and recognition in return.

The difficulty with an activity such as this is that it is a time consuang job
requiring patience, perseverance, and a certain amount of strength. Kneading the
dough is a strenuous task and must be prolonged until the dough is a certain tex-
ture. One mast be aware of the fact that successful baking is an acquired skill
which improves with experience. As you progress, you become more sensitive to
the consistency and the proper feel of the daugh necessary for perfect results.

515 Ethnic cooking specialties

DD: 641.5 LC: TX 725

Nearly every 3thnic group prides itself on its cherished, traditional recipes.
The perpetrators of the culinary line express as individuals this group senti-
ment. Preparing certain ethnic specialties, besides employing the normal kitchen
techniques, entails also a knack seemingly peculiar (purists would say exclusive)
to the nationality. A cook well-skilled in this tradtion easily finds an appre-
ciative, enthusiastic (not to say hungry) circle of admirers--quite an ego trip.
The opportunities to share increase and multiply--willing the treasure to friends

(cont. on nttt page)
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515 Bakinr ;via I .1

and relatives, peLparin!Y thi roods f. few ov many, 'wen or.mnizim into an
internationai food e.hange. Perrons! pride is both the catalyst and the
product. Age has itA undisputed merits.

516 Party and holiday food preparatiun

DD: 641.56 LC: TX 652

Special occasions call for the cook's best effort. The anxiet,r of producing
under pressure may work adversely for some, others thrive on it. Most times
parties or holidays call for special recipes or special twists to familiar
ones. The occasion quite obviously means social contacts, but unless the cook
can keep her mind off the kitchen, the company might just as well not be there.
Not an activity for those who easily "lose their cool," except possibly in
auxiliary positions.

517 Sausage making

DD: 664.9 LC: TX 749

This, another facet of the food production crafts, is a less widel.%, practiced
art. Some type: of sausageare llnkea with ethnic groups, and therefore are not
universally popular. The activity itself is a specialized form of cooking.
Ingredients, allowing for local variations, are mostly different types of
ground meats and spices, mixed and stuffed into skins, then cooked in whatever
manner required. Not too difficult a task, with care given to sanitary con-
ditions and the proper cooking of meat. Adaptable to group work.

518 Wine and liquor production

DD: 641.8, 663.2, 663.5 LC: TX 726

The production of alcoholic beverages in America has been taken over largely
by companies. Those individuals remain, however, who still hold to this as
another of the treasured ethnic practices, a holdover perhaps from the days
of Prohibition, but an art of its own as well. Wine is the most widely prow.
duced, then beer because their prime requtsite is fermentation. Distilled
liquor requires more time, know-how and a still. While the end result of
any may not rival a Rothschild, Budweiser or Johnnie Walker, still the effort
should not be a total loss.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, nonelectric Hoa..itholdjkAlment. Safety Education
Data Sheet no. 16 (rev.), 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 60611.

National Safety Council,Utility Gas In the Home. Safety Education Data Sheet
no. 20, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 60611.
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Decorating Aetivities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972
Flowers (artificial) - $0.10-3.00
Flowers (live) - 0.10-15.00
Lamp decorating kite - 1.49-40.00
Paint - 0.60 -3.25
Vases - 1.00-20.00
Tablecloths - 1.20-20.00
Crepe paper- 0.12-2.00
Tin foil - 0.60-3.50
Wall paper - 0.94-6.95 yard

Immirment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation

memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

Na

M2
M3

S1

0 balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

SocialPsychologicl F.:Actors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Utilitarian

price range
Styrofoam - $0.03-2.20
Upholstery material - 2.97-5.00/ a yard
Misc accessories, e.g., . 0.20-5.00
glue, glitter, tape, chalk,
staples, etc.
Placemats - 0.60-4.00
Napkins - 1.00-5.00
Napkin rings - 1.00-6.00

S1
51

wheel chair 143

semi-ambulant M3
Class III heart +
Class Iv heart M3

hands impaire4:
rbaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

bed patient M3
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
maw 1.4 . 4.5

can do small objects on table or work bench and other things requiring one
hand for reaching
hold materials in vise, jig or fixture
small objects on beiv !. cr bedstand
all activities except climbing ladder to decorate Christmas Tree or install
curtain rods
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520-522

520 Decorating Activities

DD: 642.8, 747 LC: NK

These activities are possible outlets for those who satisfy their creative
urge through the mndium of visual art. Certain concepts of artistic ex-
pression ars crucial to this mode of decoration: a sense of form, color,
proportion, composition. While some idea of the principles or artistic
expression might be desirable or beneficial, they are not mandatory.
Some people have an innate sense of the artistic and can manage quite well
without formal instruction.

521 Floral arrangements (live and artificial)'

DD: 642.8, 745.9 LC: NK 1560-1565

Composition is the most important factor in attractive plant designs.
Success depends on deciding the mood of the arrangement end using the
materials proper to its achievement. Effects are highly subjective,
abstract. Artificial flowers, straw flowers or beaded flowers may
compensate for a hostile environment or be chosen for their perman-
ence in designs.

522 Small object decorating, e.g., wastebaskets, glass containers,
and lampshades

DD: 748.6, 747.3-.4 Le: NK 5300-5410

A variety of methods may be employed in this kind of decorating. One
might etch on glass or metal surfacesecarva or burn designs on wood,
paint or stencil glass containers, use surfaces as a base for collages
or decoupage. In any case, the what and how of the project are up to
the imagination of the designer and the limitations of the medium.
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523 Table setting and centerpiece making

DD: 642.6 LC: NK1560-1565

Attractive table settings can do much to enhance a meal. They are easy to

design-materials needn't be of Belgian linen or Waterford crystal to be

visually attractive. Nor must the settings be elaborate. Inclusion of cen-
terpieces, whether floral or some other creation, gives unity to the general

themewhether ethnic, elegant or seasonal. Many cookbooks offer suggestions.
One might begin there and develop his own ideas. Since the result is immedi-
ate and entails neither much time nor much expense, experimenting with table
designs might encourage the "housewife" who is pressed for time and who feels
her contributions are low on creativity.

524 Holidgy decorating

DD: 747.9 LC: NK 1160-1590

Setting individual skills to work on a hdliday project can be an effective

means of channeling group resources. Once a ceutril theme is chosen, the
imaginations of the people involved can take over. This is a test of in-
genuity and a concrete means of expressing holiday spirit. The "group" is

often the members of the family. Somehow activities like tree trimming
become much more interesting when greater numbers of people are involved.-
Decorating can also give the less aggressive a chance to express themselves.
Channeling such resources into a field in which there is much popular interest
gives valuable encouragement.



525-526

525 Windtiw dimpluyo

DD: 747.3 Lo: NK 1160-1596, flF 5849.D6

The pr:.magy purvode of dindou displ.av; to attract customer interest iq
merchandise. The ability i. effect tht-; "rignt" balance is crucial to this

kind or expression. aiLlity entails working with proportions, coAor
arrangements, lightinG and its effects on color, harmonious patterns, lineu

and styles. If the memnaudise is clothing, one will need as well some
fadhion sense - working with fabrics, styles and lines, knowledge of cur-
rent trends and the utilization of mannequins and baokground so as to pic-
ture these trends in their moat favorable light. This calls for sone mental
amnesties in design and execution of a whole - a somewhat complicated, but
challenging and rewarafnis task. This kind of decorating calls fur a
sophisticated grasp of the principles of what makes a display attxbotive.
Some :canal instruction might be essential.

s;26 General interior decorating

DD: 698.14,747 LC: NK 1700-3505, TX 311-317

For rest people, efforts at interior decoration translate into moving the
furniture twice a year to add a little variety. For someone who has ex-
hausted all possible combinations of furniture or wishes to delve more deeply
into tho possibilities of interior design, the requisite talents are more than
the pere physical effort which suffices the bi-annual praoticioners of the
art. Basically, interior decoration is the planning, designing, and exeou-
tion of an interior design. The explanation is more simple than the efforts
that go into it. Good interior designiag evaluates and uses to advantage
the aigh or low points of the general structure, Consideration must be given
to color and lighting, costs, materials, exterior settimg, types of home.
The decorator needs working knowledge of textiles, paints, wallpaper,
paneling, furniture anl flooring. An axt major or training at a technical or
vooational school ia a good start. Most of the projects may not be so ex-
tensive as to require all the skills listed above.
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Intorlaclu_and

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-Ps.rcholoAl.cal

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

knitting needles and yarn - $1.00-5.00/skein
knitting and weaving kits - 3.00-4.00

Factors

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

For further information see:

Batchelder, Martha, Art of Hooked-Rag Making. Peoria, Illinois: Manual Arts
Press, 1947.

Moody, A. Penderel, Lacemaking and Collecting. New York: Cassell and Co.,
Ltd., 1909.

Snook, Barbara, Learning to Embroider. New York: Hearthside Press Inc., Pub., 1960.

Plath, Iona, Handweaving. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1964.

Stevenson, Isabell, Crochet and Knitting for Everywoman. New York: Greystone
Press, 1948.

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching +
crawling

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV 'heart

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching S1 0
handling M2 0
fingering M2 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

+ bed patient
+ respiratory
+ Energy Expenditure in
+ METS: 1.2-2.0

Ml may need assistance of a sighted person
M2 may need jig or fixture to hold materials
SI probabl:- cannot reach rug frame
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5306-533

530 Interlacing and Interlocking Crafts

DD: 746.41 LC: TS 910

531 Basketweaving and wickerwork

The ..equired skill is so easily developed, there are few who would have any

severe difficulty in meeting the task. The usual material is raffia or

wicker and the baskets, mats and assorted other containers that result from

the shaping of these are both attractive and practical. If mistakes are

made, they can easily be corrected. The materials are inexpensive and easily

found. One might want to collect his own materials. Wood pieces and some

sort of flexible yet sturdy reed are usually all that is requixed. Working

on this level might encourage developing the skills in another field--weaving

rugs, for example. One could allow, then, for a certain progression of ac-
tivity which would encourage the more capable.

532 Macrame or knot making activities such as ay-tying or net making

DD: 746.41 LC: TT 840

The art of skillful knotting has come into its own with the sudden surge

of macrame into the foreground of craft activity. There has long existed

a close knot of skilled tiers who have spent their talents in the produc-

tion of nets and, more notably, fly ties. For these, knot-making is no

mere fad, but a highly developed art. The object of their intense craf,e-
manship is the simulation, as close as possible, of the particular bug, fly,

or whatever thought most delicious by the fish of their choice. The more

rugged may prefer its appeal to that of the more fashion-oriented macrame.
Knot-making in any capacity can be the work of anyone, but probably tha

more patient and given to appreciation of detailed work will first express

an interest.

533 Quilting

LO: 746.46 LC: TT835, NK9100-9199

Quilting occupies an honored position in the history of American art forms.

Its practice, begun in America's earliest days, was an exercise in frugal

ecoaomy and creative effort. The continued years of its practice bear
witness to the infinite variety in color, patter texture and design to

which it lends itself. The variations in boldness or delicacy, simpli-
city or intricacy of design are part of the visual delight and benefit of
treating the historical aspects of the art, the pursuit of which could

become an avocational actiyity in itself, even without the experience
of actually making a quilt of one's own.

For those, however, who would prefer the actual work, quilting offers ex-

cellent possibilities. The simplest quilts can be made by sewing together
squares of material, and in this case simple eoes not imply unattractive.

No great degree of skill or training is needed to produce immediate results,

a degree of satisfaction, and the motivation to pwreue the art further. The

nature of quilting follows this desir:')!e progression neatly, as it encourages

and lends itself to developments in &sign, requiring development of skill

and concomitantly, increasing self-confidence. The benefits of making quilts,

therefore, do not lie solely in the created items. The individual gains a
(cont. on next page)



53,1.536

333 Quilting (cont.)

new skill, a positive, creative outlet of energies, and an opportunity to
enter a new sphere of social activity. Quilting bees, or similar social
gatherings, might encourage the isolated individual to new contacts.

The physlcal demands are mainly of time and endurance. Long periods of sit-
ting comprise the greatect activity; therefore, non-ambulatory patients are
not restricted from this activity.

quilting requires minimal amounts of materials. The work can be done at any
time of day, at the person's leisure, quite a satisfactory arrangement for
those who like to a2comp1ieh things on their own.

534 Hooked, braided, or woven rugs

DD: 746.7 LC: TS 1490-1500

Hooked rugs, because they take such a long time to complete, might be
best suited to encoura:!ing group effort. The work itself is quite simple.

The greatest physical exertion is expended in adjusting and attaching the
rug to the frame upon which it is worked. The wool has to be gathered and

cut into strips. This can be the work of many hands. The same principle of
group interaction is operational in braiding and weaving rugs. For this
category of craft, the greatest expenditure of energy lies in the collection
and preparation of materials. The final assembly is the easiest--braiding

and weaving are simply that.

535 Crocheting

DD: 746.43 LC: TT 820.425

Crocheting is one of those cozy little activities that may never stimulate
undue excitement, but that can te quietly and immediately gratifying. Cro-
cheting is easy to learn. One basic stitch will suffice for a woolen hat or
scarf and reasonably nimble fingers can finish either one in a matter of
hours. After learning two or more stitches, one can rise to the greater
challenge of a dress, sweater, or even an afghan. Easy to follow inetruc-
tion 'molts are available.

Crocheting gives one the leeway that is not always possible in sewing to either
master or create any number of sizes or stitches. When sewing, one must follow
a precise pattern with carefUl exactness in order to avoid time-consuming and

sometimes costly mistakes. With crocheting, however, one is encouraged to move
freely and quickly because stitches can easily be unravelled and repaired, thereby
eliminating that nncomfortable and limiting fear of error.

OnOethe fingers settle into a rhythmic patteon, need for concentration lessens
ana crocheting becomes a paeasant accompaniment to an amiable conversation. Cro-
cheting can also be a community activity. Any number of people, for example,
can get together to crochet an afghan. Many popular patterns call f4r aghans
made of sewn-together crocheted equares.

536 Knitting

DD: 746.43 LC: TT 820-829

Knitting shares many of crocheting's characteristics: relative ease of learn-
ing, immediate gratification, and few physical or mental demands. The stitches,

(cont. on next page)
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53( , Ltting (cont.)

though different, produce the same kinds of ;loods--sweaten1/2 afghans

scarves, etc. Knitting, Like crocheting, settles into a rhythmic pattern,
at which point it occupies the hands rather than the mind. Obviously, there
aren't toini! to be major differences between those who knit and those who
crochet.

537 Lacework, embroidery, and tapestrY

DD: 746.2-.44 LC: TT 800-805

These are the most delicately worked of the crafts in this category. They

require careful, painstaking attention to detail. This makes the work go
slower, with Less to show for the time spent than is the case with, for
example, knitting or crocheting. The results, however, even with simple
designs and basic stitches, are quite lovely. Although intricate needle-
work used to be de rigueur in the education of the American woman, today
only those with long periods of free time pursue the art to the same extent.
Any of the t'lree require great patience, an eye for the niceties of tiny,
intricate design, and the time and endurance L., spend long periods on the
work.

538 Weaving

DD:74b.l LC: TT 800-805, TS 1490-1500

Hand weaving rewires a minimum of training and equipment. Simpler types

of weaving do not even require a loom. When a loom is required, two weeks
of instruction is considered ample time to grasp the technique. The benefits
of the art are an interest in textiles and fabric construction, development
of manual skill, and appreciation of textures and colors. Threading the loom
is the most time-consuming part of weavini,,, but weaving is said to produce
cloth faster than knitting or crocheting. Even on a small scale, metal looms
turn out a surprising variety of items and are conducive to the exercise
of creative design. (cf. pp. 164-166, Whole ',A2th Catalog, for possible re-
ference works )

For further information see:

Blumenau, Lili, The Art and Craft of Hand Weaving Including Fabric Design.
New York: Crown Publishers, Inc.,1955.

Todd, Osma G., Joy of Hand Weaving. Scranton: Towel Publishers, 1951
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LLD Model and Kit Assem10.7

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Mbdicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not neces-
sarily at hand

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunaly for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 p4ce range
Plastic models - $1.00-10.00
Eloctronic kits - 2.00-500.00
Doll and puppet making - 0.00-10.00 (depending on whether or not they are made from

scrap materials)

Fbr further information see:
Birch, Thomas C., Mbdels and Model-mAki4g. London: Perry Colour Books, 1954.
GTeen, Dana S., Puppet Making. London: The Studio Ltd., 1935.
Bienrey, Ronald, Electronics for Everzbody. New York: Popular Science Pub. Co., 197C

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

51
52

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

M1 if parts held in vise or clamp
S1 stuffed toy projects
52 large pieces only

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

1 2
+ +
M1 0
M1 0
+ +

+ bed patient
+ respiratory

+ Entim.Walgism.la
+ NETS: 1.2 - 1.9



540

540 Toy, -4 Ic't Assembly

DD: 70.592 Le: NK 492, TT -154

Toy, model, and kit assembly requires a hign amount of discipline for
success. As in every craft-oriented activity, model makiLg hobbies
have ascending levels of skill from beginner to master. But almost
all model making requires high degrees of patience, perfectionism, at-
tention to detail, willingness to work systematically, and ability to know
when and when not to follow directions.

Few model builders or toy assembly hobbyists consider these demands burden-
some, however, because the creative fulfillment and recognition they derive
from the activity reward well the meticulous care required by it.

Almost any kit assembly activity has enough built-in interest to inspire
increasingly more difficult projects, mainly because of the hobbyist's
pleasure in displaying his achievements. The more he and others admire his
handiwork, the more he is tempted to outdo himself in his next effort, even
to the point of improvising designs and personally surpassing commercially
available wodel kits (This is where not following directions comes in. Some-
times originality demands diversion from the instruction sheet).

As the hobbyist gains more expertise in a particular kind of model building
or toy assembly, he acquires a auriosity about the history and lore of his
model specialty. In eome cases, particularly among fanciers of =del trains,
this interest becomes almost obsessive, as the hobbyist seeks every available
shred of information about his specialty. In his knowledge as well as his
model making, the devotee considers no detail unimportant.

Model making does little to encourage social interac::,L. The activity it-
self is quite time consuming and requires extreme concentration; this is why
model making and kit assembly can easily absorb energies which otherwise might
be devoted to social involvement. Especially for those who have difficulty in
social relationships, mndel building provides an excuse for seclusion. If
the model builder or kit assembler receives deserved recognition for his efforts,
however, his hobby can have positive social value.
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542 Doll, marionette, and puppet projects

DD: 745.59 LC: PN 1970-1981

Doll, marionette, and puppet projects involve the hobbyist in a spectrum of

cultures, especially in construction of ethnically authentic costumes. Doll

and puppet making challenge the hobbyist to originality in designing clothing

and fashioning faces for his creations.

543 Model house and furniture projects

DO: 688.72 LC: TT 200

Model house and furniture projects lead one to curiosity about modes of

living in different cultures and historical periods. CarefUl research

as well as manual skill is requ51.ed to enter this hobby activity. An

eye for fine detail, too, is necessary if the model furniture collection

is to have a look of authenticity.

544 Models of trains, cars, boats, airplanes, etc.

DD: 629.221 LC: TF 197, TL 237, VM 298

Models of trains, cars, boats, airplanes, etc. can be made in a variety of ways,

ranging from commercially made kits to individually made-from-scratch varieties.

In every case, the amount of the model builder's satisfaction is in direct

proportion to his investment of time, effort, and expense on the project. Al-

most all commercially made models today are molded of plastic. For die-hard

purists, model ships can still be purchased in wood, with fittings of brass

and cast lead, but even the old salts must admit that plastic provides mach

better detail of parts than any other material. Beginners to the hobby should

appreciate the et!,e of assembly of plastic model kits.

545 Electronic kits

DD: 745.59, 688.72 LC: TK 9971

Electronic kits enable the hobbyist to build everything from a toy telegraph

ticker (suitable to late grade-echool age levels) to the most sophisticated

radio, sterephonic, and television equipment. A home craftaman can save

hundreds of dollars in retail costs if he elects to make his own electronic

equipment. Of course, the pride and satisfaction of one who makes his own

stereo set are unbounded.



546-548

546 Layouts for model trains, battlefields, etc.

DD: 745.592, 625.19 LC: QA 646

Layouts for model trains, battlefields, etc. require knowledge of paper
mache, plaster, and plywood construction. For the student of:al:A-Lary
history, such layouts can enliven textbook accounts, especially when com-
bined with authentic scale replicas of weaponry and period military uni-
forms. The fashioning of miniature lead soldiers with full regalia is in it-
self an actively pursued hobby.

Model train layouts, of course, reflect the model railroader's zeal for com-
plete scale realism in all things. The seriaus model train layout includes
ingenious villages, roads, and a variety of carefUlly selected mosses and
lichens to simulate trees and Shrubbery.

547 Repair of old toys, models and game equipment
548 Repair of sports eqm.pment, e.g., skates, baseball gloves, etc.

Repair of old toys, games, and sports equipment calls for much the same
resourcefulness and skill as model building, but should be considered more
utilitarian and less creatively fulfilling than tny, model, and kit assembly
discussed above.
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Puper Crafts

Environmental Factors

Endoor

No specific
%)nvironment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Cost of equipment and supplies:

Papier mache - $1.00 / lb.
Crepe paper folds - 0.35
Origami squares - 0.80/ 100
Shellac - 1.00-1.50 / pint
Scissors - 0.506.2.50

I jnpairment Limitationt,

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

LatiMal
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

51

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1972 price range

balance
seizures
,aPhasia:,

receptive
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

hands impaire
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M2

Utilitarian

1 2
M1
M2 M2
M2 M2
+ +

+ bed patient
+ respiratory
+ Energy Expenditure in
+ NETS: 1.4 - 2

SI working with papier mache is possible
NI materials close at hand on table or work bench
142 hold materials in vise, jig or fixture; may manipulate,

implements held in mouth
painting, pasting
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c51 Scrapbook projects

DD: U80, .-1.5.511. LC: Z 691, Z 697.C6

;;orapbook projects open the participant to the huge ranee of sights and
oxpeuiences captured in publications. In collectinc pictures and drawings of
Cants, fashions,animals, or anything else, one unavoidably has his in-
6Qrest stimulated in a host of other subjects.

552 Cutting silhouettes

DD: 741.7 LC: ND 910

Cutting silhauettes not only tests a person's skill with a scissors but
also serves another, higher function: it deals in the graphic portrayal of
another person. One who cuts a dilhoustte is not cutting a mere random
form; he is fashioning a human likeness, however simple, and in this he
attains the wonderful satisfaction which comes from involvement with his
subject and his craft.

554 Papier-mache craft and paper sculpture

DD: 745.54, 676.18 LC: NB 1270.P3

Ftpier-mache craft is distinct from other crafts listed here: it is a
plastic art, more closely related to sculpture than to paper-autting
activities. Papier-mache involves work in three dimensions instead of two,
which means that thet maahe hobbyist must have a preception of mass superior
to that of the scrapbook maker. Papier-mache requires few raw materials,
little waste of space and money and can be undertaken more easily than most
other sculpture activities (see 640 Sculpture and Carving Activities).
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555 Origami

DD: 736.98 LC: TT '7u

Origami, tht Oriente art of paper fo] ding, can make the hobbyist appear
to have the skills of magic. Some of the delicate, graceful objects made
through origami defy the imagination; the hobbyist skilled in the craft is
assured of compliments for his handiwork. Those wishing to ehplore the ac-
tivi-w can choose from a variety of pamphlets and books, most of which il-
lustrate through photographs and drawings the steps to follow in creating
origami objects. Such publications usually grade origami activities on a
begianer-to-expert scale, a feature quite helpfu] to novices.

557 Shellacking or finishing of pictures or drawings
558 Bookbinding

DD: 751.2, 676.234-.235, 655.744 LC: TP 938, Z 266-275

Shellacing of pictures or drawings and bookbinding are crafts which supple-
ment basic paper-and-scissors crafts discussed above. Shellacing of pictures,
however, requires few more materials than the simpler paper crafts: shellac,
a brush, and a well-ventilated room. Those with impairments may need super-
viEion in using the varnish, because the stuff can create a sticky mess if not
used carefUlly. Shellacing does reward careful work with a lasting product
suitable for dispaay. Bookbinding is more a pragmatic than a creative ac-
tivity; the most satisfying avocational activities center upon the contents
inside a book cover than on the binding of the book itself. Such is the case
with all kinds of scrapbooks, diaries, etc.
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CAn Leather and Textile Crafts

Environmental Factors

TAdoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-PsychologJcal Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

fabric - $0.50-30.00/yard sewing machine - $47.00-300.00
felt - 0.10-0.50/square foot patterns - 0.65-6.00

For further information see:

Meilach, Dona Z., Making Contemporag BUgs and Wall Hangl.ngs. New 'York: Abelard-
Schuman, 1970.

Bane, Allyne, Tailoring.

Better Homes and Gardens

Arnim, Faye, Fur Craft.

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

M1 may need
M2 may need

M1
M1

New York: McGrawsMill Book Co., Inc., 1958.

Sewing Book. Meredith PUblishing Go., 1961.

New York: Key Pdblishing Co., 1964.

balance
seizures
Athaata:

receptive
expresatve +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + M2
handling M2 0
fingering M2 0
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

+ bed patient
+ respiratory
+ Energy Expenditure in
+ NETS: 1.2-2.0

assistance of a sighted person
jig or fixture to hold materials
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560-110

DD: 646.1, .015.5Y1 746 LC: ilK 62011, Td 94u-1043, UK 8800-8999, T o_

TO rics]

The crafts described below have une major factor in common: wovk within any of
these activities, -whether on very basic or un vow complex levels. giveu a
tangible sense of skilled accompliehment, a peculiar and very pleasant sat-
isfaction that only work aone by one's own hands can offer. The practiaal
rewards are almost immediate. The personal reward, the "I did it myself"
pride is invaluable.

Most of the crafts work up from basic products with minimum understanding of
the fabrics and/or methods used, to highly complex, specialized or even
purely theoretical work. Minimum amounts uf skill do not prevent partici-
pation, since skills are developed within the making of goods; imaginative
work and personal preferences in colors, designs and textures are highly
operational.

These activities can easily be adapted for group and/or individual needs.
Organized structuring of these activities can encourage and facilitate social
contacts.

561 Mending clothing

DD: 646.2 LC: TT 720

This can be as simple as darning socks or as difficult as reweaving cloth. The
first most anyone can easilr accomplish, the latter requires a bit more in-
struction. Sometimes, as in patching children's clothing, there is room for
colorful imaginative touches. Quite often mending is restricted to the purOy
utilitarian. As a result, mending is usually considered a tedious part of the
household routine. This might be lessened somewhat were the taak to be done in
a group setting. Two purposes would then be served--a bothersome hausehold
chore is eliminated and tne housewife involves herself in a directed social
setting.

562 Clothes and dress making

DD: 646.3-.4 LC: TT 500-560, HD 9942

Once home sewing was associated primarily with pinching pennies. While the
eaonomic advantages remain, greater sophistication in fabrics and design has
raised the status of home sewing to a new level. Innovations and improvements
by pattern companies have resulted in a greater range of available patterns
from the very basic ("how-to-sew" patterns, simple enough for the most inex-
perienced novice) to very complex ("designer" patterns for the more practiced).
Fabric prices vary similarily: the cost of attractive goods ranges from nom-
inal to extravagant. These developments allow the seamstress to be both crea-
tive and practical. She can select design and fabric to fit her own needs and
tastes in clothing. She can alter, modify, and design at will while improving her
skill at the art. Lessons are given for a moderate fee, but many pick up the
knack on their own, possibly with advice and assistance from the more experienced.
This gives the individual a chance to produce on her own, but also makes possi-
ble sharing and interchange with otla-ars. Materials needed are more extensive,
but at a price range flexible enough to fit most budgets.
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pyulue textile ur leathur isuod.!

DD: 646.63 LC: T3 940-1043, TS 1510

DyeIng in its simplest form is duLJ with packaged dyes that often guarantee,
under specific directions, uniform color and minimum effort. Special dyes exist
fer both leather and fabrics. Mo.ee advanced steps than the use of packaged
and marketed dyes can mean learning to prepare dyes from natural products
vegtables, fruits and flowers. This may necessitate some further under-
stahding of the dyeing process. Another approach might be research into the
chemical processes involved, the suitability of particular types of dyes
(acid, cotton, mordant, etc.) to different fabrics. "Tie-dyeing" is a popular,
simple way to create intricate deeigns on fabric.

564 Felt crafts

DD: 646.5, 645.4 LC: TS 1825

Fe.t me,y be used to make clothing with a particular advantageunlike most
fabric, felt doesn't need linings, hems or painstaking finishings. This, as
well as its traditional use in ornaments and appliques, makris it ideal for those
who like to make things, but don't have or haven't developed the skill needed
for sewing, don't have or won't spend the time needed for sewing, or aren't
particularly attracted by the art of sewing with more demanding fabrics.

565 Leather crafts

DD: 745.531 LC: NK 6200

This, like other categories mentioned here, has its simple and comp".ex sides.
Leather work may mean completing marketed kits ofmoccasins or purses; it may
also mean treating the leather through all the stages of soaking, tanning,
dyeing and finishing. Work with leather may appeal to those who prefer its
rougher, less finished appearance to fabricated, highly Styli2i cloth.

Fbr further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyolopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and Co.,
1957.
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566-568

566 Drapery and throw oloth making

mos 645.1 - 645.3 las TT 390

Making draperies and curtains is a specialised form of sewing with fabric.

There are differing styles and levels of complexity. The more diffioult
often require speoial equipment and special instruotions. Again, there
exists the individual's exeroise of judgment in color, style and texture
and the possible Sharing arrangement between the more experienced and the

learner.

567 Costume olothing making

Ms 391, 646.49 746.9 LO: TT 507

Costuming adds the flavor of imagination to the skills of dressmaking. The

activities attendant to costume making (research into the fashion trends of the

era, designing, buying, fitting, etc.) may effectively draw together the in-
dividual efforts of a diversified many into a directed group project. This

includes costuming for puppet dhows, plays, parades, or costume parties.

568 Reupholstering

DD: 645.4 Ws RIC 3175-3296

Reupholstery works with more than textile goods. Twine, tacks, rubber,
stuffings, wood frames are included in the materials. The activity, then,
is not limited to sewing fabric or leather to construct a final oovering; it

oan cover the complete assembly fran frame to covering. Thus, it requires

more physical effort than the other orafts mentioned in this category. %he

final effect, no matter how delicate the appearance, is not to be had. with-
out a, major expenditure of time and energy. Again, a group division of

labor may lessen individual effort. Skills in carpentry easily combine with

skills in textile work.
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570 11221.1alitItALIItislagAsilarillm

Environmental Factors

Tndoor

Nu specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Carving set - $10.00-40.00
Electric pencil - 4.00
Saws - 4.00-10.00
soldering gun - 10.00
Lathe - 100.00

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:

stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

Mi
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

Mi
M1

Social-Psycholoeri. bi Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1972 price range

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Unsupervised

balance M1 hands impaired: 1 2
seizures Ml reaching M2 M2
aPhasia: handling M2 M2
receptive fingering M2 M2
expressive
mixed

feeling
no hands 0

M3 M3

wheel chair M4 bed patient M4
semi-ambulant M4 respiratory M5, M6
Class III heart M5
Class IV heart 0

use hand tools rather than
hold objects in vise; use
watch out for hot objects;
may do bench activities
use power tools instead of
install sawdust collector

Energz Expenditure in
METS: 1.2-6.8

power tools
reaches, etc., if necessary
friction will heat up metal being cut or drilled

hand tools when possible
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570 Wood and Natal Working Activities

DD: 694, 739 LC: NK 6400-8450, TS

571 Whittling and chip carving, e.g., chisel tooling of bowls, whittling of
whistles, eto.

DD: 731.4 -.46, 684.082 LC: NK 9700-9799

Whittling is an easygoing activity, usually solitary, which requires consider-
able patienoe. The difference between whittling and wood sculpture is one of
degree, not kind; like the sculptor, the whittler must approach each piece of
wood with the knowledge that it presents unique possibilities and problems.
He will soon realize that certain types of wood are generally more suitable
than others for a given project.

There are maAy levels on whioh the whittler can approach his hobby: some find
it relaxing simply to pare a piece of kindling down to a toothpick; others
will enjoy practical projects, like making bookends, napkin rings, or bowlm
the carver with artistic talent will probably attempt realistic or stylized
carvings of animals or birds. I'atterns and ideas are available, but part of
the fun is working out one's own thoughts in the wood.

A good knife is the whittler's most important and only really essential tool;
it need not be expensive, but it must have a good quality blade able to take
and hold asharp edge.

For further informaTion see:

Coleman, 'Donald G., Woodworking Factbook. New York: Robert Speller and Sons,
1966.

Hunt, W. Ben, Let's Whittle. Milwamkee: The Bruce PUblishing Co., 1962.

573 Hand tool projects on wood, e.g., birdhouses, bookends, etc.

DD: 648.082 LC: MC 9700-9799

Although most woodworking projects can be dons faster and often more accurately
with power tools, small projects can be done with facility with hand tools.
The dkilled craftsman may achieve greater precision with chiseling and hand
sanding than-with machine routing and machine sanding.

There are innumerable sets of plans available for a great variety of small
woodwork objects. In addition, many small objects oan be custom designed
for the artistic fulfillment of a particular house, or as a functional addition
to a workshop or garage.

Too many men start woodworking as a hobby, make more birdhouses than can be
given away to friends and relatives and, urable to think of anything else to
make, drag themselves defeated back to watching TV. At the same time in-
numerable housewives yearn for an extra shelf in the kitchen.

Hand tools have greater portability and are indispensable where electric power
is lacking as in camping, on boats, etc.

(cont. on next page)
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Hand tool projects on wood (cont.)

Material costs may vary substantially. For aa econow budget, wood scraps
may be obLainod from most lumber mills for nothing. Money invested in rare
and oxpenoive woods may yield finished products with exquisite grains and
colors.

Uncontrolled epileptics and other accident prone people may be well advised
to choose hand tools over power tools.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Cuttin& Implements. Safety Education Data Sheet No. 6,
Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.

National Safety Council, Hand Tools. Safety Education Data Sheet No. 15 (rev.)

574 Carpentry with power tools, e.g., lathe, circular saw, jig saw

DD: 684.083 LC: TH 5601-5691

Carpentry with power tools is a real joy, particularly to craftsmen previously
limited to hand tools. So much can be accomplished so fast. An extremely
wide range of tools and tool attachments are now available at moderate prices
which permit most jobs to be done by powered machinery. More time is now
spent in setting up the machinery and attachments for the job at hand and
storing attachments and materials for quick retrieval than in doing the
actual job itself. Multiple purpose power tools, although representing less
expensive initial investment, greatly increase the time required to change
attachments and adjustments. This makes it more efficient to do several of
the same kinds of job at once which leads to having several jobs going at
once which requires more sto:age space, etc.

Machine tools require considerably more space than hand tools. Usually,
the largest single unit of space is that required to cut a 41 x 81 piece of
plywood on a circular saw.

For the hobbyist who does considerable work in his shop or a wide variety of
work, the storage of wood supplies becomes a real problem. Having a sizeable
stock of different kinds and sizes of wood greatly increases efficiency and
lowers costs.

Large amounts of sawdust are produced by wood power tools and for individuals
allergic to sawdust this is an unauitable hobby unless they are willing to wear
a dust protector or install dust collecting equipment.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safety_Intheyoodshop. Safety Education Data Sheet
No. 46 (rev.) Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 6(,'111.



577

577 Solderine and welding and Coreing projects

DD: 682, 683 LC: TT 211, TS 225, TT 267

There seems to be no overt reason why some people prefer working with wood and
some with metal. These metal working skills all involve using heat and
burns are an ever present danger.

Close timing is an additional characteristic as the process involved must be
perCormed at an exact point when the metal being worked on and/or the metal
filler are exactly the right heat. This is difficult to describe in words
or show in pictures. The experienced craftsman can help the apprentice with
verbal corrections; the rest must be learned through experience.

Soldering is the simplist of the techniques and is useful for filling and
decorating but has no load bearing capacity. Soldering joints on copper
pipes is the most common household application.

Wading encompasses a wide range of skills'and techniques, from simple cut-
ting and brazing with a gas welder to welding aluminum with heliarc.

Gas (oxy-acetlene) welding equipment is relatively inexpensive and extremely
versatile. Gas welding is the easiest process to learn although a great
deal of care'is needed in handling the compressed gas.

Arc welding is more difficult but is very useful when welding heavy plate.

Artistic welding has developed into a separate art form with almost unlim-
ited potential for new designs in fountains, lawn decorations, mail box
posts, etc. Junk metals may be used for some work which keeps the material
costs within reasonable limits.

Fbrging is less common but is important in changing the shape of heavy gauge
metals not amenable to other forms of metal processing by the amateur. It
is of more use on fa2ms and for people corcerned with rebuilding car frames,
and speclal equipment requiring metal bracing and hitches. A forge is best
installeL in a garage or other outbuilding. Used forging equipment may be
available from country blacksmith shops which have gone out of business but
these are now few in number.

After the metal is made mallable by heating, considerable arm strength is
required to beat it with a heavy hammer into the desired shape. The forge
throws out a great deal of heat and is not a desireable avocation for in-
dividuals allergic to heat.

Fbr further information see:

National Safety Council, Welding and Cutting Safety Safety Education Data
Sheet No. 56 (rev.), Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.
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'40 Flaridy MaIM:aft

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Outdoor

112211kEmalmalacal Factors

Utilitarian

Pre-patterne4

Concrete . I

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

222LILNAMat_10.110211.11: 1972 Price range

Hammer - $1.50-8.00 Screwdriver - $2.00-1Q.00
Pliers - 5.00 Sander - 40.00-80.00
Wrench - 4.00-20.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
1QW vision
hearing

S1
S2

balance
seizures
Aphasia:

M2
M2

speech receptive 53
retardation 53 expressive +
memory M1 mixed 53

,impaired:
stooping 54 wheel chair .54
kneeling S4 semi-ambulant 54
crouching 54 Class III heart 46
crawling S4 Class IV heart Q

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 54 54
handling M3 M4
fingering M3 144
feeling 145 145

no hands 144

bed patient 0
respiratory 146

Enerp Expenditure in
METS: 2-8

M1 read instructions frequently and make notes of what has been done
M2 avoid climbing and work with power tools
M3 hold objects in vises, jibs and fixtures
m4 operate some small tools and brushes by holding in mluth or attached to head
M5 avoid hot objects
M6 light work at slow pace
S1 can do finishing and refinishing
52 can work on large objects
S3 work on less technically complicated jobs
S4 can do bench work
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580 HandMativitieu

DD: G80 1JO: TT 151

Few activities have as many fatisfying payoffs au handy man activities.
They may add substantially to the net family income by reducing expenditure.t.
They provide an outlet for the satisfactions of craftsmanship. Many of til(:m

satisfy aesthetic and creative needs. They contribute to a sense or camarad-
erie among fellow handy men, no matter how different their life stylus in
.other re9pects.

There are innumerable books, magazines and pamphlets on practically all handy

man activities. Before starting an activity, read about it in several sour-es.
Frequently, a how-to-do-it process which cannot be clearly understood from
reading one source is understandable after two cr more explanations are read

or diagrams inspected. The descriptions of materials given in some mail or-

der catalogs may be very helpfill.

Building and/or repairing the pihysical objects connected with his home helps

the individual to recapture a feeling of understanding and controlling his

physical environment.

On the negative side, handy man activities are also a source of family frictim.
Wives may resent money spent on tools and materials from which no immediate re-

turn is visible. Repairs promised but delayed and jobz started and left incom-

plete, all violate the leife's concept of a smooth running household. Storage

room for tools and supplies becomes a problem. The smaller the residence, the

greater the friction.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Se,J._*i_.vtixj_.nDozIt-Yourself. Safety Education Data Sheet

No, 68, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 60611.

581 Simple installation activities, such as light bulbs, windows, screens, etc.

DDr '681.83 LC: TK 9901

These are necessary, usually regular, and sometimes seasonal activities with

little psychic gain. They are chores which have to be done with negative imp-
lications if they are not done rather than positive implications if they are
done. They do contribute to a sense of being a master of the environment in

which we live, which for some is preferable to being subject to the whims of

the janitor or maintenance man in those apartment houses where these services
are provided.

582 Complex installation activities such as tiles, carpets, paneling, plaster-

ing, drywall

DD: 698, 698.9 LC: TP 837-9

8iLce the results of these installations are highly visible, there is substanti-

al satisfaction from having a workmanship-like job to show friends and brag a-

bout discreetly, In some cases, choosing the colors, type of materials and

texture of the finiiih is an aesthetieally pleasing experience.

A fair de&-ee of craftsmanship is required for these activities because little

correction is possible once the materials have been cut. This requires precise

measurements and, for beginners, a great deal of checking and rechecking. Bet-

ter start in a closet where mistakes can become skeletons and kept out of sight.
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583-586

583 Interior and exterior house painting

DD: 698.1 LC: TT 300-380

Few things produce as much aesthetic satisfaction and sense of accomplishmmt
with as little skill. It also makes the largest contribution to the net family
income because the prdportion of labor costs savings in relation to material
costs are so high. Outside painting, if 'i i. includes thorough' caulking'as a
prerequisite, is a major money saver ollJr 'C.. long run by reducing house de-

terioration.

The choice of colors and combination of colors offer a chance for highly visi-
ble artistic expression. This is one activity in which individuals with only
one functionally useable arm remaining have relatively little handicap.

584 Repairing, varnishing, staining, etc., of furniture, woodwork, etc.

DD: 684.1-.2 LC: TT 300-380

The time consuming nature of these activities makes the cost of purchasing
this work commercially almost prohibitive, so that substantial savings for
the family net income are realized through this hobby. It is particularly
suitable for individuals who lack creativity but who enjoy producing an aes-
thetically enjoyable finished product. Refinishing furniture is a slow,
monotonous job suited to individuals with a strong fantasy life, as they can
accomplish the task with minimal attention to what they are doing. Rafinish-
ing is also highly suited to those with the use of only one arm remaining.

585 Plumbing

DD: 696 LC: TH 6101-6691, TH 6681

Although large savings in labor costs are available to the do-it-yourself
plumber, the high cost of materials requires a substantial investmpnt in the
job. Plumbing equipment, particularly pumps, has become increasingly compli-
cated, and a knowledge of some aspects of elementary physics is highly useful
and sometimes essential.

Additional plumbing fixtures add a great deal to the convenience of a house-
hold and to its actual value. They do not bring the immediate gratifying
praise of guests that the more highly visible recently painted living room
evokes.

586 Appliance repair

DD: 681.8 LC: Tf 9900-9971

Appliance repair is becoming an increasingly frustrating activity. More
and more appliances are made to be thrown away rather than repaired. To
lower initial production costs, appliances are put together in such a
fashion that prior knowledge of the assembly method is necessary to know
what comes apart and what doesn't. Even armed with this knowledge, special
tools may be required. It is difficult to find out where to purchase re-
placement parts, if they are available at all. With the miniaturization
trend, clearances are so small that disassembly or reassembly become imprac -

(cont. on next page)
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586-588

50 Appliance repair (cont.)
tical. The individual who wantu to rcuair onl,; one smaLl appLiance is better
advised to throw it away and utilize his time in a more profitable direction.
The individual who insists on this as a hobby will need to become semi-expert
by working on a number of quite similar dysfunctioning appliancesno doubt
gladly supplied by neighbors, relatives, and friends.

587 Automobile and small gas motor maintenance and repair

DD: 629.28 LC: TL 153-275

Considering the large proportion of family income spent on cars, this type
of repair has a substantial payoff in savings for tne net family income.

Almost anyone can change tires, oil, spark plugs, air filters, gas filters,
antifreeze, etc. Purchase of tools and parts from mail order supplies or
junk yards may bring substantial savings. However, for cars built since 1964,
motor tuneup has become a job only for the professional using expensive diag-

nostic equipment.

Small motor repairs are less complex and may be profitably undertaken. Ad-
ditional savings are realized in avoiding the time and expense of transporting
equipment using small motors to specialized repair shops which may be located
some distance away.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safety in the teLlym. Safety Education Data
Sheet No. 57 (rev.), 425 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 60611.

588 Electrical work

DD: 621 LC: TK 9900-9971, TK 7018

Some municipalities permit electrical work only by licensed electricians.
Check the electrical code of your municipality before you start. Careful
compliance with codes and strict adherence to safety precautions are es-
sential. In general, electrical work is less complicated than many of the

other skills because it is usually obvious whether the job has been completed
in a satisfactory manner--if it hasn't, it blows its fuse! As a general rule,
electrical work produces --for the money and effort invested --more convenience
and labor saving than any other handy man activity.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Electric Equipment. Safety Education Data Sheet

Nu. 9 (rev.), 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 60611.

2 Safetz for Amateur Electricians. Safety Education

Data SLIeet No. 78 CF;77), 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 60611.

Safety in the Elestricall_ahm. Safety Education
Data Sheet No. 87Trev.), 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 60611.

1 Home Li htin . Safety Education Data Sheet No. 91
T-1.77.), 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.



590 Miscellaneous Craft Adtivites

Environmental Factors

indoor

No specific
environment

Outdoor

Modicum of space Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

2221.9.LagaiganaLJNIft_tautlitED

Wax - $2.50/slab
Molds - 2.00-4.00
Scent - 1.00
oil pastels - 1.50/48 colors

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
croucning
crawling

0
S1

Social-Psychological

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

197211. Ice range

Mosaic tiles - $1.00/12" square
Decoupage base - 1.00
finish - 1.50/8oz.

balance S1
seizures M1
aphasia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

+ wheel 51
+

.chair

semi-ambulant S1
+ Class III heart S1
+ Class IV heart M2

Sl. everything except kite flying
M1 protect against hot wax in candlemaking
M2 limited to lightest materials

264

65

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

bed patient S1
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.2-6.8
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590 Miscellaneous uraft Activities

DD: "45 LC: TT, NK

There seems to be a rebirth of interest in craft activities as recreational
pursuits. With good reason, it might be said that the Counter-Industrial
Revolution has begun, for much of the craft activ!ty is in reply to the
abundance of the ready-made. Sociological implications aside, this develop-
ment is very useful for purposes of directed avocational activities. Books
on how-to-do-it, materials to do it with, even where-to-get-it catalogs are
in abundance. Most craftsmen would vouch that the internal satisfaction is
reward enough for the external product, but many crafts have the additional
advantage of being easily marketable, beginner's work no exception. Results

are immediate enough o provide further incentive. These crafts, as a me-
dium of personal expression, might help someone say more than he can in
words. Most craft activities are flexible enough to adapt to a variety of
mental and physical abilities. Treated below are just a few of the possi-
bilities not already mentioned in this section.

591 Collage and decoupage

DD: 746 LC: NK 9315

A collage expresses an idea by means of a combination of smaller ideas.
That is, in making a collage, one pastes together all manner of cuttings
from paper and each cutting contributes to the theme of the whole. These
are very imaginative and vary subjective creations and may be done using a
variety of materials, most of which are very common, even relatively in-
significant except when used in this context. They then take am important
connotations, may be interpreted at many different levels.of meaning, and
add to the subtle complexity of the theme. A cog.lage is an exercise in
imaginative use of simple materials. Often the most fun is in looking
for the appropriate materials, e.g., rummaging through magazines in search of
of pictures which will lend themsellas to the desired creation. In making
a collage, one visualizes the desired result, then judges the effectiveness
of the means of expression. There is a certain talent required in judging
spatial relations, color and form, evaluation of the composition as a whole.
However, these considerations should not be allowed to interfere with
the relative freedom enjoyed in making collages. Too often artistic ex-
pression is hampered in the timid or hesitant for fear of not meeting up
with arbitrary standards. Collages may be an excellent form of encouraging
self-expression.
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592 Candlemaking

DD: 665.19, 738.8, 745.59 LC: TP 993

Candlemaking is reverting to its origins as a home craft and as such is bocom-

Lug quite a popular hobby. An astonishingly large number of scents, shapes

and textures are available. The method of production may be as unsophisticated

as melted crayons in a wax milk carton. The results are largely up to the

individual; experimentation holds endless possibilities.

593 Mosaics

DD: 748.5 LC: NK 5430, NK 8500

Working with mosaic is a test of patience and creative design. This is close,

slow, and painstaking work. While it may be an excellent device for those
with an abundance of leisure time, progress on the work may be slower than
some would wish it. Better reserved for those who care for intricately
worked designs. Materials may be glass, marble or even paper. Designs may
be imitative or original. One outgrowth might be an interest in art history,
possibly a specialized interest in Byzantine or medieval mosaic work.

595 Kite flying and making

Kites, though more popular in Asia than in Edrope or America, still form
a part of most children's activity. This common ground might be put to
advantage for group activity---kite flying contests stipulating-that all
kites be made by the owner might provide enough interest to augment de-
velopment of a sIll. Construction is relatively uncomplicated and open
to limitless variation.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safety with Ki_adliodel . estesaran. Safety Edu-
cation Data Sheet No. 70 (rev.), 425 N. MIchigan Ave., Chicago, 60611.

594 Fountain Construction

DD: 714 LC: NA 9400-9425

Fountains may be oanstructed of concrete, copper, steel, aluminum, brick,
or stone and an almost infinite nuMber of designs are possible. Small
relatively inexpensive submersible pumps may be used. The least complex
outdoor fountains can be made of poured concrete and junk materials such as
an old auto fender turned upside down may be used to form pools. The pipes

and other metal parts are fabricated by soldering, brazing, or welding. Small
indoor fountains can be made of light copper tubing which can bebentby hand

and soldered. Fountains may be lighted at night with revolving and/Or chm-
ging colored lights. Because of tho nntrast, fountains are particularly sa-

tisfying in hot, dry climates.
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610 rhotoulaa

Emvironmental:Eaczbors

Indoor

Specialized environ
ment and/or climate

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not neces
sarily at hand

Outdoor

and 1972 price
Camera 6.00-280.00
Projectors 18.00 150.00
Darkroom equipment 13.00-70.00

For further information see:
Baines, H., :21.05.ciezhotoLr-.. John
Walls, H.J., 0 era Sic - Fun nt
Emamuel, W.D., and Mitheson, drawl ameras: t
Mytom, N. An Introduction to Photo
and Emans 1217-751.

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity
for recognition

range

Individual effort

Wiley and Sons Inc., 1967.
nt. New York: AM Photo, 1960.
New York: Focal Press, 1959.
Londoni ARIC MacDonald

Impairment tions

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

MI
M2
M3
51
52

balance
seizures
passia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

M2

wheel chair . +
semi-ambulant M2
Class III heart. +
Class rtir heart 52

Hinds impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

M2
M2 0
M2 0

+

bed patient 82
respiratory M3
erlabnenditure in

. 1.3 - 4.4

make notes of where/When pictures taken, lens speed, aperature reading, etc.
use tripod or limit to table top photography
avoid if irritated by acetic acid (vinegar)
darkroom only
with these limitations, individuals can still take pictures of Indoor objects
around them outside shots through windows, posed pictures of friends and still
life which is arranged for them
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610 11 tt p

DD: 770 LC: TR

The challenge of photography lies in the mastery a equipment to produce an
image which is artistically pleaFing and creatively expressive. Making a
picture is as valid a means of expressing ones,.lif as is painting or writing.
Whether you take pictures witIl a Kodak instamatic or a Nikon, the concept
of re-crenting a moment captured with the mechancial extension of the human
eye remains the same.

An artistic sense of balanced composition, a good eye for images, and a fairly
steady hand are definite assets for making satisfactory pictures. With expert
guidance almost anyone can come up with a decent photograph.

Photography can be unaertaken on different scales. The degree of personal satis-
faction one derives from photography depends directly on how much effort he puts
into it. The beginner can learn without too much difficulty how to operxte an
automatic camera. However, as one gains more confidence in himself and his
eye, he might want to have more control over his settings.

Wiile the physical and creative process of making a picture is a -5olitary task,
the interaction in photography comes when photographers share their knowledge
and their work. Clubs can be organized around this interP3t thereby enabling
photographers to share costs, equipment and enccuragement

The chemical processin3 of negatives and prints can be Med into separate
tasks, the mechanics of which require varying degrees inual dexterity,
a precise sense of timing, sound ludgmentand, for printing especially, a
sharp eye.

Development of negatives is a process carried on almost tot-. ly in the dark.
Success depends malnly on the ability to handle film by fee: N?ther than by
sight, carefUl atttntion to properimethod, and accurate tirlin7, for each pro-
cedure.

After the negatives have been developed and dried, the printing of a picture
is executed in semi-darkness and involves the u. J of an enlarging machine.
Competence in this area can be acquired through general instruction, but is
achieved most through constant practice. After a picture has gone through
all the chemicals, it must be thrown into a 0L,Ihing bin and then placed in
a dryer. Both steps are 2argely uncomplicated and with minimal training,
anyone can become proficient at either task.

Film process is expensive no matter how primitive th photo-lab. Another
drawback to film-processing is that, separated from the creative elements
of camerawork, it tends to become tedious and mechanical. While there is
some personal gratification attached to competent technical skill, it is not
a rewarding activity for someone who requires recognition as a motivating
force. It is generally anonymous job, with praise for the finished print
going to the one who snapped the shutter. On the other hand, work in the
photo-lab would encourage cooperation among aspiring technicians and would
also inspire self-confidence through deve],pment of accurate judgment.
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Drawing and Printing Activities,.

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of spa-

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not neces-
sarily at hand

SacjAkesay9119100111Acisys

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured Unstructured

Pre-patterned

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Linoleum sheets - $1.00
Print inks - 0.60
Idnoleum cutters - 2.00/set
Sketch tablets - 1.00150 sheets
Ink pens - 0.50
Stencils - 0.30-2.0
Stencil ink - 2.00/16 oz.

.1.apairment Limitabions

blind 0 balance hands impaired: 1 2

low vision M1 seizures reaching + +

hearing aphasia: handling M2 M3

speech receptive + fingering M2 MI?

leetardation
memory

S1 expressive
mixed

+ feeling
no hands M3

+ +

impaired:
stooping 4

kneeling
crouching
crawling

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure.la
METS: 1.4 - 3.2

M1 no fine detail
M2 hold work in jig or thumb tack down
M3 way draw holding pencil, pen or brush in mouth or attached to head

S1 can do etching and stenciling
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620-622

620 Draw1nEALLITlatjai_611.121.1111E

DD: 740, 769 LC: NC-Z 116-265

These activities are specialized groups within the general categories of Graphic
Arts (621-624) and Visual Arts (62)-628). The Graphic Arts are consid3red to be
representational art fcrms, i.e., they are concerned-more with accurat3 reproduc-
tion of forms than with the creation of those forms. This would sugge3t that,
in working with tse media, one need not be original to the extent tiat other
art forms may require. And yet originality and creativity may be exprlssed--
one's own attitude or mood or conceptions may be conveyed in the designs or styles
used. In this respect, Graphic Arts may be every bit as demanding as other Visu-
al Arts, which are more geaarally considered to be expressive of personal crea-
tivity. Nonetheless, if we hold to the definition of Graphic Arts as skillfUll
reproduction of what has already been created, by contrast we might define Visu-
al Arts as the skillful use of Individual perceptions to add new dimensions to
what has already been created. Thus, what distinguishes Cezanne's still life
from Picasso's still life has to do with the personal expressions of th.3 artist.

Although these activities are classified according to what seems to be a natural
separation, this division is not to be considered absolute. All of the activities
require in greater or lesser deivbee.$ a sense of the aesthetic, of artistic prin-
ciples--sense of balance, proporiion and color, of perspective and form space.

lath the possible exceptions of 627 and 628, they also require carefUl, accurate
attention to detail and precision in measurement. On the whole, successful re-
sults in these activities are not without much sXow-going tedious work. Patience
and the will to persevere are just as important as artistic talent.

621 Stenciling

DD: 745.7 LC: NK 8650, TT 270

Stenciling is characteristic of most of the graphic arts in that much of the
effort is expended on precise measurements and detailed work. Many people ,Nst
haven't the patience to be bothered with such things. Aesthetic judgment comes
to play in evaluating the appearance of visual design. The quality of such ap-
pearance depends on the suitability of materials. The appeal of this type of
activity is probably to those who rejoice in precision and order.

622 Lettering and/or lithography

DD: 763 LC: NE 2250-Z529, 1.2

Both call for the trua maftsmaa's pride in his work, for either activity makes
demands on time, precision. neatness and scrupulous attention to detail. Let-
tering may mean either reproduction working from a given lay-out to design and
execution of the lettering. In the same manner, lithography may entail sketch-
ing existing designs on plates or sketching a design of one's own ,Ireation.
Neither activity demands the exercise of great creativity, but both allow for
its expression. Lithography is also a more complicated process, executed under
conditions that are less than spotlessly clean. Usually some form of apprentice-
ship is required.
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623-625

62% Etching

DD: 767 IC: NE 2120-2130, NE 1940.2210, NC

Etehing involves a chemical process in which areas of the working surface--metal
or glass, for example--are eaten away by an acid solution. Etching is dnne on
metal plates to work designs for printed pictures or it is done directly on a
surtace to effect a pattern, for example, on glass or silver. Some knowledge
of color, fabric, and technique is required. Etching is both a technical skill
(it is part of the process in lithography) and a means of artistic expression.
Caution must be observed in its execution because of the nature of the materials
involved. Like other forms of graphic art, resfllts are not without painstaking
care and time-consuming details.

624 Drafting and design

DD: 744.0-.4 LC: 1352, TJ 227

Of all these activities, this requireu the highest degree of technical training
aLd skills. Knowledge of machines, engineering, mathematics, building matell.als
and measuring instruments is the background for the skill. Of all the activities
in which attention to detail, accuracy and precision and ability to persevere
through the tedious, it is this activity which requires them all to the highest
degree. One must translate a proposed model into a working design with all
parts drawn to precise scale. If the model is of one's own creation, the mental
ability to visualize the model in shape and space and to break down its component
parts into scales and dimensions, charts and diagrams is the demanded skill and
the demanding one. This activity requires the ability to think abstractly.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safety in the Drafti Pz4m. Safety Education Data
Sheet No. 95, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 60611.

625 Cartoon and caricature

DD: 741.5 LC: NC 1300-170

Cartoons and caricatures are visual editorials on characters and characteristics
of a s.),:iety. As comments on the times, they may be biuterly satirical, derisive
and mocking, mildly amusing, or poignantly sorrowful. Whatever the tone, the
cartoon or caricature is succesful through the simplicity and directness of its
expression. A sharp, inventive mind with an incisive grasp of political or so-
cial conditions and/or individuals who represent those conditions fulfills half
the requirements of a good cartoonist or caricaturist. Ability to translate
thought into simplegyet effective visual expression. supplies the other half. This
ability includes understanding of technical principles of form, line, color and
composition.

Cartoons and caricatures enjoy extensivc: popularity, although they are appreciated
less by the victim of the attack. Political and social minorities execute some of
the more bitter pieces. There'is no guarantee that visual expression sweetens bit-
ter sentiments. It may be argued that this is not the most socially constructive
of activities. It certainly is a very powerffil and influential one.

Cartooning on a more popular icale takes the form of the comic strip. Generally
(cont. on next page)
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625 (cont.)
these are milder, more humorous interrretations of the culture. Because they
normally engage in less direct and biting attacks, there is less risk of of-
fense and greater chance of social approbation.

626 Clothes design

DD: 68" 1 LC: TT 500-560

Clothing design as an avocational activity will probably enjoy its greatest ap-
peal among those who already are devoted home sewers. Once the principles of
sewing techniques--pattern design, construction, fabric and color coordination--
are adequately understood, the experienced seamstress can muster her understand-
ing into working designs of her own Creation. The crucial factor in success-
whether the seamstrIss is formally instructed or self-taught--is actual practice.
Only working through different stages and types of patterns will provide the
necessary background to individual creative endeavors. One of the advantages
of this activity is the chance it gives for personal expression in a creative
and concrete way. The results are tangible; mistakes aren't irreparable.
Benefits are the praise, admiration, even envy of others. Since the seamstress
often shares the role of housewife, which too oft3n is a role of unrelieved
drudgery, this activity can prove invaluable in restoring her sense of creativity.

627 Sketching of landscapes, wildlife, or still life
628 Sketching portraits

DD: 741 LC: N 8540, NC

As with other worko of art, sketching is an individual's expression concerning
a scene, person or feeling as defined by the outlines or general features of
the subject being sketched. It is more of an overall impression of the subject
than a detailed representation. Specific suhjects can be found for still life,
landscapes, wildlife or portraits. Still lifes and portraits can be done almost
anywhere; landscapes or wildlife subjects must be drawn on location.

The various media used in sketches include lead pencils of all colors, char-
coal, chalk, ink, crayon, anything that makes a mark on a piece of paper.
While there are no rules for sketching, a basic understanding of perspective,
depth and colors adds to composition.

Anyone who can hold a pencil can trace a line on paper and produce a reason-
able facsimile of his subject. Sketching is not a particularly sociable ac-
tivity as each individual does his own work, but it can be done in groups.
The basic concepts of art can be taught to a certain extent and are best
learned in a group where each artist can compare his work to the others'
and offer or receive encouragement.

Talent is a vague concept which has yet to be successfully defined, so the only
pressure of attempting to achieve a certain level of pre-determined accomplish-
ment lies with the artist himself. A definite flair for the art:'.stic will cep-
arate the unique sketch from the average, but the value of sketching lies in
the artist's ability to involve himself with an outside subjoci" translating
1.1 into lines, forms and open spaces and then projecting it onto paper.
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Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
ar no equipment

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Individual effort

Unstruotured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

2221JaL_Paatmakj121-2221129, : 1972 Price range

1-rushes - $0.50-3.00
easel - 4.00-5.00
sketch tablet - 1.00/50 sheets

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouehirAg +
crawling +

balance
seizures
aphasia,:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

oil pastels -$1.50/ box of 112
charcoal pencils - 0.25 each

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + M2
handling + M2
fingering + 142

feeling + +
no hands M2

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.4-3.2

M1 no fine detail
M2 may hold brush in mouth or attached to head; may pEint with feet.

There is an association of handicapped artists Inc., in Buffalo, N.Y.
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630

630 Painting Activities

DD: 750-751 110: ND

Painting activities are creative visual expressions. That they axe an outlet

for expression of ideas ties them to other arts--music and literature. That

their appeal is expressly to the visual is what distinguishes them. The "mes-

sage" of the painting is conveyed by the particular ohoioe and oombination of

form, oolor and subject. The artist is aware of the symbolic message of these

choices. The skilled artist working within a tradition is aware of and works

with the wide ranges of oonnotation for the symbols. This genius, oombined

with highly dkilled craftsmanship is what makes a great artist.

Quite naturally, not all those who attempt to paint are going to reach this

level of art. Quite possibly, many of those who try are going to glean at

least some measure of artistio sensitivity or an appreoiation that painting

may involve much more than attempts at reduplioation of a subjeot. Many of

the aesthetic questions involved may be of no concern to the amateur. For him,

the question of importance will be the pleasure he derives from the oreated

objeot and the sense of his participation in its creation.

Painting appeals to the individual. All the steps in its conception and ex-

eoution--ohoioe of method, subject,.theme, oolor, form- -are his own. The

responsibility for its SUDOGS0 or failure to be all it was intended are also

his own. Espending upon how intensely the artist himself is involved with

his creation, painting may beoome more than just a spare time hobby, in which

oase difficulties, shortoomings in the exeoution of the wolk, may produce, in-

stead of alleviating, difficulties.
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64o luiaaEtATLILELUNLJWIWIULL'

Environmenta) Factors

Induor

go specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Outdoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Equipment a majcor
factor

astof ecuiPment and supplies: 1972 price

MoU3age - $5.00/2 lb.
Palettes - 2.50
Sculptor's carving set - 25.00 -50.00
Armature - 5.00-10.00
Woodcarving set - 15.00-30.00

illatiEREELLIALALL2n2

blind
low vision +
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance
seizures
,a0asia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart S1

2204filltamkolimasulLattati

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for

recognition

range

hands impairga: 1 2
reaching + 0
handling S1 0
fingering S1 0
feeling + M1

no hands 0

bed patient S1
respiratory M2

lasulalmaitlze ia
METS: 1.4 - 5

MI protect against cuts and bruises
M2 install dust removal equipment if working with stone
SL can carve soft objects: clay, putty, soap, wax
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640 Sculpture and CaMlig Activities

DD: 736 LC: NB

Sculpture is visual expression in three-dimensional form. As fine art,

it iE the physical representation of an idea. As commercial art, sculpture

may suffer in its translation to lowest common denominator tastes. Like most
other artistic forms, sculpture calls for bota a creative mind and a skilled

hand. One works at once in both the abstract and the concrete. In the ab-

stract, one is concerned with balance, proportion, shape, form, mass and,vol-

ume and their relation to space, and-light patterns. The overall concern is

how to work all these elements into a composition. In the concrete, one needs

an understanding of the materials --their properties and textures, what they

are and are not suited for. Other oonsiderati 3 are some techniques proper

to sculpture --armatures, carving, casting, glazing. Jtost often formal in-

struction is suggested for beginners. Art courses are also recommended.
Neither is essential, especially for many of the forms of sculpture men-
tioned in this category. One should note, too, that sculpture can be very
physically demanding.

Many of the types of sculpture listed here might be pursued at a less formal
level of technical skill and artistic intent and at the same time be quite
valuable in illustrating the relation between the twc. Most, especially
categories 641 Clay and putty modeling, 642 Snow and ice sculpture and
643 Wax and soap carving, will lend themselves to the most basic efforts
and still yield favorable results. Perhaps the most important aspect is
the possible opportunity to work out one's imaginings and concepts and
visions into a tangible reality. The medium chosen may be expressive
of the person's temperament. 647 Wire sculptureIyields results much fas-
ter than most wood carvings (644) because it is more suited to spontane-
ity and simplicity of design. The person without the patience to persevere
through a whole wood carving can use wire instead. Working with different
forms mav give the person a better sense of maPer:'als--why he can do this
with wire, but not with wood. Having developed tnis sense, the next step
might bA the choice of the best medium to convey t.1,e preconceived form.

Again with reference to temperament, sculpture may appeal to the utilitari-
an minded as well as to those of aesthetic bent. 646 Ceramics, for example,

can have,practical applications. All of the categories have techniques,

tools and materials proper to their execution.
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650 Drama Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

NO specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Equipment nob
necessarily at
hand

SocialPsychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

gost.cfmatmerljeasugelies: 1972 price range

puppets $3.006-7.00

Imairment Limitations

blind S1
low vision S1
hearing 52
speech 52
retardation +
memory 0

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance
seizures
aphasia:
receptive 0
expressive S2
mixed 0

wheel chi:lir

semiambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Umtructured

Unsupervised

hands impaire4: 1 2
reaching 53 S3
handling 53 83
fingering 0 83
feeling + +

no hands 53

+ bed patient 54
+ respiratory
Mi Energy Expenditure in
S4,M1 METS: 1.4p-3.0

M1 if the situation does not precipitate excessive psychological stress in
the individual

SI limited to oral expression
S2 everything but oral v.xpression
53 everything but operating complex puppets, marionettes and stage equipment
S4 jokes, storytelling, etc.
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650.652

650 Drama Activities

DD: 792 LC: PN 1600-1861

Almost as soon as they can walk and talk, children begin spontareously io
engage in dramatic activities. Most adults have retained the tup to azt,
although it may be well hidden under layers of acquired shyness. Along
with the dance, drama was one of the first activities in which man as man
engaged; it remains one of the most natural and easily available means
of self-expression.

651 Imaginative play and creative drama;layers improvise their own lines
and movements; the purpose is the players' enjoyment and/or the en-

tertainment of an audience

DD: 793.24 LC: PN 6369-6377, PN 1600-1861

Simple dramatic activities can be carried on without anv special training or
equipment. Given a single idea or situation, a congenial group of players
can improvise their own lines and movements, playing the piece for comedy
(by far the more common) or tragedy, for their own amusement or that of an
informal audimece.

Improvisation :lb an excellent activity for a group whose members are troubled
by stiffness or formality. Individuals acting in improvised skits are urged
to discard their normal reserve; in a friendly group setting, they will find
themselves accepted even without their customary mannerly inhibitions. Activ.-

ity of this sort is also helpful insofar as it encourages natural use of the
voice and body and so serves as an introduction to more sophisticated types

of stage productions.

652 Story telling, joke telling, and monologues

DD: 792.7 LC: PN 1530, M 1625.1626, PN 4305.M6

These types of recitative actaities can be carried on at many levels of for-
mality and sophistication. Generally, monologues, previously prepared
speeches on given subjects, are the formally strudtured. Monologues are
generally of an amusing nature, and require considerable talent and effort
to be carried out properly. When done well, monologues can provide amuse-
ment for a group of any size. Of course, they need not be performed in a
highly sophisticated manner; the monologue may simply be read on an im-
promptu basis.

Nearly eyeryofte has told stories at one time or another; normal conversation

often consists primarily of storytelling. There is real artistry involved in
skilled storytelling. Although considered a gift, storytelling can be de-
veloped to a certain extent by almost anyone. The most important element in
good storytelling is usually considered to be timing--good timing can make
up for poor material.

Joke telling is another natural, conversational activity. Like story telling,
joke telling is an activity in which almost everyone engages and at which some
are more skilled than others. Again, timing and a knowledge of one's audience
are of great importance. (oont. on next page)
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652-654

652 Storytelling, joke telling and monologues (cont.)

652 Ventriloquism

Ventriloquism is the art of speaking in such a way that one's voice seems to
be coming from some other source. It has been practiced since ancient times
when it was used to make oracles and other religious images "speak." The
best-known modern examples of ventriloquism come from the performers who carry

on conversations with their hand-operated puppets. On the amateur level,
ventriloquists astonish their friends by making puppets talk and performing

other conjuring tricks. The primary purpose of the puppet or dummy is visual
distraction and suggestion; the ventriloquist who operates without a prop
must use pantomime to help his illusion.

For further information see:

Houlden, D., .......s...11,2Ventrilvisninews. New York: A.S. Barnes and Go., 1967.

653 Pantomime

DD: 792.3 LO: PN 1985

Pantomime, the communication of an idea or a story without the use of weds,
is one of the most basic dramatic activities. The skilled pantomimist can
convey emotion, ideas and situations through the use of his body movement»!
and facial expressions.

On the amateur level, pantomime is an expellent activity with which to encourage
people to let down their hair in a group; as such it is a popular party game.
Pantomims is important for developing skill in using the body expressively. We
are such a verballr-oriented society that it is difficult for many of us to re-
member that body language is also important.

654 Shadow plays and puppet shows

DD: 745.592 LC: ?N 1970..A81

Shadow plays and puppet shows are expellent activities for developing the use
of the voice in a variety of tones and situations. Shadow plays, in addition,
develop talents with the hands (shadow plays are dramas conducted among figures
projected on a surface by holding the hands or hand between a light source and
the surface and then moving and manipulating them). Puppet shows naturally
tend to develop an interest in the making and costuming of puppets and in set
design.

These types of dramatic activity are excellent for the individual who is ex-
tremely reticent about the uoe of his body. They might also be valuable for
the physically handicapped individual who is unable or unwilling to engage
in conventional dramatic productions.
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655 Psychodramas, sociodramas, roie playing

DD: 792.2 LC: ac 489

Different definitions of these scLivities are offerpd by different authors
and there is consideraie-overlftp in the meanings of each. Consequently,
the descriptions given ifalow a rough guidelines rather than conceptually
awls' statements.

Pxae pInting is acting according to a role other than the role one nor-
mally assymes. This can lead to dynamic insights into the problems
faced lay others and why they believe and behave the way they do. Tt may
be * usefUl conflict resolution device and has been used in this manner
:LI. family therapy. If used as a parlor game, roles should be chosen which
are aot too threatening to the participants.and no one.should be urged to
participate if he feels uncomfortable in doing so.

Psychodrama is used as a therapeutic instrument under the supervision of a
psychotherapist to help patients gain more insight into their own behavior
and to help the therapist better unaPottand how :she patient reacts in social
situations. Careful4 selected and trained vt.f'...,iteers may help,as props

by enacting such roles as the patient's father, mother, spouse, boss, etc.
Psychodramas should ast be used as a parlor game, since it can be traumatic
to emotionally unstable people...

Sociodrama, in contrast ., psychodrama, is leas concerned with the problems
of an individual actor and more conc-rned with the attitudes and behavior
of a group of people in a prescribed structured.situation. Thi- PAs been
used in research on attitudes amd'prejudices to collect info:71,xn not
easily obtained by direct questioning. As a parlor game, it may help the
participantr gAn new insights into attitudes and beliefs ox others.
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656 Choral speaking

DD: 808.55 LC: PN 4193.05

Choral speaking or reading is a group activity which requires direotion. Choral
speaking has the advantage of requiring none of the talent usually oonneoted with
choral singing; choral speaking oan be engaged in by those who axe tone deaf or
think they are tone deaf and normally exclude themselves from singing aotivities.
If intended as a performance, choral speaking requires considerable rehearsal;
for group recreation, little practice is needed before the graup members oan
sound good enough to enjoy themselves.

Leadership is essential in choral speaking; the leader need not have had exten-
sive training or experience, but if the activity is to be sumessfUl it is im-
portant that he have some idea of the basic praotioes of choral speaking and
be able to generate enthusiasm among the group members.

657 Play direction and production

DO: 792.023 LC: PN 1660-1691

For the talented individual who has had some experienoe with drama, play direo-
tion and produotion can pravide exoellent creative outlets.

The director of a dramatic produotion is charged with the responsibility of co-
ordinating the efforts of the individual performers. His is the task of synthe-
sizing the divervo talents of the actors and actresses and molding their per-
formances into a mified whole. The director need not have outstanding drama-
tio talent, but 14 must have an understanding of the dramatic processes, and he
must, more importantly, have a weal knack for haLdling people. The direotor
has to convince the performers that they should do What he wants them to do,
at the same time making them believe that in so doing they axe only doing What
they really wanted to do all along, and are only responding to their own crea-
tive impulses. The direotor must also be able to help the performers get along
with each other, since a smooth produotion isn't possible without smooth inter-
action among the performers.

The producer's jub is to oversee the whole show--not only the dramatio efforts
of the performers and director, but smell details as scenery, tioket sales,
lighting, choreography, publicity, and finanoing. The final responsibility
for having the show gu 3n is usually the producer's. He needs to have all the
understanding that the director has of what is actually going on, plus organi-
zational talent and an ineXhaustable supply of patience and tact. It is even
more important that the producer be talented at dealing with people than that
the direotor have this ability, for the producer has not only to 000rdinate
the efforts of the aotors and actresses and director, but he must also be able
to handle playwrights, flat painters, and purchasing agents.
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658 Plays, pageants. theatt.i. ,h(1 ,perett,ab

DB: 792.0226 LC: PN 6120.A 4-5

There are enuagh elanenis involved in the prod.totion of a play to provide an

outlet for anyone's creative energies. Theater activities, in all thetr diver-
sity, also provide an excellent occasion for informal interaction witn a re-
latively large group of people.

Although the term "play" may be used to describe any of a number of different

kinds of theatrioal operations, it usually means the perforwance of a speci-

fic kind of work: a story, tragic or comic, communicated io an audience by the

dialogue and actions of a group of performers who are aided (usually) by

scenery and costumes. A play may or may not be a mut:I:teal, and a musioal may

or may not include dancing (although it usually does). The play calls into

servioe the talenta of a director, performers, and a technical crew (as well,

of course, ae a playwright!)

The pageant is a loosely connected series o. scenes, generally much less for

mal in structure than a play. The pageant generally has a unifying theme, but
it may consist of a series of Skits with no unified script. As in a play, the

talents of a director, performers, and a technical orew are required. The work

of the director of a pageant is more difficult than that of a play's director

in that he must strive to bring some sort of unity out of a number of highly

diverse parts; at the same time, the director of a pageant has greater freedcm

of expression than his play-directing counterpart, and he also has a more

varied showcase in whioh to display the talents of his performers.

Children's theater has its own rules, problems, and rewards. Children are

uaually less inhibited than adults, and they are usually more willing to

perform in front of an audience. They are also entirely unpredictable--a
circumstance which is sometimes uncomfortable for the director, but often

delightful for the audience. Plays for children are, naturally. less com-
plicated than adult plays, and children's theater often leans toward the

pageant type of performanoe. Of course, in children's theater, the ad-
vantages which working on and in a play can bring to the individual young-

ster is far more important than the absolute quality of the production. Sen-

sitivity, tact, and the patience of a saint are usually necessary for cast-

ing and directing in children's theater.

Operettas axe musical productions, usually centered around a romantic theme,

which include singing, dialogue, and dancing. The difference between an
operetta and a musical play is that in a musioal the songs and danoing are

uaually incidental to the plot, while in an operetta or an cipera much of the

dialogue is set to music. The best examples oC operettas or light operas axe

still the works of Gilbert and Sullivan.

The work involved in the production of an operetta is much like that involved

in the production of other theatrdcal pieces. The major difference is the

emphasis on music, which requires that the principals, at least, have ex-

ceptional singing voices, and which also requires somewhat different tech-

niques of direction. Operettas are often period pieces, which have great
etential for imaginative staging and costuming.

For further informati1 lee:
Nationaa Safety Council, saftty in School Dramatic Productions, Safety Education

Data Sheet Nb. 67, Chicago: 425 N. Mlchigan Ave., 60611, 1955.
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660 pance Activities

Environmentitl Fitctors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Unlimited space

Social-PachOptical Factors

Aesthetic

Creative Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort Individual effort

Structured Unstructured

Supervised Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Ctet of eouiPment glagamalkus 1972 price range

Dancing lessons - $5.0015.00

Irpairrnent Limitations

blind MI
low vision +
hearilig

speech
retardation +
memory M1

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance 0
seizures
Amhasia:

receptive +
expressive 4,

mixed

wheel chair . ,

semi-ambulant
0
0

Class III heart M2
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 51

1 2
51 S1
+ +
+ +
+ +

bed patient 0
respiratory M2
Energy Expenditure in
DIETS: 5.5 - 10

M1 dependent on partner for guidance
M2 limited to slow pace for short period§
$1 limited in dances involving holding partner
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660 Dance Activities

DD: 793.3 LC: GV 1580-1799, GN 463

Dance activities, from the simplest to the most sophisticated and stylized,

are important because they are composed of movements. As the dance movement

becomes increasingly disciplined, the dance is considered increasingly so-

phisticated. But all dance activity, even the simplest, can serve to increase

motor control and sense of rhythm as well as being an enjoyable aesthetic and

social activity.

661 Rhythmic exercises

DD: 793.3 LC: R0489. D

Exercises done to music, in addition to being more enjoyable than those done

without music, help to improve coordination and increase the sense of body

rhythm. Marching or evan foot-tapping to the rhythm of recorded music or the

beat of a tamborine can be an enjoyable group or individual pastiMe.

662 Popular dancing

DD: 793.3 LC: G7 1783

Popular dancing is essentially a social activity. Currently, dancing done

among young people to popular music is highly unstructured. The primary

requirements for success are a sense of rhythm and a lack of inhibitions,

although an understanding and friendly partner can also be helpfUl.

The primary benefits of this activity are the social contacts it brings

aboilt and the increased self-confidence of the dancer who learns that he can

express himself through dancing. Initial self-consciousness is unavoidable,

but if the individual is unduly apprehensive about the picture he is going

to present on the dance floor, a few informal lessons in a private setting

might be helpful.

663 Ballroom dancing

DD: 793.33 LC: GV 1751

Ballroom dancing (the waltz, fox trot, etc.) is generally a bit more struc-

tured than popular dancing. Although the accomplished dancer may sometimes add

his own flourishes, there are bastc steps to be followed in most of these

dances.

The basic steps of most ballroom dancing
One can become a fairly good dancer with
subtleties of the art, however, increase
spent improving technique.

are fairly simple and easy to master.

relatively little practice. The
with praeice; many years can be

As in many dance activities, the chief benefit of ballroom dancing lies in its

social aspect. It is impossible to waltz without a partner; cooperation be-

tween partners is essential to success. Dancing of this kind has an aura

of elegance about it which is not present in other types of dancing; although
(cont. onnext page)
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663 Ballroom dancing (cont.)

the relative formality of the situation may cause some people to freeze,

it is more likely to bring out hidden gallantries. Middle-aged and older

people who take up this activity are apt to ht. more comfortable with it than

they would be with many other types of dancing; people in these age groups tend

to worry about losing their dignity in public, and ballroom dancing is usually

acceptable to them.

Physically, ballroom dancing is an excellent rhythmic activity, including many

levels of exertion and skill. Most ballroom dancing is done to music which
has btrong points of rhythmic emphasis, which is helpful to those who do not

have an extremely well-developsd sense of rhythm.

664 Square dancing

DD: 793.34 LC: GV 1763

Square dancing, involving 8 people (4 couples) in simple to intricate patterns
of dance movements, is a distinctly social affair. In western type square
dancing, more people and couples tend to be in motion at the same time, greatly

increasing the complexity of the movements and making greater demands on the

dancers. There is a considerable range of role performance possible. Beginners

are pushed, pulled, coaxed thraugh the movements; old timers add individual

embellishments. Role performance varies with age; the young may perform the
dance with incredible vigor; the old may shuffle through it. Square dancing

may also be considered a forerunner of sensitivity training. Each dancer
is systematically brought into physical contact with the other seven dancers
in the square. Memory, spatial relations, and a sense of community with
other people are required. Although square dance records with calls are available,

the services of a professional or amateur caller are highly desireable, since

a live caller can pace the activity to the level of the dancers.

664 Folk (ethnic) dancing

DD: 793.31 LC: GV 1580-1799, M 1627

Like other types of dancing, ethnically-oriented folk dancing can be raised to

an art form, but it is basically an.enjoyable activity for ordinary people.
There are as many varieties of ethnic folk dancing as there are national groups
and often within a single ethnic gouping there is more than one distinct genre
of dance (e.g., within Irish folk dancing there is step dancing, which is gen-

erally done in solo performances--jigs, hornpipes, etc.--and figure dancing,

which is always done in groupsreels and sets).

In addition to the physical and social benefits derived from the dancing, the

individual can gain from ethnic folk dancing new pride in his own heritage or
new interest in another's, or he may become interested.in such things as national

costuming and music.

67
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666 Tap dancing

DD: 793.324 LC GV 1794

Tap dancing is a highly specialised dance activity, requiring agility and
coordination beyond that required by the types of danoine previously disaus-
sed. Althougt When tap dancing first became popular the elphasis was on the
saunds the dancer cauld produce, most tap dancers today 41so wish to create
a pleasing visual impression on their audiences.

Tap dancing is generally an entertainment rather than a social activity. The
individual who approachee tap dancing as a pleasurable activity, without taking
the dancing or himself ,.. seriously, should be able to enjoy himself and im-
prove his overall physical condition through the exercise involved in tap
dancing. Tap danoing does lend itself to group effort--graup routines are
more the rule for amateurs than are solo performancesend social contacts
oan of course be made in this way.

667 Modern interpretive dancing

DD: 793.3 LC: GV 1587

Modern interpretive damping is perhaps the type of dancing which allows the
individual the most scope for individual creative expression. This type of
dancing oan be performed to nearly amy type of music--jazz, blues and olassioal
pieces are popular--and the individual can either work with others in a
group production or be his own choreographer.

Successful modern dancing requires excellent coordination and also requires that
the body be extremely limber. There are a number of exercises especially de-
signed to be dons before attempting modern dance, and these axe in important
part of the dance activity.

Sinoe modern dancing is so geared to the individual's own tastsw and abilities,
it would be an exoellent activity for one who is learniAg or re-learning to use
his body. Great emphasis is placed in modern interpretive dancing on the uae
of the bod,y as a whole, integrating all movements into a fluid unity, and
coordinating the body movements with the music being umed.

668 Ballet dancing

DD: 792.82, 793.32 LC: G7 1787

The ballet, perhaps the most sophisticated type of danoe activity, is cer-
tainly one of the most beaatiful visual experiences available. Although
highly stylized, ballet is an expression of perfoct fluidity aad perfect
coordination of motion. Coordination among the dancers is nearly As im-
portant as coordination of the individual' motion.

Most ballet dancers take their art very seriously. Years of study ars usually
required before one can become even adequate as a ballet dancer. and the genius
of a truly great dancer strikes rarely. Yet those who approach the art as
amateurs often find it an enjoyable activity, and certainly a physically bene-
ficial one, sinoe it requIres flexibility and stamina which are built up through
practice and exercises. Ballet could probably not be attempted by any with major
disabilities, but for those with minor physical impairments and those on the road
to recovery it might be a valuable therapeutic activity.
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670 Music Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Outdoor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 p4ce range

Musical instruments - $10.00-1,000.00
Sheet music/ song: books - 0.50-3.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speedh
retardation

...memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

0

M1

..

balance
seizures

SINEW
receptive MI
expresstve +
mixed

wheel chair +
semi-ambulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 83

cal Factors

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 82

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort
4

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

1 2
S1 Ig2

S1 S2
S1 82
51 S2

bed patient 54
respiratory S5
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 2 2.5

M1 can't memorize scores
S1 14mited to singing, conducting, writingsand.instruments which can be

with one hand
52 limited to singing, writing and footwopereted drum
53 limited to writing
S4 limited to writing and small instruments: mouth organ, jcwsharp4
55 may be restricted in playing wind instruments

played

recorder, etc.
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670 Music Activities

DD: 780, 784-789 LC: MT, ML

Muidio plays on one's enjoyment and appreoiation of melody, harmon4 aro.

rhythm. Whether the appreciation be quite basic and untutored or ex-
tremely sophisticated, the power and effect of masio is demonstrably ap-

parent in all of us. Few people don't enjoy musio of one kind or dLother.

671 Informal chanting of nonsense syllables, rhymes or work rhythms ar.d/az.

informal keeping time and pleying simple percussion instruments,

clapping hands, playing takbourines, eto.

DD: 784.1-.7 LC: 141, 3877, MT 820-21, MT 853-55

'These activities are instrumental in streirthening ana developing the SW100

of rhythm and melody. They are good waatIoe in 44iemselves and gcod d.Ls-

oipline upon which to further one's appreciation or music. Ple practice is

most effective in a structured, supervised g=up--one is a--are of individnal

and group partioipation and coordination. With soaroely a referenoe to

theory, the partioipants oan feel and hear the music, and enjoy the part

they ploy in its production.

For further information see:

Wilz, Edwin, gowtowhuesos. Los Angeles: The Stanton Press, 1961

and 1950.

672 Solo singing and/or instrument playing

DD: 781.3061 LC: MT 870, MT 885, MI 462

This delight in physical response to musio comes to play as a motivational

factor in the desire to master more specialized and complex forms of musio.

The basic sense of what makes musio is intensified by the understanding of

how the instrumentvocal, stringed, wind, or peraussion--makes musio.

Except for the rare musioal prodigy, a structured, supervised setting is

needed. The sooial nature of the setting shifts to the individual, just as

the discipline and motivation needed to persist must be his. If he per-

severes through the often tedious, seemingly fruitless periods of practice,

the rewards, toolthe personal satisfaction and deligtt at being able in

some way to create musio,are his.

nor further information see:

Yates, Peter, An Amateur at the Ka board. New York: Pantheon Books, a

Division of Random Rouse, 196k.
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673 Informal group singing and/or playing of instruments

674 Formal group singing, e.g., choirs, glee clubs, etc.

675 Playing in musical groups, e.g. sands, orchestras eta.

DD: 785.7, 784.1-.3, 785.4 LC: MT 893, MT 88, MT 733, ML 1300-1354
ML 1200-1251, M 900-949

The combining of one's musical dkills with those of others brings the "group"
element badk into play. One plays one's own part, but coordinates, blends,
contrasts it with the parts of others. The whole of the musio equals the EMU
of its many parts and is as good or bad as the many. Yours is not the com-
plete music, nor without yours is the musio complete. For those not eqaal to
the challenge of solo performance" whether musically or psychological4,
group playing arranges a more comfortable display of talents. ln the same vein,
informal, as opposed to formal, performances oomfortably allow for less than
perfect mastery.

For farther information see:

Christy, Van A., Glee Club and ahoras. New York: G. Sohirmer Inc., 1940.

Hoffelt, Robert O., How to Lead Informal Singing. New York: Abingdon Press, 1961.

Howerton, George, Teohniaue and Style inAhoral Singing. NY: Carl Fisher, lnc.,1950.

676 Conducting and arranging of choral groups and/or bands, orchestras, etc.

DD: 785.05 LC: M 85 and MT 70

Conducting and arranging make musical instrumentation possible. They require
a degree more abstract thinking and higtly developed technical and theoretical
understanding. Conducting plays the strong individual element with the group
response. The conductor synthesizes the Whole of the musio. Whereas players
concern themselves more specifically to their own parts, the oonduotor must
feel and understand where all the parts fit together. The arranger under-
stands the music in much the same way. He puts together on paper what the con-
ductor yats together in concert. This is sense and appreoiation of music at
its highest form.

For farther information see:

Cox, William, The Elements of Conducting - A Book for the Anatear. New York:
Ths John Day Co., 1969.

677 Writing lyrics for songs

678 Writing music for songs

DD: 781.6, 782.028 LC: ML 63, MT 40-67

Writing lyrics and music for songs conatitute the popular equivalent of conduct-
ing and arranging. Some theory of music is operative, even more so the psychol-
ogy of what maken a popular song popular. Thaagh not as specialized or demand-
ing as the art which would be referred to as composing,still not everyone can
write music.
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680 Writing Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at band

Outdoor

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

equipment 1972 price range

typewriter - $34.88-300.00
tape recorder - 29.88-79.50

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

M1

0

M1 can dictate or type
M2 can dictate

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive 0
expressive 0
mixed 0

Wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Clan; IV heart

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M2

Concrete

Unstructured

1 2
+ +
+ M2
+ M2
+ M2

bed patient
respiratorY

EgamlEmilitamla
METS: 1.4
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680 WrillineLlAttAtait

DD: 808.001 - .709 LO: Z 40-115

Writing activities on almost every lAvel--doggerel verse, friendly
letter, or art--demand the writer to commit himself to the blank page in
front of him and overoome it. The good writer wants to fill the page
with the clearest, most perceptive thoughts he can produce, and for him
the aot of writing is a ohallenge of the highest order.

Whether the final product is one of wit and whimsy or of passionate
earnestness, the act of writing summons within &person a strong feeling
of commitment to his words and to those persons for whom he is writing.
A writer in the aot of writing works at his highest levels of intelli-
gence and concentration; he Imings together discipline and spontaneity,
two seemingly opposed attributes without which good writing oannot come
into existence.

The important fact is that this commitment, this intelligence, this
disoipline and spontaneity are present to some degree in every kind of
writing. The thrill of harnessing a thought into words on paper is
one whioh awaits anyone, of whatever abilities, who takes time to do
it.

An asides to write anything meaningful the writer must overoome within
himself the basics human fear of self-recognition, the fear which leads
ua to compromise ourselves and repress those feelings whioh might, if
given free rein, call for drastic changes in our ways of living and
aoting. A poet of the Amerioan midwest said he only wanted to tell
people things they alrea4y knew. Suoh honesty should stand as an
ideal for any writing endeavor.

681 Letter writing

rat 808.6 LO: PE 1481-1479, BJ 2100-2115

Letter writing is one of the most creative and fulfilling kinds of
writing because it has the least restricting structure of all. A
letter writer oan call into play any element of communication, verbal
and visual, without fear of violating form or literary prot000l.
Letter writing as a bay vehiole of friendship should enoourage the
writer to express himself as freely as possible. People with a des-
perate need for companionship, including those with confining dis-
abilities, might turn to letter writing (perhaps with pen pals in sim-
ilar situations) as an importamt social outlet and morale booster.



682484

A2 Greeting card verse, jdkes, or limPvicks

DD: N8.7 Ltis PN 6259-9

Greeting oard verse, jokes ead limericks hams their place as modes r.e cre-

ativity, espeoially for those who might not have the acuity for melte sophis-

ticated writing. A simple sentiment in rhyme oan bring as great a feeling of

acoomplishment as any other kind of writing, depending upon tho attitude of

the author. Jdke and limeriok writing oan tickle the imaginution of both

author and reader.

683 Newspaper writing and/Or magazine writing, e.g., reporting, review2ra sto.

BO: 808.06607 Los PN 4775-4793

Newspaper writing andlor magazine writing seldam takes the form of an avo-

oational activity. Even es a vocational activity, this is extremely taxing

and competitive work. A person desiring to free-lanoe in newspaper or
magazine writing, reviewing, etc., should not nourish false hopes of making his

fortune. Small local publications are sometimes grateful for donated ma-

terial and magazines are always on tbs lookout for new talent. This is not

an activity for the easily disoourageds months of hard work often results

only in a stadk of rejeotion slips. The writer mast be able to draw his
satisfaction from the work itself, with occasional publication only serving

as a source of additional, but unlodked for pleasure.

684 Teohnioal writing

Eh 808.0666 LOs Z 40-115

Teohnioal writing while an aotively pursued occupation, has few qualities to

reoommend it as a good 0:vocational activity. The work of technical writing
involves highly specialised vooabularies and audiences; its creative potential

is very limited in *elation to other less struotured and less oommeroial

kinds of writing.

94
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68E-688

685 Bibliographies, autobiographies, historical writings, eto.

DD: 808.066 LC: z 106-107

Bibliographies, autobiographies, historical writings, etc. oan provide a
nice avooationai outlet for the intellectually attuned. Amateur historior
gr%Ohy oan be pursued to any level, given aoces,, to a good library. The
maAy Civil -War round tables and similar historioal clubs and moieties in
the U.S. show that this activity has a tole to plaiy in the leiaure lives of
many people. Writing an autobiovaphy oan be a valuable aotiv:ty for
older people, because the reminisclnoe involved oan ward cff the lepres-
sicn and feelings of worthlessness whioh so easily oaptwe the miLds of
the elderly.

686 Short stories, novels, eto.

687 Dramas, playlets, plays, scripts, etc.

688 Poetry

DD: 808.1-.3 PN 1040-1059, PN 1101, PN 1660-1707, PN 3355-3385

Short stories, novels, dramas and poetry allow the writer to venture as
far as he oan into his and others' emotions. As mentioned above, such
serious writing presents a formidable challenge to the writer, but he oan
approach the truth of life itself if he's willing to exert the effort.
Such creative writing, of course, oan be undertaken as a pleasant di-
version, too, in the form of light parocky or melodrama. But all forms of
oreative writing require a degree of sensitivity to life. For those who
have the sensitivtty, originality, and Skill to write creatively, leisure
time oan acquire a Whole new meaning, from merely an interval between
wotk periods to a continuing voyage of artistio exploration and discovery.
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690 Miscellaneous Art suld N4,19,Activities

Environmental Fq.ctors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

nquipment not aecessarily
at hand

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Group effort

Unstructured

Opportunity for
recognition

Unsupervised

.......1.21Lenetc.s.Usup...iliesCostofeuils 1972 price range

Movie camera - $100.00-200.00
MOVib projector - 18.00-150.00
Movie film - 2.50-4.00/real
Printing and enlarging set - 10.00-50.00

Imairment Limitations

blind 0
low v sion 0
hearing
speech
retardation 0
memory Mi

im2aired:
stooping M3
kneeling M3
crouching M3
crawling M3

balance M2
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair S1
semi-ambulant M2, S1
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

Ml require extensive note taking to recall se
N2 use tripod for camera
M3 may require special cainera adaptations for
Si could do small art project on bench

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory

atax.M22211Ulmla
METS: 1.4 - 3

quence of movie making

angle shots, etc.
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691

691 Film production

DD: 778.5 LC: 1411997.85, PN 1992-1999

The film is another form of visual art. Behind a film is the idea the
"author" wishes to communicate. In this respect, film produotion is ex-
tremely subjective and allows for much creativity on the part of the film

maker. However, the aotual ;production of this visual design entails a
rigorous series of steps whose exeaution demands manual and visual skills.
In this respect, film production is logioa2 and analytical and calls for
much discipline on the part of the film maker.

The most basic requirement is familiarity with and ability in handling a
camera and oamera equipment. Beyond knowing enauga to take a good pic-
ture, this means also knowing the bow, when and why of film and film
speeds, oxposure, filters and lifitts. Taking it a step further, this may
also entail printing and retouching. This understanding of the technical
aspects will oome to play in straight filming, but it may also be of
special use in filming to produce speoial or "artistio"effeots.

Beyond the Skill in the actual filming is the required skill in compo-
sition. The film produoer must construct the logical sequenoe of the action,
taking into account the timing and rhythm of movement in order to achieve
continuity. He must have a sense of the desired whole and a sense of how the
individual scenes axe to fit into that whole. He has decided on a theme aud
his attitude towardc that theme and must employ teohniques suited to both.
This part of the filming foauses on his originality as well as his powers
of judgment.

The film producer can play a very influential role. He may creatively
express his emotions, attitudes or criticisms into an effective and oom-
pelling visual statement. Or be may pursue films puvely for aesthetics,
experimenting with vaxiaus techniques to produce oertain visual effects.

Although it may sound like quite a oomplioated project, film making is not
beyond the powers.of the ordinary. Film making has been taught to school
children, who pidked it up with very little trouble. Courses in film
making may be offered by community organizations. Films need not be on
the Ceoil B. De Mille level of speotaaular in order to be good films.
Their relative youth as artistio form and their flexibility make them
fertile graund for artistic endeavor.

Air further information see:

Harcourt, P. and Tbeobald, P., (ed.), Film Makino in Schools and Colleses.
London: The Shenval Ptess.

N.
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692-693

692 Light and optical art

DD: 709.03-.04 LC: N 6490

Light and optical art are contemporary forms of visual representation. They

are abstract, geometric, and deal in a variety of visual phenomena and spa-

tial illusions. Light and op art illustrate principles of after-image, color
displacement, spatial relationships and relations of space of volume. They

work tricks on the viewer's eyes, play with what one sees, make visual

images of something not there.

Working with these forms of art requires an understanding of the principles
operative in p...oducing the effects. Someone with a background in science,
particularly physics, might be most appreciative of this creative applica-
tion of visual phenomena. This gives an opportunity to illustrate abstract
principles in concrete sensible examples.

Such an activity relies heavily on one's sensory capacities and powers of
imagination. It is non-social activity; one's interest is absorbed in
producing an effect by careful structuring of mechanical devices.

693 Mechanical art

Mechanical art offers creative applications of principles of light or sound
or motion which are conveyed by various motors or pendulums or any other
gadgets the artist may devise. It is described as art with motion, often is
3-dimensional, and often produces an abstract design or a peculiar effect.
Probably the mechancial artist enjoys playing with gadgets and devices. He
is objective in analyzing mechanical malfunctions, and subjective in experi-
mentation in designs and effects. The mechanically adept with an eye for the

fanciful might enjoy this adaptation of his technical know-how.
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710

Eatnavadalalati
Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Aesthetic

Prempetterned

Abstract

Individual eftora

Structurmi

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of ecuitmept sAnclnimMolss 1972 price range

Portable radios - $5.00410.00
Clock radios - 15.00-10.00

taind
law vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

14N2422.4:

stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

+ balance' 4.

+ seizures +
0

. -mbleidas
+ receptive +
+ expressive +
+ mixed .4'

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heert
Ciase IV heart

Concrete

1"040

handlinS
fingering
feeling

no handis

bed patient
respiratory

M1 need push button tuning and push button on-off switch



710.713

710 Radio Listenint

DD: 791.440 - 7 LC: TK 6540-6570, HE 8690-8699

711 Newscasts, weather forecasts, business and stook reports

DD: 791.447, 384.544 LC: TK 6570.B

While information is acquired less rapidly through listening than tart. .41
reading, time can be saved when radio listening is oombined with other aotiv-
ities suoh as driving in a oar, doing housework, arts and crafts, and some
household repairs. Although up-to-date weather reports can be obtained from
the telephone company, receiving them via radio listening is particularly
helpful while driving, camping, boating, bicycling or hiking. For those who
derive or attempt to derive inoome from purchase or sale of commodities,
stodks or bonds, the prioe of whioh fluotuates rapidly, current information
by radio is most useful. Occasionally, the fates of specific individuals are
strongly affeoted by events announced in newscasts and very current informa-
tion may be valuable in individual deoision making suoh as ohamges in selec-
tive service regulations, canceling of leave for military pc=ourinel be:muse
of a military emergenay, news of hurricanes and tornadoes. The tadividuals
who listen regularly to these broadcasts oau provide a valuable Jervioe to
their friends, neighbors and relatives in notifying them of important
events vihich may affect their lives.

712 Interview and talk shows, telephone forums

DD: 791.447 LC: TK 6570.A.-Z

In this age of alienation in whioh the individual frequently feels that he has
little interaction with important events going on and no control over Import-
ant decisions made, these shows provide an important link whereby the listener
has a ohanoe to talk back, to question the interpretations whioh have been
given him through the mass media, to argue, to disagree, to persuade and sym-
bolically at least, to control his social environment by expressing his opin-
ion over a medium through which it will be heard by a substantial number of
people. This is one way of maintaining some dimension of partioipatory
democracy in a mass sooiety and use teohnology to unite rather than fraoture
interaction in the sooiety. Because the master of ceremonies or interviewer
oan oross-examine speakers, the weaknesses and biases in the speaker's pre-
sentation may be revealed. Telephone forums offer an excellent opportunity
for homebound individuals to participate in the larger social world.

713 News commentaries

DD: 791.447 LC: TX 6570.A -Z

These commentaries are useful in helping the listener to understand the news
better, providing the oommentator actually has more knowledge and information.
Commentaries are more helpful when two or more commentators discuss the same
topio so that the views of one may be evaluated against the views of another.
It also helps for the listener to have maps at hand if the oommentary in-
volves geographical badkground as, for instance, in evaluating military aotions
and strategies. Understanding commentaries on embnomio events may be aided by

(cont. on next page)
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714-716

713 News oommentaries (cont.)

having at hand graphs and charts of economic activities. If a listener
listens to a commentator revlarly, the wise listener will list the oommenta-
tor's prejudices and biases so that he can correct for them.

714 Other non-musical programs

DD: 791.447 LC: TK 6570. A -Z

Lectures are particularly valuable for radio listening. Usually, they are pre-
sented by much more knowledgeable people than are usually heard on radio. The
information is Apt to be more accurate, more oarefully organized and more objeo-
tively presented. There are exceptions to this and the quality of the speaker
must be evaluated by his education, level of experience or associations.

715 Popular and roc:10211ton programs

DD: 791.447 LC: NIL 67.68

Listening to popular and rook'ntroll programs is in many ways a kind of non-
activity. The individual who listens to these shows has much of his intel-
lect free for other things; most often these programs serve as a kind of audial
backdrop for humdrum aotivities.

Popular and rookIntroll programs are usually decidedly upbeat, and disc jockeys
maintain a oonatant flow of oheery chatter about inconsequential topios. Lis-
tening to this conversational flow can irritate some people to an extreme de-
gree, but for most listeners it is an amusing and generally pleasant bombardment.
Many pop stations ran games and contests in whioh the audience oan participate,
either actively by calling or writing the station, or passively by waiting to
be one of those the disc jookey calls at random.

Usually, an attempt is made to appeal to a broadly-based listening audience,
including housewives and young teenagers. The musio played, therefore,
ranges fram oountry western to bubblegum rook, and rarely includes the wotk
of "pure" folk artists or avant-garde rook groups. There are also specialty
stations, most notably the "soul" stations which oater to and have beoome
part of the bladk utban culture.

716 Broadway show musics programs

DD: 782.81 LC: NIL 68, ML 3860, MT 150

Songs which become hits in the violent oruoible of Broadway legitimate thea-
ter usually have enough universality and originality to enable them to be hits
all over the country, and often all over the world. Such tunes become part of
our musical culture and axe remembered long after the plays for which they
were written and in which they were first performed have faded to the merest
shadows of memories. Programs which concentrate on playing Broadway show tales
naturally acquire the same universality and constant freshness.

Listening to programs of Broadway show music is primarily a restful activity.
There is little or no involvement on the part of the listener with programs
of this type, and the musio itself is such as to make few demands upon the

(cont. on next page)
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717-718

716 Broadway show music programs (oont.)

listener. But for the:person who enjoys listening to show music, finding a
program which plays it exclusively or almost exolustvely oan be a real
treat.

717 Jazz and blues programs

DD: 781.57 LC: 1111 3561

Jazz and blues musio axe generally associated with a time span of dbout the
first half of the century. Spatial:3y they have been located in Amerioa
and, more specifically, related to New Orleans, St. Louis and Chicago. They
have been a major oultural contribution of the black edboulture.

Xuoh of the development of this musical style is attrautable to a few very
talented composer/musicians, some with long careers in performing this type
of musio. Lately there has been a revival of interest in traoing the
historioal development of joss and blues musio. Perhaps only tragio opera
oan equal blues music as a media through which the listener oan hear expres-
sed the sorrows in his own life.

718 Classical music programs

DD: 782 LC: XL 68, XL 3860

Some classical and some folk musio have stood the test of time longer thati
cther types of musio whioh is one measure of their appeal to people.

Some classical musio is much more oomplex than other types of musio in its
orchestrations. This is partioularly true of symphonio musio. In addition
to the sheer sensory pleasure in listening which is afforded by any music,
there are accompanying intellectual satisfaotions in being aware of themes, in-
strumentation and the dwvelopmental ohanges in musical styles through the
centuries.
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720 T9levisionlatchina

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equlpmenf-, a

major factor

Equipment normally
at hand

So cia1-Psycho1okical Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Indilitdukleffort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

colLaLsiampnt and supplies: 1972 price range

television set - $67.00-700.00

Impairment limitations

blind M1
low vision +
hearing M2
speech
retardation +
memory

stooping
kneeling
crouching +'

crawling

balance
seizures
arhasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

Utilitarian

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching + +
handling + M3
fingering + M3
feeling + +

no hdnds M1

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.2-1.4

M1 can listen
M2 can see but not hear
M3 need push button tuning and pUsh button on-off switch
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Ms 791.45

720 ekt.12.it4Lkoniltr.....21L_:4

Les TX 66j0, HE 869C- "AV

T.V. watching is so oommomplace that the mp.mr .tusnoes of IntrioUigent and

purposeful versus aimless wauhing axe over"...0.:0-% 1ow rad what the con-
sumer watches may UtermAre hr Us4s Ulu T.V. as an instrument of
personal developmont or 91403.bs to it as an budio-visual drug.

All presrams can be u3eul4 subjected Lo a variety of analyses. Here axe
same of bhe things to lodk fors

1. What major values in American society is tria ?roam reflecting?

2. Are the actors, speakers or other partioipantr: presenting a know-
ledgeabla scientific view of events or folklore?

3. Whivt models or symbols are presented? Axe these presented as desirable
or undesireable?

it.'How technically adequate are the presentations in the following di-

Mansions?: analysis of social events; psychological characterisations;
acting; neutrality of the host on taIk shows and panel discussions.
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721-722

721 Soap operas, melodramas, serials, etc.

DD: 791.457 LC: PN 1992.8 F 5

The value of these axe mostly escapist and offer people facing a continuing
flow of woXk decisions or series of personal problems a usefUl and needed
chance to relax briefly in a fantagy world.

Used in this way, they may be restoring and enable a return to life's prdblems
reinvigorated. An excessive uas of this type of escapism becomes increasingly
unsatisfactory and self defeating. Conflict among vmlues in American sooiety
are frequent themes and are interesting to analyze regardleas of the inepti-
tude and subjectivity with which this conflict may be presented. Some useful
models are presented. For instance, in some of the many detective type melo-
dramas, the ideal way in whidh the police dhould,with fairness and justice,
treat the poor and underprivileged is frequently portrayed.

722 Comedies

DD: 791.457 LC: PN 1992.8 F S

Escapism and amusement are the chief goals of these programs, yet they fre-
quently satirize the Amerimin scene and reveal significant trends and truths.
The culture gives comedians, like the court jesters in the past, special li-
cense to jest about the sacred and tabooed. Important truths in political,
racial, and religious issues have been, brought aut in this way.



723 Sporting events

DD: 791.457 LC: PN 4784. 86, cor 880

723-724

Sporting events show athaetes doing exciting and, with the exception of pro-
fessional wrestling, real things.

The suspense, drama and aotion is sufficient to motiytte viewers, particularly

men, to spend long hours watching their favorite team or league.

A familiarity with a wider variety of sports can be obtained by watching minor

sports as well as the traditional baseball, basketball and football.

The development by professional athletes of an incredibly ugh degree of Skill

in their chosen sport serves as a model and inspiration for the viewer to fol-

low in his own limited way in the partioular sport or other activity for which

he is best fitted.

724 Mbytes and dramatic programs

DD: 791.457 LO: PN 1992.8 FS, PN 1993-1998

The advantage of movies is that the TV viewer can secure evaluations of mo-

vies ahead of the TV presentation and be more selective in what he chooses

to view. Disadvantages are the loss of the dramatio impact of the wide
screen in a movie house and the violation of the suspense buildup by the

intrusion of commercials.

Television does a great service by reviving movie olassios of the past which
would otherwise rarely be available for the first viewing by the younger ge-
neration and not-so-instant replays for the older generation who first viewed

these classic movies in long sinoe torn down movie houses.
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725 Talk and variety shows

DD: 797..457 LC: PN 4784, PN 1992.8 FS

Talk shows are one of the few two-way communication channels in our mass so-
oiety. Most communication is a one-way hand-me-down circuit in which TV, radio,
press and speakers push information at people who have no way .to respond or
to question the information givers. Talk shows, to the extent to which they
are not contrived, controlled, censored, or choose badly biased samples, allow
a kind of cross-examination of the information presenters. This enables the
viewer or listener to make a better appraisal of the reliability, validity ani
relevance of the information.

This to some degree dissipates pluralistic ignorance, and helps the citizen
make informed political choices and decisions about other oivic affairs. It

could be an important technique for making democracy work in a mass society.

726 News programs and news commentaries

DD: 791.457 LC: PN 1992.8 FS, PN 4784

News programs seem to fall short of their potential more than any other type
of TV presentations. They axe presented too often, try to cover too much and
as a consequence axe superficial and biased through failing to present a magi-
sided view of complex probaems The viewer must constantly keep in mind the
limitations of newscasting as it now exists, applying principles of propaganda
analysis to everything he views and supplement this media with the more ex-
tensive reporting to be found in newspapers and weekly news magazines. Ques-
tions to aSk are:

1. What pictures about the event were not shown?
2. Whose viewpoint about the event was not presented?
3. Does the commentator maintain objectivity and neutrality in what

he says and in the tone of his voice?

News commentaries: it is obvious in viewing some programs that presenters are
on too often, too soon after the event, or before additional information a-
bout the event has become available, even to news sleuths.

News commentators with really divergent ideas about the event are rarely pre-
sented so that regular commentators share a rAlatively narrow range of view-
points.

The habitual viewer of these programs would do well to start a notebook in
which he lists the ideological stance of each of the commentators whom he
customarily vlews.
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727-728

727 Quiz programs, documentaries and Lnformation programs

DD: 791.457 LC: PN 1992.8FS

Quiz programs are useful for homebound individuals who watoh TV or carry on
other passive activities in which there is no requirement for them to respond.
Quiz programs offer the opportunity for the viewer to anticipate the answer
and thus participate aatively in the activity. This promotes a mental
alertness and a positive interaction with mental stimuli. On6e this Problem
-solving attitude has been aohieved, it may be reapplied to other types of
TV programs, such as predioting who did it in who-done-its, the points the
speakers will make next in speeches, commercials, etc. This both adds
zest to viewing and changes the viewer from a passive tubs-dragged addict
to an anticipatory, sophistioated interacting critic.

Dooumentaries and information programs are among the most useful of TV pre-
sentations. Through the medium of film, many plaoes and human events may be
communicated to the viewer more effectively than through any other medium.
In contrast to news programs, they devote enough time to the subject to give
the viewer a reasonably comprehensive coverage of the subject. Because
of this slower paoe, if they are biased in coverage or oommentary, it be-
comes quickly apparent. Documentaries are especially valuable in present-
ing material on little known places and events, suoh as anthropological
studies of primitive peoples.

728 Educational course programs

DD: 791.457 LC: LB 1044.7, PN 1992.57

These programs are highly usefUl pedagogical devices and may evertually re-
plaoe the classroom lecture. Their chief limitations now are that they are
banished to the fringes of acceptable viewing tine and wind up being offered
at 6 or 7:00 A.M. They are particularly useful for the homebound individual
who perhaps more easily than others can rearrange his schedule to arise early
for these pre-breakfast classes, A chief advantage over many TV informatian
programs is the continuity Which permits a sense of achievement and personal
growth to develop in the viewer. Over a period of time, the viewer sees him-
self making progress in learning the subject and this is a positive rein-
forcement to attend more closely, do nore outside readingteto.
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730 Entertainment and Drama Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Outdoor

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Abstract Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Tickets - $2.00-4.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

M1 balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heatt

M2
M2

0

belLiValtd:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands +

bed patient
respiratory
EnergT Expenditure in
NETS: 1.2 - 3.2

Individual effort

0

MIL usually need sighted companion
M2 check on whether ramps or elevators give access to buildings and availability

of toilet facilities
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731

731 Going to circuses, fairs, carnivais, amusement parks, rodeos, etc.

DD: 791.3 Ln: GV 1801-1855

There is something about the atmosphere of a:-..r.z.-3(6 carnivals, fairs,

and amusement parks that makes all of us children again: fear of indi
gestion won't deter us from eating cotton candy and peanuts, and nobody
worries about maintaining his dignity while he is riding on a roller

coaster. Circuses and carnivals usually only come to an area once or twice

a year; much of the fun of going to them stems from the fact that they are

onceinawhile events. EVen roller coasters pall after a number of rides--

even the most avid amusement park fans only visit them occasionally, lest

the magic be lost.

Circuses, carnivals, and fairs provide the individual with an opportunity to
participate in unusual activities while retaining his anonymity--if he

wants to get excited about the prospect of hitting a target with a baseball,

nobody is going to tell him he looks foolish.

Along with the festival atmosphere of circuses, carnivals, and amusement

parks, fairs, especially country fairs, have the added dimension of prac

tical purposes. Livestock, crops, and the products of farm kitchens are
entered in competitions and judged, and each entrant has the opportunity

to compare his work with the work of others and learn from them. Mean
while, major manufacturers exhibit the latest in equipment, and there are

many entertainment activities to thoroughly blend business and pleasure.

Carnivals, fairs, and circuses are often fundraising events. The firemen's

carnival, designed to raise money for the local fire department, is an annual

event in many areas. The church fair is a particularly American institution;
handmade household articles and clothing and homemade goodies are the special

delights of such affairs.

The rodeo has fallen into disrepute in recent years because of the alleged

cruelty to the animals involved. Critics say that techniques which may have

been valid in a reallife need situation--roping and tying a steer, for ex
ample --ought not to be used for entertainment; some also claim that the

"bucking broncos" are actually docile horses cruelly prodded into performing

wildly. The individual will have to decide for himself, in view of these

considerations, whether he wishes to patronize rodeos. It is of course im
portant to remember that conditions can vary greatly from one show to the

next, and all ought not to be judged by the actions of what may be a minority.

Circuses, carnivals, fairs, amusement parks, rodeos, etc. are particular4
suitable to group activity. They-offer such a wide range of things to do and

see that people of varying interests and abilities --e sure to find things

that will interest them. They are situations in which it is relatively easy
to supervise a group, and the individual who, for example, takes a group of

children to a carnival, is apt to enjoy himself quite as much as his

charges do. As e.e. cummings said, "Damn everything but the circus!"



732-734

732 Going to exhibitions, e.g., auto shoW3, fiuwer shows, hobby shows,
sportsmen shows, etc.

DD: 580.74

This is one of the best ways to become acquainted with the equipment re-
quired for an avocational activity. It is especially usefUl in finding
out all of the latest equipment available since most shows are sponsored
by manufacturers in order to sell equipment. There are many free handouts
describing equipment, but other usefUl information may be available in
handouts without coot as well. Some salesmen at these exhibitions are
very knowledgeable about the activity and may be willing to describe the
activity in considerable detail.

733 Movie going

DD: 791.43 LC: PN 1992-9

In addition to the sheer entertainment offered by almost any movie, the
selective viewer may choose movies portraying thought-provoking ideas.
Reading one or more reviews of movies will encourage wiser choices. One
of the advantages of large cities is the much wider choice available.
Foreign films and revivals of classic mortes frequently offer more stim-
ulating fare than the most recent American productions. More and more univer-
sities, churches and other non-commercial sources are sponsoring revivals
of the better movies. In adUtion to the standard commercial films, there
is a wealth of documentary films, training films, and travelogues in 16 ram.
film. Most large universities have a 16 mm. film library with reasonable
rentals for nonprofit use. Movie going can offer much more variety of ex-
perience than TV watching.

734 Going to ballet and other dance presentations

DD: 792.8 LC: GV 1787

Enjoyment of rhythmic movements, appreciation of meaning and emotion con-
veyed through the dance, these interests bring one to dance presentations.

Ballet, the most serious and disciplined of the various dance germs, is presented
at its professional best by regular dance troupes and companies. Attendance at
these presentations is often a glamorous affair in itself, a social event of
the season. Though this is not the central attraction of the evening, still
it is part of the aura that is brought to fUlfillment in the ballet itself.
A world is created that evening, a world which is somehow more beautiful, more
mysterious, more complete than that of our everydays. That the men and women
appear more than their everyday selves, that there is music and excitement and
glamour in their words and demeanor, this is all fitting prelude to the
world of the symbol and the abstract and the timeless reality which the dance
conveys.

There is form to this fantasy hawever. Just as the best dancers are not the
b9st without much work and discipline and persistence, so the heightened enjoy,-
ment of their art is not without understanding of style and technique, as well
as background in music, history and literature. This is not to say that without
this background the ballet cannot be enjoyed.

(cont. on next page)
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735-737

734 Going to balLet and othor dInce presentations (cont.)

Forms, colors, and patterns of movemeAt are pleasurable to most. Perhaps,

though, they might find other forms of dance more to their liking. Dance ex.-

presses it!...)1f in an exciting variety, from the most primitive of rhythmic

movements to carefully choreographed exercises in group coordination. People

with interest in particular cultures or with strong ethnic identification might

enjoy the native dances. These are often presented at the "Y" or on gollege

campuses or at community centers. Choreography is often a central component

of variety shows, talent shows, and TV specials. Tap dances, square dances,

and modern dances ere almost regular fare. Pleasure comes from the visual

display and the rhythmical structure.

735 Going to children's and high school presentations of plays, pageants, eta.

DD: '91.62 LC: PN 6120.A4-5

The anticipated lack of professional performance is oftsn offset by the en-
thusiasm of the performers and their often charming personal selves which

show through the roles they are enacting. The audience not only observes
the overt play but frequently a play within a play comprised of the dramaofa
developing personality coping with new roles. Children and youth need audi-

ences so that player and audience become an interacting team.

Since schools are neighborhood institutions, attending school plays and

pageants is more convenient for the aged and disabled than traveling farther

afield. Relatives and friends help make an enthusiastic audience.

736 Going to university or little theater group presentations

DD: 792.02 LC: PN 2267

For many, the accomplished amateur theater group is as satisfying as a pro-

fessional performance. In some plays, more suitable casting than in profes-
sional performances is possible because there is a wider variety of poten-

tial actors from whom to choose. The amateur actors may substitute greater
zest in their performance for full professional competence because for ,them

it is play rather than work and they are usually involved in it for a limi-

ted number of performances. Members of the audience enjoy seeing people they

know on the stage.

737 Going to professional theater presentations

DD: 792.1-.8 LC: PN 2074, PN 2000-3299

Stylized in one way or another, professional theater presentations portray,

satirize, or burlesque the human scene to prqvide new perspective on ideas,

feelings, and relationships. Because professional theater presentations are
done with competence, the vision, illusion, or idea the playwright wishes
to convey is usually more convincing than it is in amateur presentations.

The craftsmanship of a prqfessional actor is intellectually pleasing ob-

serve in addition to the absorpticn the audience may have in the plot, the

character, or the allegorical theme. A repertory theater uses the same ac-
tors sequentially in different roles. This has the disadvantage that a
given actor is identified with the role he had in an earlier play. Aftdr

the audience has seen him in a number of plays, however, this effect is can-

celled out.
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Y10 Reading and Literaturq. APpreciation Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

..§.29:11-c"ct"e
Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Abstract

Individual effort

Upstrxtured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Magazine subscriptions - $3.00-25.00 /yearly
Newspapers - 1.00 - 5.00/weekly
Books - J.00-100.00

imalrment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired,:

stooping
kneeling
erouehing
crawling

S1
S2

0

balance
seizures
aphasia:
receptive 0
expressive +
mixed 0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

Si talking books and tapes
S2 large print
MI n-pd hook holder and/or page turner

hands imarad: 1 2
reaching + +

handling + M1
fingering + M1
feeling + +

no hands M1

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.2
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740-74?

740 hmilltULAIMULUotiattlimatillgIla_laLUEILALi

DD: 800 LC: PN 83

Reading can be a vital sourcr, of information and enjoyment for anyone whose
contacts are limited. Information acquired through reading can give a shy
individual the confidence he needs to enter into a conversation. Although
reading seems a passive activity, the reader actually enters into a con-
versation with the author, growing in ways that are not open to the person
who plants himself in front of a television set for hours of non-selective
viewing. The literature of the world, accumulated over thousands of years,
is varied enough to suit the taste and challenge the intellect of anyone
willing to investigate his local public library.

Some of the reading and literature appreciation activities described in the
following sections are available to the blind or otherwise visually impaired
through the use of braille, tapes, or records (talking books).

741 Newspapers

DD: 070 LC: AN, PN 47840L6

Although the broadcast media have taken over much of the job of reporting
spot news as it happens, the newspaper remains the single most convenient
and comprehensive source through which to inform onesel2 about occurrences
in the world. In addition to brief factual reports of events, newspapers
are turning more and moretointerpretive reporting and analysis of events
in their historical and current perspectives--the tasks at which it can
out-perform the broadcast media on a day-to-day basis. Large city news-
papers tend to strive for "paper of record" news reports, carrying all of
what they consider the important news for the day from throughout the
world; community papers concentrate on local news and the effects which
state, national and world events will have on the areas they serve.

The newspaper, of course, serves (...ther functions in addition to repoliting
news: the editorial page and letters to the editor provide a forum for
comment on social situations; announcements of meetings are a service pro-
vided to community organizations; listings of radio and television pro-
gramming, movies and critical reviews allow the reader to choose his media
fare; marriage, birth, and death announcements facilitate keeping up *ith
the important events in the lives of friends and acquaintances and fulfill-
ing connected social obligations. Reading a newspaper (or ideally, news-
papers, if more than one type is available) enables one to choose, by scan-
ning headlines, which events he wishes to be informed of, and to find out
about situations and events happening around him.

742 Popular nontechnical magazines, e.g., Llfe, Time, Reader's Digest, etc.

10.: 050 LC: AP, Z 6945.A2, Z 6947-5962

General interest magazines deal with contemporary topics in an appealing,
non-teithnical manner, aimed at the individual of average or slightly su-
perior intelligence and general knowledge. Often they contain some of the
same features of the newspaper, such as book and movie reviews, but because
of thair longer production times and more highly specialized staff, they

(cont on next page)
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743-744

74: Popular nontechnical magazines, e.g., Lite,Tlme, littpierLil_plgtat, etc. (nont.)
are able to deal with these topics and with events in the political and economic
arenas at greater length and in more depth.

Popular magazines usually have strong visual appeal, often including many color
pictures and other illustrations; their format is such that the text of their
articles is usually easier to read than is standard newsprint. 1210.8 makes them

particularly valuable for the individual with minimal visual impairment, as
their compact, summary nature makes them valuable to the person who does not
have the time for regular, thorough reading of daily newspapers,

743 Special interest magazines, e.g., .§22r1E.L.11.33.tra,..L.ted Ladies' Home Journal,

etc.

DD: J50 LC: AP, AI

While the number of general interest magazines has declined in the last quarter
centur7, magazines catering to the needs of special interest groups have pro-
liferal,ed. Often distributed nationally, these magazines bring enthusiasts intc
contact with each other and with the latest developments in their particular
fields of interest, whether the field be needlepoint or scuba diving. Other
magazines serve political, religious, or social groups, or are designed for one
large segment of the population (women, teenagers, sports fans),.

An ir,taresting change has cane about during the past law years in the traditional
It women's magazines." In addition to the fur r's (food, fiction, family and
fashion), these magazines are now carrying articles about women's liberation,
consumerism, the political scene, and other topics once considered outsidb-the
raage of interest of the mythical typical American housewife.
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744 Technical journals, e g., Journal of the American Chemical Societ ,

LMEELMaltaaadalltview, etc.

DD: 050 LC: AI

Except for monographs, research reports and some books, technical journals
offer the maximum intellectual challenge to be found in reading as an avoca
tional activity. Omitting ad hoc reports and papers delivered before learned
societie)s, journal articles present the most recent thinking and the most
authoritative knowledge expressed in writing in technical fields. EVen so,
there may be a one to two year publication lag and three to four years may
elapse between the time the data was gathered and the article published;
Most journal articles are written in jargon and usually only individuals
trained in the profession will understand the full implications of the
material.

Technical journals enable the professional to keep up with the latest de
velopments in his field. They provide a foram for the dissemination of
research findings and a place for the individual researcner to present his
findings to his colleagues and solicit evaluation and feedback. Technical
magazines of this type are generally more complete in their treatment of the
topics they cover than are the general magazines, which necessarily must
attempt to simplify presentation of ideas and data.

16.7
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745-746

745 Fiction: plays, short stories, novels

DD: 808.82.833, 812, 813 LC: PN 1-9, PN 45, PN 80, PN 500-519, PI: 3311-3503

The reading of fiction, like most reading, can be approached on any of several

levels. For example, the short stories which appear in Good Housekeeping and

the dhort stories of Flannery O'Connor are quite different in thematic treatment,

depth, and difficulty, yet the same reader, depending on his mood at the moment,

can enjoy both kinds of stories. Similarly, the person who enjoys reading good

light novels, like Agatha Christie's mysteries, may also enjoy heavier works

which demand more of him as a reader.

The chief distinguishing characteristic of prose fiction is that it is divorced

from the real world, yet retains similarities to reality. In most cases, the

reader can identify with one or more of the characters; he can use the ficticious

situation to escape the problems f his own life, or he can gaia insight into

his own problems from the way in which the author/playwright has the characters

resolve conflicts.

746 Nonfiction works

DD: 808.06692 LC: CT, CT 101

Fifty years ago, 80% of all books published were novels; today novels make

up only 10% of new books.* This change reflects not only the muchtouted
"information explosion," but also the rising interest of the average reader in

finding out the causes of and solutions_to the problems he sees around him.

It is also reflective of the fact that modern Americans get much of their enter
tainment from sources other than books, and are most likely to go to books when

they want facts, analyses, or instructions in how to carry out some activity.

Although some readers of non-fiction have wideranging tastes, many prefer to
concentrate on a particular area in which they happen to be interested, e.g.,

politics, economics, history, or medicine.

* "Fiction of the 60's," The Milwaukee Public Libra Reader and Calendar of

Local EVents, Vol. 27, No. 52, December 29, 1970.
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747-748

747 Disuussion groups concerned witn fictional, non-fictional works

DD: 801,950, 809 LC: PN 20-29, PN 855

These discussion groups are one of the most useful devices for bringing
together people interested in abstract ideas to share them That everyone
reads the same book or article prior to the discussion ensures that they
have a common ground upon which to start. Whether the book itself is the
focus of discussion or merely triggers a discussion of other topics is
irrelevant.

The satisfying aspect of discussion groups is that they offer the opportunity
to come to grips with what others think and in the process, clarify one's
own ideas.

If the same membership continues to meet in a discussion group over a period
of time then certain additional dimensions of interpersonal relationships
develop which are described under the category "Book Clubs (953) "

748 Poetry

DDI 808.81, 811 LC: PN 1010-1525

The individual who enjoys reading poetry is the kind of person who's not
always in a hurry, but is willing to take time to appreciate something he
likes. Poetry cannot be skimmed or read qnickly; good poetry, especially,
demands carefUl reading. Poetry is the most compact form of literature.
The poet chooses each word with care, to serve a particular purpose; if the
reader ignores the word, if he does not bot%er to ask himself "Why this word,
and not another?" he is apt to lose much of the meaning of the poem.

There are many different kinds of poetry and vogues dmyge frequently. Some-
times people refuse or are unable to recognize the value of poetry if they
are not familiar and comfortable with its form; a fan of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning's sonneus may not believe that the work of e.e. cummings is "real"
poetry. Most people still think of poetry in terms of rilyme and meter, lines
and verses; if one has a firmly fixed notion of what poetry is, it is some-
times difficult to approach with an open mind something which does not fit'
that notion. Additionally, such a mystique has grown up around the reaang
of poetry' that many people are _ntimidated by any poetry which they cannot
comprehend immediately and easily. The process of overcoming this intimidation
can often be speeded with the help of someore who is knowledgeable in the art
of poetry analysis and can show that a difficult piece of poetry, if approached
properly, may not be so much mysterious as it is complex and wonderful.
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750 art_Ind musi_ation

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Outdoor

Equipment a
major factor

Structured
Equipment not ne
cessarily at hand Supervised

Social Psycholosical Factors

Aesthetic

Prepatterned

Abstract

Individual effort

Little opportunity for recognition

22ELaLtgalmsLstaLagmliam 1972 price range

records $2.00-10.00
tapes 3.00-15.00
concerts 1.00-25.00
museums 0.00-2.00
courses 10.00-50.00/ credit

Impairment Limitations

blind 51
low vision S1
hearing S2
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance
seizures

APAELE:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M1
semiambulant M1
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS:

S1 except art gallery and museums
S2 except lectures and music
M1 check on whether ramps or elevators give access to buildings, ch-nk avail

ability of toilet facilities
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751-752

751 Record and/or tape collection listening

DD: 789.91 LC: ML 111.5, 157.3

rany aspects of music appreciation are highly person01. Tastes are affected

by religious or cultural backgrounds. This element of individual preference
may make group listening and/or discussion less enjoyable for those who are
isolated from others in their choice of music. If this isolation is impOsed
rather than preferred (some would rather listen by themselves), there may be
community resources at hand to lead these musical mavericks to others of their
brand. Private collections can be expanded through purchase or loans, either
from the library or fellow enthusiasts.

752 Group listening and/or discussion of records, tapes, programs, etc.

DD: 789.91 LO: LB 1044.4, 1044.3

Listening to music in groups may be very informal and spontaneous or some-
what planned as get-togethers with family or friends. Visitors may be asked
to bring some of their own records or tapes for more variety, or records may
be borrowed from public libraries. The purpose may be simpay to share the
music or to promote other activities such as singing, playing instruments,
dancing or partying. Persons may want to gather for specific musical pro-
grams on radio or television for any of the above reasons or for educational
value.

Groups msy also gather to listen in order to learn about various kinds of
music forms. Listening to the recording of an opera or a symphony before
attending a live performance may facilitate a more complete understanding
and appreciation of the performance. Groups may gather at a member's home
or find some central location, perhaps a listening,room at a local library,

church or agency,

A vital area of music appreciation, that of individual interpretations and
attitudes, can be covered in group discussions. In a heterogeneous group,
individuals can learn from one another and develop their own attitudes and
tastes. Discussing ideas and feelings about music may concretize vague
impressions and develop fluency of expressions. Musicians among the group
might be encouraged to add. to discussions with their knowledge of musical
skills and structure or by playing. and/or singing.

Individuals can make Vats a regular_activity by enrolling in music apprecia--
tion courses or joining music study clubs or listening groups, if accessible
in the community.

For further information see:

Community Welfare Council of Milwaukee County Recreation for the Homebound.
Milwaukee, 1958.

Danford, Howard G., Creative Leadership in Recreation. Boston: Allyn, and

Bacon, 1964.

National Recreation Association, Recreation for the Handicapped in the
miCamIELtajaffaing. New York, 1965.
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753

753 Going to informal musical events, e.g., park concerts, music festivals, etc.

753 Music festivals
DD: 780.73 LC: ML 35-38

These festivals are normally temporary events, lasting from two days to a week

or so. Sometimes they combine professional and amateur musicians in the same

festival. Usually rather large numbers of musicians and a wide variety of

music styles are featured. The audience is given an opportunity to see and

hear all these at one festival. Festivals are usually arranged for large

gatherings and are outdoor. Some are annual events, such as the Newport Jan

Festival; some are one time only. State fairs and other festivals which are

not solely musical often provide nightly musical entertainment, usually inclu-

ding many top performers.

753 Park concerts

DD: 780.79 LC: ML 25.7, ML 40-44

Park concerts provide a somewhat unique experience to the listener. They

may be held in the afternoon or evening. Admission is either free or only

a nominal fee. The expanse.and beauty of the outdoors adds an indescribable

element to the music. This is an inexpensive way to enhance the aesthetic

experience of enjoying music. Open spacdein parks offers conditions advan-
tageous to persons who might have difficulty entering and leaving indoor

cmvsrts, especially wheelchair intients.

753 Amateur indoor concerts

These concerts have a vast range of type and quality of music. Some examples

of amateur concertb are instrumental recitals, glee clubs, musical plays,

'orchestral serformancee, school bands, and talent shows. The featured pr-

formers Arc usually local. Depending on theie talent, the quality of the

concerts might be excellent, even approaching that of professional concerts.

Personal acquaintance with a performer may enhance listening pleasure.

For further information see:

The Athletic Institute, itiel...lecmcbla2r2..12z:=Ltram. Chicago, 3.963.
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754 Going to formal musical events, e.g., operas, symphonies, etc.

DD: 782.1, 785.11-.12 LC: ML 385-8, ML 40, M 1001, ML 1255

These events include all styles of music; musicians, from internationally
famous opera companies to popular singers, are considered professional en-
tertainers. Professional concerts offer the listener an opportunity to
strengthen his acquaintance with music and perhaps gain deeper insight
into favored pieces. When full orchestras perform, the audience can ap-
preci.ate tInsbeauty and intricacy of the many plqving as one.

Admission is normally quite expensive, depending on performers and location.
Free tickets are occasionally available from people who hold season tickets
but are not able to attend a particular performance and are anxious that
someone make use of the ticket. Low-priced tickets may be available for
students. Special concerts are sometimes given for special groups, e.g.,

school children.

755 Attending lectures and/or taking courses on music

DD: 781 LC: MT

This type of activity may be pursued by the musician who wishes to
intensify and complement his active musical work (e.g., composer,
director, singer, instrumentalist), or it may be sought by one whose
interest in music is more abstract--theory, development, history of
music. The courses for either mgy be the same. They are offered by
colleges and universities, by conservatories and other schools of
music, and sometimes even by secondary schools. The courses may
deal with the highly rigorous and regulated principles of classical
music, the improvisations of jazz and nonruWestern music, or the simpler
rhythms and melodies of popular music.

The non-musician who treasures his musical sense will value these
contacts with the musical world. TV broadcasts (e.g., Leonard
Bernsteirfsyoung People's Concerts) and library resources (published
lectures and other worIcs on music) have the advantages of formal
lectures and courses without the physical and financial demands.

123
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756 Going to art festivals

DD: 707.4, 708 LC: N 8700-8850

Art festivals, like music festivals, are exhibits of short duration and intense

activity. The subjects are usually modern, the artists contemporary (amateur
and professional), the air informal and the excitement contagious. Often these
are street festivals, spotlighting local talent, with art schools or university
art departments sponsoring the event for 2un and profit. Artists will sometimes

demonstrate their techniques. These festivals are attended by the curious,

amateurs, and prospective buyers. This type of spontadeous exhibit most often
appeals to those who enjoy novelty and innovation in art.

757 Going to museums and public art galleries

DD: 708, 726.7 LC: AM, N 400-490

Museums and public galleries cater to the wide variety of public tastes in
art, although some specialize, collecting and showing one type, of art.

Admission is usually free; visitors have complete freedom to look at as

many or as few works as desired or can go on tours. Since milld and feel-
ings, which are utilized in looking at works of art, are faculties which
tire easily, it is recommended that individuals look at relatively few works
of art in each visit. Persons who spend only three to four seconds on each
work do not really see; they miss the artistic experience and are not engag-
ing in an art appreciation activity.

Much can be learned by this activity, e g., ability to recognize artist's
styles and famous works. Desire to learn more about art or even to develop
one's own talents might be another b5r-product...-

This activity, although not physically strenuous, requires a good deal of
standing and walking around; persons who tire very easily can plan to
sit down at intervals, Conditions 6f museums and galleries should be known
for persons who might have difficulty entering and leaving and/or climbing
stairs.

For further information see:

Gettings, Fred, The Meaninsiamlyonder of Art. New York: Golden Press, 1963.

Faulkner, Ray, Ziegfeld, Edwin, and Hill, Gerald, Art Today.. New York: Henry

Holt and Co., 1941.

Morman, Jean Mary, Ar A Wonder and a. World. Blauvelt, New York: Art

Education, Inc., 1967.

Art: A Wonder and a World: To the Teacher. Blauvelt,

New York: Art Education, Inc., l967.
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758 Attending lectures and/or talons?. courses on art

DD: 701.8, 707 LC: N 7430-7433

Many kinds of courses are offered: credit courses, audit courses, dis-
cucsion clubs, seminars, courses on educational television, and corres-
pondence courses. For the homebound in particular, correspondence or
television courses would be of interest. 0ourses can teach how artists
work, what various media and subjects they use, what they are trying to
portray or communicate. The purpose is not to influence individual opin-
ions, but to help individuals to discover and develop their own tastes,
to develop discriminating, intelligent judgements. EMphasis is learning
to depart from looking et works of art merely to identify, teaching in-
dividuals to see aspects of a work of art beyond "what it is." Learning
the language of the arts (color, shape, texture) yi'lds greater capacity
for truly understanding and appreciating works of art. Courses may en-
hance visits to art collections. Learning about techniques of artists
may aid in develoy-ng one's own talent. Some courses may help'individu-
als to understand how the arts relate to comtemporary living. Courses
in general may allow individuals to better and more openly and intelli-
gently approach the arts.

For further information see:

Gettings, Fred, The Meanin and Wonuer of Art. New YorX: Golden Press, 1963.

Faulkner, Ray, Ziegfeld, Edwin and Hill, Gerald, Artioax. New York:

Henry Holt and Co., 1941.

Mormsn, Jean Mary, Art: A Wonder and a World. Blauvelt, New York: Art

Education, Inc., 1967.

, Art: A Wonder and a World: To the Teacher. Blauvelt,

New York: Art Education, Inc., 1967.
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Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Social-Psychological

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

admission fees - $0.00-50.00

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision +
,learing

speech
retardation M2
memory M2

1111041Leg!
it-615-firng +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance M2
seizures M2
aphasia:

receptive M2
expresstve M2
mixed M2

wheel chair M3
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +
Class rir heart 0

M1 need sighted companion
M2 need companion for guidance and protection
M3 need folding wheelchair for cer

3126

Factors

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands

bed patient
respiratory

..1E2131...W...21:41Vre in
METS: 1.2-4.5
ammo, Mar
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7bk. Pfavt

DD: LC: C 111?--);.-, i .00-306

761 Informal outinkel, u f!, trips to mwicums, zoos, lakefront, -tc.

DD: LC: SB 4*1-5

These activities--picnics, all-day outin,;s at the park, the bt-ch, on private
and public land--are activities for families or small groups. The day may in-
clude foodeither readv-to-eat or cooked over outdoor fires, free playon
park grass or bench sand, visits to zoos and gardens, informal games, walks,

rest and quiet ieisure for reading and talking. This is the form of outdoor

fun that is universalpeople enjoy getting outdoors in all seasons, where-

ever there is a c.00d outdoor setting.

Some large picnic groups call for organization, yet the individual can enjoy

such informa activitit.s as contests,picnics, clam bakes, or corn roasts.
These outings ma.! Le promoted by fraterna organizations, schools, churches

or neighborhoods.

Precautions for thc aged and some physically impaired persons F.re adequate
clothing for protection against cold, rain, sun and wind. Toilet facilities
available to wheelchair patients must be considered.

For further information see:

Athletic Institute, The, The RecreatLimjEnclmmt Chicago: The Athletic In-

stitute, 1963.

762 Trips to visit friends, relatives

DD: 910.2- 4. IC: G 149-157, G 200-306

Visits to friends and relatives are very important to maintain close social

ties. In a society wl'aere there is frequent moving about in search of jobs,

education or training or to take better jobs, the continuation of long-term
friendships and contacts with relatives becomes increasingly important for a
sense of belonging. Frequent visiting improves the relationships, which can
also be improved by planning on how the relationship can best be augmented.
This may include planning to avoid topics on which there is disagreement or
planning to inquire about the things abouu which the other person may be very
knowledgeable but does iot voice in ordinary conversation. For instance,

older relatives frequently have fascinating stories of their childhood ex-

periences. Some relationships thrive on a non-verbal basis such as playing

chess or checkers.

763 Trips to enjoy seasonal scenery

DD: 910.2-.4 LC: G 149-157, G 200-306

These trips might be local or long-distance ones made to see unusual sights,

usually made by car. Local sights might be the dogwood, blue-bonnet or azalea
trails and larden tours, or the acres of apple blossoms or large pansy beds
near towns. One might travel some distance in order to see the cherry blossom

(cont. on next page)
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763 Trips to enjoy seasonal scenery (cont.)
in Washington, D.C., or the autumn foliage or snow-covered hills of northern
cLimates. The enjoynent of these tripe may be enhanced by photographing, sketch-
ing or pointing scenes or by c3assifying and collecting botanical specimens.

76h Trips to national or state parks

DD: 719.32, 910.2-.4 LC: SB 481-5. G 139-149

Mesa trips offer a wide varietq of sights, including geyers or redwoods, can-
yons or glens, glaciers or deserts, tropical swamps or petrified forests. Such
trips can be made into informal outings or short or long camping trips for
families or relatively small groups. Knowledge about conservation andliatory
can be enhanced on these trips. Many descriptive pamphletsareavailablefromthe
Government Printing Office. The enjoyment of these trips day be hampered for
the aged or physically impaired if adequate protection against the weather is
not provided. Another important consideration is the kind of toilet facilities
available to wheelchair patients.

For further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), 21.TheigAmEllas12204. New York: A.S. Barnes and
Co., 1957.

765 Trips to historic sites

DD: 910.2-.4 LC: G 149-157, NA 9335-9355

Historic site visits make history seem alive and meaningful. Special devices
euch as the electric map 'at Gettysburg are particularly vivid teaching devices.
Having seen an historical site creates an ififormation base on which reading
about historical events may be more firmly. located. Seeing the size of rivers
or the height of hills where classic dvents took place enables us to form
our own opinions of the textbook interpretations of what supposedly took place.
The logic of some military strategies may appear unbelievable when the actual
terrain has been examined. Visiting historical sites may be an excellent
propaganda analysis device to enable us to evaluate many questionable his-
torical explanations.

766 Trips to conservation centerso.g., wildlife preserves, bird sanctuaries, etc

These trips may be very informative while offering opportunity to observe
wildlife in natural settings. One may become acquainted with various crea-
tures, learn to distinguish one species fram.another and study their habits.
Although many kinds of birds or mammals may be seen throughout the year,
greatest numbers are present during spring and autumn migrations of birds.
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife provides free information (pamphlets
available for most of the larger reftges) about reftges and encourages visitors
to inquire as to canditions and facilities at specific refuges oefore going.
Firearms are prohibited at all times, except on areas where present regulations
permit opening certain lecations to shooting in season. "Canservation Safaris"
(eg., to Alaska, to everglades) to 2earn about our resources, discover wilder-
ness beauty and learn of management problems of some conservation centers, are
sponsored by Natural Wildlife Federaion, 1412 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036. (.....cnt. on next page)
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766 Trips to conservation centers (cont.)

For further information see:

Butcher, Devereux, Exj_.orturalwil.c.....uge..mu.ties. Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1963.

767 Inter-state travel

DD: 910.2-.4 LO: G 149-157

Travel in different states helps one to understand the vast differences
in climate, topography, density of population, degree of industralization,
type of industry, type and amount of recreation facilities, and the wealth
and poverty of the variaus states. Also apparent is the way in which states

.have met the needs of their people in the quality and quantity of major
road networks, secondar7 road networks, rest stops, parks, publiv schools,
and public universities. Many economic and political events are better
understood after viewing a polluted river, sniffing the smog, or, on the
brighter side, traveling 50 miles without meeting enother

768 Foreigh travel

DD: 910.41 LC: G 149-157

Any travel broadens perspectives and should make for more objectivity about
personal and local events. Foreign travel, by removing us more completely
from our own limited perspective, should be the most effective in this broqd-
ening process. Travel to those countries with cultures least like ours is
obviously likely to have the moat impact. However, a psychological attitude
which makes an individual capable of absorbing new stimuli is essential for
apy change in his outlook to occur. It is necessary to perceive, understand
and appreciate foreign cultures in terms of their values, not ours.
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Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
of no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Imatalelalasillstima

blind M1
low vision +
hearing S1
speech
retardation +
memory

+stooping
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

f

balance
seizures
splutas

receptive +
expresstve +
mixed

wheel chair 142

semi-ambulant Mk
Class III heart 4-

Class IV heart 32

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for

recognition

hands imnaired:
reachilig

handling;
fingering
feeling

no hands

bed patient
respiratory

Individual effort

32

M1 may need sighted companion
N2 check on whether ramps or elevatore give access to church buildings and

availability of toilet facilities
S1 except radio
32 limited to religious activities carried on at home
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770 11WL
DD: 291.7 LC: BX

Religious activities are mani2estations of a persons's most subjective ex-
perience. The religious experience s personalindividual, and at the same
time carried on within a social context. The values one affirms as a result
of his religious experience give a unity to his personal life and form the
basis for social relationships. Religious affiliation provides a context
within which one establishes his personal identity. Religious orientation
may foster a sense of personal growth and a sense of community.

Whether or not one gives even tacit acceptance to religious behavior as an
authentic expression of human experience, one can hardly deny it is a power-
ful influence, especially in altering or fostering behavioral characteristics.
A powerful religious experience will often be cited as the turning point in
a person's life. This might seem the ideal tool with which to sublimate or
redirect destructive or ineffective social traits, but its very strength it
its weakness. The religious experience is intensely personal, very subjective
and may easily incorporate other than religious influences into its expression.
Outside interference into an established religious system is a tricky business
and usually not a very p2,fitable one. Even those to whom the authority is
ordained (e.g., Catholic priests, who enjoy this kind of deference more than
most other ministers of faith) cannot always break through the shield of
religious defences. Religion may ba used as the justification for all manner
of selfish and nori-religious acts, but only those who wish to listen will
hear of their failings.

The activities listed in this category suggest some of the possible ways
of demonstrating and perfecting one's religious life. It should be recog-
nized that participation in these gives one a sense of fellowship, belong-
ing, identity, personal worth and transcendence of self. The activities
appeal to emotional, spiritual and intellectual dimensions of a person's
life. One person's form of participation may not be another's. These
activities may be vehicles for the best of what religious experience
has tc offer.

771 IndividLal prayer and contemplation

DD: 291.43 LC: BV 200-227, BV 4800-4870

The individual engages in this for the very personal expres$ions of his
experience. What is involved is completely dependent upon the individual,
but generally it is an attempt to increase one's personal growth, a striving
toward a more perfect expression of one's faith. The religious exercises
may be under the direction of another, a spiritual counselor whose assistance.
is sought. This activity is a representation of the intensely subjective
and personal nature of religious experience.
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772 ilum reading and discussion of rell:;:_000 materiais

DD: 291.4 LC: BV 22c?.

The desire to know more about one's faith is quite common an event, even though

it is hardly ever considered simply an academic exercise. More often, it is
directed to the practical affair of how one is to live within the context of
his religious affiliation. How one's life is to be carried on is a crucial

point. Gleaning information and getting together to talk about it may assist
one's efforts at personal growth. The social context of the discussion lends
a balance and adds the dimension of the consideration of the other in one's

religious practices.

73 Radio listening to church services

DD: 291.43 LC: BV 170-199

Small groups can organize to listen to outstanding sermons or regular services
and to discuss them. Programs may be recorded and replayed. The handicapped
or elderly person who has difficulty actually attending a church for reasons
of physical impairment or lack of transportation has an excallent opportunity
here to "attena" a service. There would be a special advantage in listening
regularly to the same program. Impairments which may preclude this activity
are receptive aphasia and deafness.

774 Watching telecasts of church services

DD: 291.43 LC: PN 1992.6

The homebound may participate in religious events through broadcasts on TV.
This helps establish the social context and the sense of community which
functions in religious participation. The broadcasts of special events,
e.g., the coverage of Pope Paul's visit to the UN, makes A singular occasion
available to all and may increase a sense of unity among the worshipping
community.

775 Sporadic attendance at church services

DD: 291.43 LC: BV 4800-4870, BX

This may be the practice characteristic of those whose ties to the religious
organization are tenuous. They may be undecided as to their status in.the or
ganization. Perhaps by force of their upbringing they cannot break the tie
altogether. This may also be the behavior of those who have affirmed a re
ligious life, but do not consider church services an integral part of it.
Or it may be that they are dissatisfied with the church services as an express
ion of their religiaus experience. The dissatisfaction that seems to underlie
these reasons may be a common ground from which to launch discussions into why
and where the dissatisfaction lies. Whether directed to finding resolutions
of just enjoyed as a gripe session, such gatherings might appeal to the un
orthodox or unresolved.
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776 Regular attendance at church ser.ices

DD: 291.4, 291.38 LC: BV 4800-4870

This kind of participation maintains steady contact with the church
community. It may mean that the religious dimension is fully inte-
grated into one's personal life. It often means that one's involve-
ment with the church organization extends her spheres--education,
recreation, upkeep of the grounds. People dho participate regular177
establish the core of "regulars" who will assume responsibility for church-
affiliated tasks. Church activity carries status. It occasions social
activity in what often may be a low-pressure setting.

777 Attendance at religious education or discussion classes

DD: 377.0-.9, 291.38 LC: BV 1460-1615, BK (by denomination)

Whether one attends because one wishes 'or attends because it is insisted
uponl.religious education classes bring up the intellectual dimension to
religoUs life. Formal instruction in the tenets of one's faith, when in-
flicted upon the unwi3 IL:, may work an effect opposite to that intended.
In most cases, it is the teacher who is the crucial factor. Most people's
participation in formal religious education begins and ends with a grade
school encounter. The inquiring adults and adolescents may choose discussion
classes to increase and/or clarify their understandings. Personal growth in
a religious context often comes at a crucially needed time for an adolescent.

Adults with growing pains or with a live1.7 interest in current problems or
controversial topics may also choose to join an organized group. These
can be very exciting and enjoyable social encounters, the more so because
they are voluntarily entered into. Discussion groups, at the same time,
may occasion critical moments should the topic be hotly controversial and the
members defensive and unyielding..

778 Participation in pilgrimages and retreats

DD: 291.38 LO: BV 5068, BX 2375

These are special occasions of religious activity. Pilgrimages are usually
to a particular location which represents some special person or event. Some
pilgrimages incorporate voluntary inflictions of physical hardships as well
as rejoicing. Participation in a pilgrimage presupposes a certain kind of
devotion not common to all.

Retreats are more widely practiced. They are designed to give one"time out"
to evaluate and readjust religious conceptions and practices, especially in
regard to everyday life. Retreats may be directed towards a particular
group, e.g., engaged couples, high school seniors, etc. They work best

when voluntarily entered into. Forced retreats, especially among teen-
agers, develop into a game of who can bestfiustrate the purpose.
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780 Self Development Activities

Environmental Factors. LaitilltmlaLlau122&Laca

indoor Outdoor Aesthetic Utilitarian

No specific
environment

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Creative Pre-patterned

Concrete

Modicum of space Unlimited space
Group effort Individual effort

Requires little Equipment a major
or no equipment factor Structured Unstructured

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Supervised Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of e ui ment and su lies: 1972 price range
"Y" membership - $40.00 yearly
Speed reading - 45.00-250.00
Academic courses - 5.00 - 50.00 /credit
Skill courses - 5.00-30.00
Charm courses - 20.00-150.00

Impairment Limitations

blind S1
low vision 52
hearing
speech
retardation 53
memory 54

impaired:

stooping M3
kneeling M3
crouching M3
crawling M3

balance 55
seizures S5
4aPhasia:

receptive 83
expressive +
mixed S3

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M1

1 2
-7 ma.

+ M1
+ M1
M2 M2

56 bed patient S7, SEI-

SE) respiratory 57
S7 Energy Expenditure in
57,8 METS: 1.2 -

M1 use vise, jigs and fixtures in cooking, woodworking
M2 protect against burns, cuts and bruises in cooking, woadworking, etc.
M3 avoid lower extremity exercises unless therapeutically prescribed
S1 use tapes, talking books, braille
52 everything but speed reading
S3 avoid demanding intellectual activities
84 take more notes or record on tape
S5 avoid hazardous activities in cooking, woodworking, etc.
86 check on whether ramps or elevators give access to buildings and availa-

bilipy of toilet facilities
57 avoid strenuous exercise
S8 can carry on academic activities at home

1.343 4
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780 Self-development Activities

781 Figure control, exercises, yoga, etc.

DD: 646.75 LC: GV 461-547, RM 721

Advocates of physical fitness programs are forever repeating how important is
one's physical condition to one's mental health. "Healthy mind in a healthy
body" is the resounding cry and it is echoed with equal fervor by advocates
of programs on improving mental health. Thus hounded from all sides, what's
a physical misfit to do? Only the staunchest dare sit back and, with a broad
smile, pop yet another chocolate into his mouth. His more guilt-ridden part-
ners-in-crime will engage meanwhile in all manner of weight-reducing activities:
enrollment in the "Y" will undergo a phenomenal increase, parks and sideroads
will be flooded with joggers and the countryside will resound with anguished
cries resulting from stiff muscles and sore joints.

In time, the result may be a few more listed among the ranks of the phyeically
fit. They will be reaping the mental benefits of their new top-shape condition,
eating less, sleeping better, working and playing loger. They will swell the
ranks of the militant health-mongers, exhorting one and all to "shape -up.;" and
holding aloft their banner "A thinner tomorrow is a better tomorrow."

In the meantime, the less persevering, having succumbed to their former habits,
have left the sauna room at the gym ane L .ve re-joined their friend around a
box of chocolates. Happiness is where yo find it.

782 Charm and poise courses

DD: 646.72-.73 LC: BJ 1609-1610

Charm and poise courses are bn.sed on Hans Christian Anderson's premise that ugly
ducklings ean be transformed into lovely, graceful swans. Real life, however,
does not always attain to fairy-tale heights. Some of the ducklings, despite the
most heroic efforts, will never reach swandom. Howevyr, all is not lost. Charm
and poise courses can make ugly ducklings into rather attractive ducklings, or
at least, well, ducklings. The best a course could offer would be to teach the
duckling the basics of how to make the most of herself--tc disguise flaws and
play up godd features, and thus improve her mental conception of hersittlf, which
is probably the single most important factor in appearance. She might then be a
happier duckling. So who needs more swans??

783 Reading improvement.courses (speed reading)

DD: 028, 428.43 LC: 1050.5

Speed reading, a technique to improve speed and conprehension in reading, can be
learned in various schools which nave been set up around the country. The cost
varies, but one nationally established school charges $240 for an eight-week
course. Classes are held once a week and the student is expected to practice on
his own for at least an hour a day. This school offers a money-back guarantee
to triple reading speed and double comprehension. The degree to which reading
speed and comprehension improve is also dependent upon the time the student is
willing to practice: sometimes, spectacular results can be achieved. Speed
reading schools do not require a specific I.Q. level from their students and pre-
sumably there is no prerequisite for the course except money and the ability to
read. Speed readirg can be self-taught using one of several books which have
been published. However, results by this "home" method are not as dramatic as
those which are obtained through a school.
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TA Vocabulary devele-lent

DD: 428,2 LC: P 305

A diverse vocabulary is normally developed through the years by extensive
reading of varied materials and listening to and conversing with individu-
a12 with wide-range vocabularies. This includes attending lectures, plays
and poetry readings, More specific attempts to improve vocabularies may be
made through learning litts of new words and using a thesau.r.:s to develop
greater variety and precision in word usage. Vocabillary development is a
two-edged sword; while it can lead to better communication, it can also
lead to a pretentious artificiality in which complicated words are used
for effect rather than for precision. The most sophisticated vocabulary de-.
velopment is that in which the speaker uses the array of words best suited to
the particular individual or audience he is addressing at the time. If the
listener is used to four letter words, use four letter words if you wish to
be understood.

785 Attending public seminars and/or speeches

DD: 808.51, 371.371 LC: PN 4193.14, LC 6501-6560

For those who learn more readily by listening than by reading, there are
many opportunities to hear speakers on a variety cf topics, many of them
free. These are typically announced in newspapers, posted notices in librar7
ies and particularly in university newspapers. In addition to the value of
the content of what the speaker is saying, skill may be developed by the
listener by recording the speaker's main points, analyzing the weakness in
his logic and particularly watching for the points he didn't cover and should
have. Portable tape recorders are a useful device for making a record of the
most significant points made and also replaying to analyze in depth the logic
of what was said.

786 Attending discussion clubs

DD: 808.53, 374.22 LC: PN 4181-4191, LC: 6501, 6560

There are several advantages of discussion clubs over the one-way
diffusion of information, There is an opportunity to secure the views
of a number of people on the same point. There is an opportunity to
expose fallacious information and deficient logic by cross-examinatiaa.
There 'is an opportunity to understand and know people in much greater depth
through their participating in a discussion than in ordinary day-to-day
conversational chit-chat where controversial topics are apt to be studious-
ly avoided. Finally, the participant clarifies his own thinking in attempt-
ing to tell the group what he is thinking, and gains significant insights
by this process.
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7A7 Taking specific skill improvement couroes ouch as cooking, wood-
working, etc.

DD: 373.24-.246 LC: 1041-7

These kinds of skills are best learned through guided instruction either in
courses or in apprenticeships or other types of on-the-job training. This
is because many of the skills involve manipulative processes which are very
difficult to comprehend through the written word or even through viewing
movies. An instructor is needed to correct what the student is doing wrong
and show him how to do it right. In addition to Ihis function, many instruc-
tors nerve as a psychological prop. They sense when the student is discourm
aged aftd with warmth and empathy help him to realize that this is a normal part
of the learning process.

788 Taking academic courses: history, philosophy, computer science, etc.

DD: 375, 378 LC: LB 2361-5, LB 2371, LC 6251-3

gthough the humanities and the arts may be learned through reading alone:
the guidance of an instructor received in academic courses is a short cut
for students in that the instructor is able to present the hik,h points of
the currently accepted thinking in the field. In a technical subject, such
as computer science, the instructor is needed because many of the tech-
nical points are difficult to understand fram a written description alone.
Instructors also serve a psychological function as motivators and props
for students who become discouraged. Attending academic courses is also
an excellent way to meet individuals with similar interests. In the pur-
suit of some highly intellectual specialized fields, there may be no other
groups in the community where people 'kith these interests gather.
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'NO Miscellaneous Educational Cultural and Entertainment Activities

Environmental Factors
4.1.411111IM

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little or
no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

blind M1
low vlsion +
hearing S1
speech
retardation S1
memory Sl, M2

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching +
crawling

Outdoor

Specialized en-
vironment and/
or climate

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not
necessarily at
hand

balance M3
seizures M4
aphasia:

receptive S1
expressive S1
mixed S1

posialpszcjaal_.o.
Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

wheel chair M6
semi-ambulant M6
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

hands impaired: 1. 2
reaching + +
handling + M5
fingering + M5
feeling + +

ho hands M5

bed patient 0
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.2-3,2

M1 may need sighted companion
M2 record names of guests for ready reference
M3 problem in drinking establishments of being labeled as tipsy or drunk
M4 avoid drinking alcohol
M5 may need comranion to assist in feeding
M6 check accessibility to restaurants, etc., by ramps or elevators and

availability of suitable toilet facilities.
S1 except debate, public speaking, forensics
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1.'31 Informal entertaining

DD: 791, 395, 642.41 LC: GV 1470-1561, TX 731-9

Informal entertaining performs a very important function in improving
interpersonal relations. Depending on how well the participants already
know each other, it requires considerable skill on the part of the hostess
and/or host to make the occasion go well. Although the charm of informal
entertaining is in its spontaneity, careful preplanning of some details such
as where chairs are placed and When fzJod is served may make the difference
between fun and Voredom.

The participants also have roles to play to add to the success of the
party. These include: making strangers feel comfortable, being a
good listener to the recitation of the achievements or problems of
other participants, and showing the proper appreciation for the effort
the hostess or host has put forth to arrange the get-together.

792 Formal entertaining

DD: 642.4, 395,3, 791 LC: TX 851-885, BJ 2021-2038

Formal entertaining usually involves more structuring of the situation with
respect totime, dress, timingv. who's invited and the probability of Petting
up a chain of reciprocal engagements.

Formal entertaining serves a useful social function in getting together in-
dividuals or groups who would not interact as favorably in either a business/
professional meeting or at an informal gatherings In contradto informal
entertaining, the hostess or host is expected to make elaborate preparations
and the vests have more explicit obligations in terms of accepting or re-
jecting the invitation, dress, arriving on time and providing reciprocal
benefits. Formal entertaining usually requires more structured role playing
and role maintaining than is to be found in informal entertaining and in-
ferences about this are suggested by the formality of irtroductions and by
titles used.

,
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793 Debate, public speaking, forenslcLI

DD: 808,53 Le: PM 4177-4191

These activities require a high degree of intellectual abilityy oral verbal
facility, and a keen interest in and knowledge of selected current
events- In addition, comfortable particl.pation in debate and forensics re-
quires a competitive spirit, Winning ,,..Apersedes truth-seeking, although
at times they may travel hand-in-hand.. In contrast to acting in a play, de-
baters and public speakers are protraying themselvesin whatever preeentation
of self they choose to make. Debating, public speaking and forensics are not
for the faint-hearted. Few social situations have as much potential for pub-
lically observed failure with ensuing ridicule, status loss and lowered self
esteems

794 Gourmet groups and activities

DD: 641.013 IX: TX 645-840

Our knowledge of the environment in which we live ie conveyed to through
our five sense: sight, sound, smell, taste and feel. Of these aciamet
activities stimulate the least used: smell, taste and feel. Cq,....let activi-

ties are enjoyable to all because of the sensory pleasure involved. They are
also a focus around which desireabl f. social relations may develop.

More specifically, trying out new recipes of home cooked food is a se '10-0x-
pending activity. Eating ou in new and different restaurants expaLds aocial,
visual, and auditory as well a,3 gustatory experiences. For the blind a: deaf
deprived of one or two of the two chief sensory input channels, the gustory
experience becomes a substitute stimulus intake experienon which can help make
up for some of their deprivation in other input channels.



7'15-796

795 Wine or beverage testing gr.:ups and activilLe,.

DD: 641,87, 663,2 LC: TX Po

As with food gourmet activities, wine or beverage testing groups, in

addition to the pleasurable nature of the activity for everyove, offw7

expanded input stimuli to the blind and deaf, ueprived of one or tw:,

of the ehief sensory input channels, 1.1 addition to the satisfactions of

gourmet activities associated with food, alcohol beverme tes.;ing activities

add the pleasureable experiences associated with the controlled use of alco-

hol and the more intense social interaction accompanying it. There is a

considerable body of fact augmented by a huge overlay of folklore associ-

ated with evaluating wines by regions and years. Because this is primarily

a matter ofindividual 'este and judgement, everyone can become a self-ap-

pointed "expert" in .ile field.

796 Going to auctions, rummage sales, antique shops, etc.

DD: 658.84 LC: HF 5476

These activities are highly suited to thing-oriented individuals who

enjoy acquiring and posessing. Even though at any given auction, sale

or shop the participants buy nothing, they may enjoy pleasurable fan-

tasies of acquiring possessions beyond their financial limitations

Auctions are also well suited to the needs of individuals primarily

limited to sedentary pursu:ts, as auctions usual]y involve long

periods of sitting. ThP rcsids of very passive people for outside

stimulation are met by t.f. orally aggressive role of the auctimeer.

Since much of the actiion in an auction is expressed orally, the blind

are less handicapped than they are in most social situations in their

perception of the whole situation.
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fr'' Dining out

DD: 6:11.95 LC: TX 737

In dining out, added to the physical pleasure of eating are the attractive
social experiences of pleasant surreneings, being with people who are usu-
ally in a p1oesaet mood, being served by people who are paid to be pleasant,
all of which constitute ar ego eAlaincing experience

Dining out in new and different restaurants, an experience which is now 1

possible in the large metropolitan areas or on well-traveled tourist.routes
in the rural areas, adds variety. The Licreasing encroachment of restaurant
chainN, while increasing the assurance of certain minimum quality standards,
decreases the variety of experience.

798 Nightclub going; going to the local pub, etc.

DD: 647.95 LC: TX '137

There are innumerable differences among taverns, bars and pubs depending
on clientele selmed. These may vary fr= the family taverns in Wisconsin with
children playing on the floor to the ancient, male-dominated, sawdust-covered
floors df MoSorley's in New York CIty with its copy of an 1840 London Timee
framed on the wall.

Taverns and bars are the last refuge of the lonely in an alienated society.
Here, within varying social norms, strangers may become acquaintedv aided
by the bio-chemical relaxation of alcohol. Taverns rub the gamut from the
comfortable meeting place for closely-knit friendship groups and he site of
productive intellectual discussions to a copout for the skid row alcoholic
creeping in off the bleak and dreary street.

For further 4nformation see:

Cavan, S., Ilatorlionse. Chicago: Aldine 1-011amT.ing Co, 1966.
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This section on Volunteer Activities requires some extensive explanation.
In general, the job tasks performed in volunteer aotivities are similar to
those performed by paid workers, and the reader is referred to the Diotionf.
ary of Occupational Titles for information on the job tasks involved. The
rules, regulations9 hours of work, and the social situation under which the

, work is carried on tends to be different. Since the volunteer receives no pay,
it is assumed that intrinsio rewards must be available to assure his motivation.
That it is intrinsically meaningful and satisfying to a volunteer to help either
an individual or an organisation which he believes is worthy of support io a
value assumption which we have made.

In general, volunteers with occupational experience at the skilled level or
above will have most to contribute as consultants, teaohers tutors, trainers,
supervisors and advisors to young people whoave considering entering the oo-
cupatian.

In some volunteer activities, however, the volunteer performs the actual job
much as those Who are paid for the work. As an example, s Red Dross volun-
teer driver transports patients inan automobile just as does a taxi driver,
although the rules, regulations, hours of work rind the social situation are
different.

In addition to describing what volunteers have tr..itionally done in the past,
we have also saggestod other possibilities. OWN of these involve organising
and training people in the UAW of industrial processes and expensive equipment.

This makee an assumption with which the reader may or may not agree--that it
is desirable to help new small economic units suoh as cooperatives, communes,
and small businesses operated by the disadvantaged, imlading tbe handicapped
and minority gronp members, get started. This is based on the postulate that
small businesses make for a more healthy eoonomy and a more stable society.

An additional value assumption is made thata racially integrated society is
desirable.

14.43
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810

Eaumnimigint tr.!
Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little or
no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Imairment Limitations

blind 51 balance +
low vision 51 seizures +
hearing 52 Alaillidl:
speech S2 receptive 0
retardation 0 expressive 0
memory 0 mixed 0

stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

11 exclude drafting,
52 exclude umpiring

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

umpiring

Agsaarsjagto3,.aidaLagiga

Utilitarian

Creative

Abstract Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Cyportunity for
recognition

Pre-patterned

bliaggijapagESSIS 2a 2
reachIng + 31
handling + 51
fingering + 51
feeling + 51

no hands 51

+ bed patient 0
+ respiratory +
+
0 YLM81-1.
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810 Prlfesoional TechniLal and Mana,&cial Activities

At times, when these activities are carried On LA a volunteer capacity, it
is difficult to differentiate them from paid work situations. For instance,
some corporations loan executives to work on Mated Appeal Campaigns. Other
corporations encourage their executives to be active in community organiza-
tions, which frequently involves cargyinr on some of the aotivities on company
time.

When performed on a volunteer basis, the teachi4, tutoring, consulting, and
advising of young people who are considering entering the profession
aspects of the activities tend to be stressed. Usually volunteer services
offered in these catepories are offered by retired professionals.

811 Mathematics, phyoics1 and biological sciences, e.g., programmers, chem-
ists, hortiaulturists, etc.

DD: 5101 530, 574 LC: Q 181

Volunteers with these competencies can be useful in the guidance of math,
physics, biology, chemistry and garden auba. They also can be of help in
botanical gardens, zoos, museums, arbolvtums, and planetariums. Psycholo-
gists can help with individual problems and as group leaders and consultants.

812 Social sciences, e.g., economists, historians, etc.

DD: 330, 300 LC: HM 131

Historians ars useful as participants and advisers in local history and ge-
mology research. Local newspapers are an excellent source of local histori-
cal information. Historians can supervise other volunteers in collecting,
organizing and reporting on specialized local historical devylopments in the
field of industry, education, the arts, music, or other topics of interest.
Developing the geneology of long established families for whioh this has not
been dons is also of interest.

Political scientists can work in political parties, help ran politioal cam-
paigns, work in and advise such groups as the League of Women Voters and
Common Cause. Sociologists can help plan organizational structures and ana-
lyze organizational functioning, do research and advise on research on eo-
cial problems.

Anthropologists can lead and advise anthropology and archeology clubs and
conduct archeological searches in local areas.
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813-815

613 Medical and health, e.g., doctors, nurses, paramedioals, !ate.

DD: 610, 696, 610.73 LC: R 10-99, R 690, 119 RC

Medical and health volunteer activities are rather rigidly structured with most
physioians contributing volunteer time to free olinios under the general
guidanoe of County medical societies. This more closely resembles the structure
of paid rather than volunteer work. Less struotured volunteer work consists of
presenting leoturos and disaussions on health to local organisations, teaching
first aid courses, aoting as consultants to volunteer fire company resoue
squads, and organisations like FISH.

814 Education, e.g., teachers' aids,.librarians, museum curators, etc.

DD: 023, 371.1 LC: LB 2844.2, Z 682, AM

Teachers are among the most suited groups for volunteer work and are ideally
equipped to instruct, tutor, and to set up and lead groups. Librarians are
always in demand to set up and maintain or supervise the maintenance of small
organizational libraries.

815 Law and jurisprudence, e.g., lawyers, law oletks, eto.

DD: 340 LC: B 65

There has been a recent expansion of volunteer services in law in an effort to
provide free legal servioes to the poor. Lawyers are always in demand to provide
nooasional free legal advice to non-profit organizations and axe sought to
serve on boards of trustees with this in mind.
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816-818

816 Writing, art, and design, e.g., copy readers, cartoonists, draftsmen,
etc.

DD: 741.5, 7)14.4, 808.02 LC: NC 1300-1763, PN 162

These skills are in constant demand to work on the ubiquitous organizational
news letters and activities brochures. They function also as advisors for
student and club newspapers, providing ideas for deourating and layout of
club rooms, etc.

817 Entertainment and recreation, e.g., story tellers, music teachers,
sports uwpires, etc.

DD: 027.6251, 372.641 374.28, 790, 790.068, 808.543 Les LB, (11 735

LC: MI 37951 Pig 4193.15, Z 718.3, LB 1042

Since these are the professionals of the avocational world it is difficult
to distinguish between the work they do as paid employees and as volunteers.
It is certainly no problem for them to decide how to best serve as volun-
teers if they axe motivated to do so.

818 Administrative and managerial aotivities, e.g., oonoession managers,
auditors, foremen, etc.

DD: 658, LC: HF 5607-56891 HP 5549, T 56- TS 155

Individuals with these skills help by serving on boards of trustees, helping
to make decisions on expansion plans, building plans, investments, insurance.
They are also useful on audit committees, etc. Foremen and other industrial
supervisors are useful as consultants on sheltered shop layout, eto.
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11,1, Clerical and Sales Activities

Emironmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment norm
ally at hand

iMairMELLIALEtiara

blind S1
low vision 61
hearing S2
speech 52
retardation 0
memory 0

Impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crauchLng +
crawling +

balance
seizures
aphasia:

recepbive
expressive
mixed

wheel chair
semiambulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

§2.21ALEPJULIMI2A1 Factors

Utilitarian

Prepatterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching 63 S3

handling 63 63
finge.-ing 63 63

feeling 4. S3

no hands

bed patient S4
respiratory
Energy Exp.enditure in
NETS:

S1 typing, sales
S2 exclude telephone operator, stenographer, receptionist, sales
S3 exclude stenography, typing, filing
S4 can do telephone canvassing
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820-822

820 Clerical and Sales Activities

DD: 651.3743, 658.81 LC: HF 5501, HP 5415

821 Stenography, typing, filing,

DD: 651.3743, 652.3, 651.5

and related activities

LC: HP 5436-5746, 71 53, Z 56, Z 49-50
HP 5547

A great deal of the typing for political and special causes groups is done
by volunteers, many of them hausewives with prior paid clerical experience.
This provides the satisfaction of contributing to a cause of meaningful
social significance. When these clerical workers get together in a comnon
meeting place, to the satisfaction of completing the work is added ths plea-
sures of social companionship. The volunteer job of secretary i. found in near-
ly every &vocational organization.

822 Account-recording and bookkeeping activities

DD: 651.3742, 657.0-.2 LC: HP 5601-5689

Nearly every club and voluntary organization has a small treasury for which
a treasurer is needed and this is an ideal volunteer acttvity for those who
enjoy account-recording and bookkeeping activities.
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823-824

823 Material and produotion reoording aotivitles

DD: 658.7 LC: HD 8039.m4, HP 5601-5689

As the transitional workshop and sheltbred shop movement grows, there are
increasing opportunities in almost every community for volunteers 11 help
keep track of material use and production aotivities in these orgaLizations.

Time studies are of partioular value.

824 Information and message Vstribution aotivities, e.g., messengers,
telephone operators,etc.

DD: 651.374 LC: TK 6163 -T, HE

There has been a recent rapid expansion of this kind of vylunteer in the de-

velopment of underground switchboard activities. Many problems hame arisen
which are not resolved with respeot to the professional level responsibilities

thrust upon these telephone information answering services. It is likely
that there will be extensive training prograns developed for people entering

this kind of volunteer work in the future. A telephone network service
for elderly and disdbled people to provide them with both protection and
companiondhip is a greatly needed volunteer service.

.+Ntjt.r
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825-827

825 Salesmen-services

DD: 658.85 LC: HF 5438-9

There is a continuing demand for volunteer salesmen as placement officers
to place disadvantaged individuals. Retired people who have had managerial
positions can be particularly effective at this because of their contacts
in the business world. Real estate salesmen can be of help in sponsoring
integrated. housing. Stook and bond salesmen can aid cooperatives, commuaes
and small businesses operated by the handicapped and minority group members
raise capital for starting or expanding their businesses.

826 Salesmen-commodities

DD: 658.85 LC: HF 5438-9

Volunteer salesmen can help sell the produnts from sheltered Shops, arta
and craft cooperatives, goods produoed by the homebound. disab3ed, eto. A
more commonly established volunteer role is that of salesperson in a gift
shop selling these products. These shops are frequently looated in large
hospitals and manned by members of some women's service group.

827 Merchandising activities other than salesmen, e.g., canvassers,
peddlers, etc.

DD: 658.8 LC: HF 5415

Canvassers may contact the community for funds for various health and wel-
fare organizations. Some national organizations such as the Cancer Society,
etc., raise funds in this manner as do volunteer fire companies.

Volunteer peddlers are less common but may sell products produced in shel-
tered shops at shopping centers and country fairs, eto.
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.j rvice Activities

finvironmentallkial

Indoor Uutdoor

No specific
environment

Modi.:tum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Im airment Limitations

blind 0
Low vision +

hearing
speech
retardation

S1

+
memory

iMpaireq:

51

stooping +

kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance S1
seizures S1

0receptive
expressive 51
mixed 0

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

§29.1.14:13
Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Littlft opportunity for
recogion

hank-1211E111 1 2
reaching 32 32
handling 52 52
fingering 52 32
feeling M1 M1

no hands 53

bed patient
respiratory
Energy ExPenditure in
METS: 1.2 - 4.5

M1 avoid contact with hot stove and hot containers in cooking
51 exclude waiters, watchmen, guards
52 exclude barbering, janitors, cooks,guards
53 could be watchman, barker, usher
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830-831

830 Service Activitigg

831 Domestic service activities, e.g., baby sitting, yardmen, etc.

DD: 649.10248, 647.3 LC: RJ 61, RJ 101, SB 451-466, HQ 769.780

Voluliteer baby idtting is an extremely valuable service which many people
who are limitek. in their other skills can do. This is particularly impor .

tant in freeing mothers to vote, to secure medical services for themselves
or for their children, to shop, and to carry out other essential errands.

Volunteer sitters are greatly needed for elderly disabled couples where,
as in some stroke cases, the patient needs constant supervision, and the
spouse can hardly ever get out of the house to go shopping.

Volunteer sitters receive not only the satisfaction of helping but the fun
of watching the fascinating drama of children at play.

Volunteers who sit, with the elderly disabled frequently are rewarded with the
many interesting stories elderly people have to tell about past experiences
and observattons.

Various innovative projects which have been tried are "foster grandparelts"
who take an interest in children in institutions, locating day care centers
for children in nursing homes and having mentally retarded children cared
for by mentally ill women patients.

There is an unlimited --3ed for yardmen to clean up vacant lots, plant flo-
wers, grass and shrubb on unused public lands, etc. The many beautiful
public parks in Canadian cities are models which the Uaited States might
well emulate.

To replace the ugly chaos of American cities with the beauty of growing
things is for many an aesthetically satisfying volunteer activity.

For further information see:

Blake, Po, God's Own Juni/Lug. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wilson, 1964.

National Safety Council, aupl'ne....r Jobsi.,Laborers Home Y rd Service St tions.
Safety Education Data Sheet No. 54, Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.

National Safety Council, Baby Sitting. Safety Education Data Sheet No. 66 (rev.).



832-834

032 Food and telverage preparation and service activities, e.g., waiters,
cooks, etc.

DD: 647.2 LOt TX 901-921, TX 925, TX 645440

The preparation of church suppers by volunteers has long been a fortress
of volunteer activity. These kinds of activities are valuable because they
greatly increase the social cohesion of organisations. The rapid growth of
the Meals-0041heele organisation offers innumerable opportunities for these
kinds of volunteer activities.

833 LoOging ano related service activities, e.g., bellmen, housing exchange
stuients, etc.

Dr: 720.7, 647.2 L01 HD 7200, HD 4001-4942

The ciowth of various kinds of foster homes and half way houses to some ex-
tent replaces the extended kinship family in offering living facilities
outside of a nuclear family. The influence of the volunteer in providing
much needed love, affection, supervision and protection far exceeds the mere
providing of a place to stay.

Housing exchange students may be as much of a learning experience for the
hostess or host as for the student.

834 Barbering, cosmetology and related service activities

DLit 646.72 LC: TT 950-979

A much more effective presentation of self in every day life is possible
with the improved physical appearance attributable to barbering and cosme-
tology. Vtaunteer instructors in ccemetology have been effectively used
in work adjustment programs as part of the orientation to work training
offered.

The self image of long term mental patients, particularly, may be improved
through helping them to improve their appearance.
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1135 -83e

835 Amusement and recreation service activities, e.g., barkers, ushersletc.

DD: 791.068, 790.068, 711.558 LC: GV 1835, GV 1L,1-5

Volunteer ushers for plays and musical events is a role in which students

are commonly used. Tour guides around social agencies is a frequently

needed volunteer activity.

836 Apparel and furnishings service activities

DDs 646, 694 LC: TH 5601-5691, TT 490-695

This kind of volunteer help is needed in maintaining the clothing and

equipment for volunteer plays, pageants, choirs and similar activities.

837 Protective service activities, e.g., crossing watchmen, guards, etc.

!Zs 363.2-.3 LC: HV 8290

There is an almost unlimited need for volunteer school crossing guards.

With increased violence and disorderly conduct in inner city schools, vol-

unteer guards could be most useful, probably under some other name, such

as playground attendant. Volunteer firemen are an established institution

in suburban and rural areas. There are also opportunities in volunteer
auxiliary police forces although this has tne social hazards of possible

violation of civil liberties. Assigning these auxiliary police to first

aid squads may be a way out of this dilemma.

838 Building and related service activities, e.g., janitors, etc.

DD: 647.2, 647.9 LC: TX 339

Small churches and other organizations frequently depend on the volunteer

help of their membership to maintain their buildings. There are many

opportunities to serve in this capacity.

I.



F 1112,ELialleuitEr.liat

Euvironmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment #nd supplies: 1972 price range

Chain saw -$120.00-230.00
Rifle - 30.00-215.00
Shotgun - 35.00 - 220.00
Traps - 6.00-17.00

Impairment Limitationt

bdind 0
low vision 51
hearing
speech
retardation +

memory M1

_impaired:
stooping M3

kneeling M3

crouching M3
crawling +

balance M1
seizures M1

aphasia:
receptive S1
expressive S1
mixed Sl

wheel chair 0

semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling M2 M2

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 3.2 - 5

M1 need companion for safety
M2 avoid cuts from sharp instruments, bcratches from thorns, etc.
M3 use tools which makeittumecessaryto carry out .whese physical activities

S1 can do farming, forestry, not hunting
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840445

840 Farming. Fishery and Forestry Activitlep

841 Plant farming activities

DD: 635 LC: S-SB 51

Many growers of vegetable gardens find themselves giving away a large part
of their extra produce to friends, neighbors and relatives to the point
where it becomes a kind of volunteer activity. If every vegetable gardener
would grow a little extra and undertake to supply the needs of one fami1y
on welfare the dire poverty in which welfare families now live could be

lessened.

844 Forestry activities, e.g., ecology

DD: 581.54, 581.5g22 -.5223 LC: SD

Boy Scouts and 4-H Clubs have traditionally undertaken extensive volunteer
work in planting evergreen seedlings. With the recent increased interest
in ecology it is hoped that many other groups and individuals will under-
take this volunteer work.

There are many parcels of public lands not on1y in rural but in suburbar
and even metropolitan areas on which trees could be planted if the volun-
teers to do it were ttvailable.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Obain Saw Safetz. Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave.,
60611.

845 Hunting, trapping ald related activities, e.g., guides, games keepers,
etc.

DD: 639.1, 799 LC: SK

With the recent exposure of the ecological problems of misuse and overuse
of pesticides to exterminate animal pests, there may be a need to sub-
stitute volunteer hunters and trappers for pesticides, to keep the supply
of animal pests within reasonable limits.
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Environmental Factors

indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment normally
at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision M2
hearing 0
speech Ml
retardation 0
memory 0

impaired:
stooping
kneeling +
crouching +

crawling +

§2.011-ilmstalagal...1211.911

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Croup effort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity for
recognition

balance 0
seizures 0
apktisd,..xu

receptive 0
.expressive 0
mixed 0

wheel chair +
semi-ambulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

Ml give written instructions
M2 may need magnifying glass

358
1 5E3

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling +

no hands +

bed patient 0
respiratory
InEgaxpenditure in
METS: 2-3



950

850 EX91011111..SLUILL12A

Because of the expensivt equipment required, volunteer activities in pro-

cessing are limited to individuals with the requisite experience and skills

who might be useful as consultants and trainers in helping small businesses

to get started. This could be particularly useful for cooperatives, com-

munes and small businesses operated by the handicapped or minority group

members.
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Machine Trade Activlties

Erlironmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equiprbent no2mally
at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

1112t1E21:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

S1 balance
S1 seizures
M1 aphasia.:
M2 receptive
0 expressive
0 mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant -

Class III heart
Class IV heart

222,11.1pLycholod. Factors

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

hands im.aired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands S1

Individutu ei.rort

+ bed patient 0
+ respiratory M3
+ Eneuy Expenditure in
0 METS: 1.8-3.1

M1 could reteive communications in writing
M2 could give instructions in writing
M3 avoid dusty shops
S1 if trained, could teach and supervise
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860-862

860 Machine trade activities

DD: 621

Volunteers may be useful in these activites by organizing and teaching in
formal courses for school dropouts who reject book learnipg. Although
teaching/learning will be involved, the participants may be more receptive
to their incorporation in a club type organization. All of these activities

presuppose access to a well equipped shop filled with sufficient machinery
snd a volunteer who is occupationally skilled in the use of it and particu
larly in ensuring proper safety conditions and instilling proper safety
habits.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, lt,f.,aLtay_enereL.......EMetalsShointheG, Safety Education
Eeta Sheet No. 50 (rev.). Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611

861 Metal machining activities

DD: 671.35 LC: TJ 1180, HD 9705

Volunteers can help in machining hardtoget repair parts for organizations
such as sheltered workshops which use extensive machinery. They can also
help develop new metal products for production and sale by sheltered shops,
cooperatives and communes.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safety in t'le MachineShal Safety Education Data

Sheet No. 53 (rev.). Chicago: 425 N. Michigan kre., 60611

862 Metal working activities

DD: 671.35, 672.35 LC: TT 205-273, HD 9506-9539

Most metal working activities for volunteers would be limited to relatively
small forging equipment and light gauge sheet metal operations. Volunteers
can forge metal parts for farm machinery for cooperatives and communes. New
sheet metal products can be developed for production and sale by sheltered
shops. Useful articles can be made out of sheet metal for boys' clubs and
settlement houses where the furniture and equipment notoriously receives
hard usage. Another worthwhile project might be fabricating book ends for
libraries.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Saftey in the Sheet Metal ShoR, Safety Education Data
Sheet No. 83. Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611, 1967.
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863-865

863 Mechanics and machinery repairmen

DD: 658.58 LC: TA 350, TJ 153

A contribution may be made to useful non-profit organizations in the community
through volunteer repair work on equipment. This presupposes substantial
skill in the repair field. This kind of volunteer help is especially needed
in sheltered shops which may have many machines, with repair costs running
high.

864 Paperworking activities

DD: 676 LC: TS 1171-7fT3 1080-1260

Volunteer work as a trainer or suyervisor is especially usefUl in sheltered
shops where many of these kinds of activities are carried on. Volunteers
with these kinds of skills may also be helpftl in libraries and organizations
working for causes which do extensive mailings of pamphlets and samples.

865 Printing activities

DD: 655 LC: Z 116-265

Volunteer printers are of great use in non-profit organizations which attempt
to influence people through the printed word.



866-869

866 Wood machining acLivities

DD: 674 LC: NK 9700-9799

Many men have avocational skills in and equipment for wood working, so that
substantia1 numbers may be interested in volunteer work of this kind. There
is almost no limit to the number of wood products which can be of use to non-
profit health, education and welfare organizations. These include shelves,
cupboards, tool racks, custom-designed stacking tables, storage cabinets, and
many other things.

867 Activities in maching stone, glass, clav and related materials* e.g., gem
polishers, lens grinders, etc.

DD: 666.3, 691.2, 736.5 LC: NK 5300-5410, NB 1180-1185

Volunteer work of this kind is most usefUl in contributing artistic features
to churches, libraries, museums, etc. This my include stone, clay, glass
art work in windows, oindow casings, dividing walls, fountains, garden
benches, etc.

868 Textile Activities

DD: 675, 677, 677.0285 LC: NK 8800-8999, NK 9505, TP 930-931

Because of the expensive equipment required, these volunteer activities are

limited to individuals with the requisite experience and skills who might
be useful as consultants and trainers in helping small businesses to get
started. This might be particularly useful for cooperatives, communes and
small businesses operated by the handicapped or minority group members.

869 Machine trade activities, n.e.c.

DD: 678.2, 668.41

Of this group, those with the chief relevance for volunteers are the model
makers and pattern makes who can be invaluable in sheltered shops in preparing
models of products for production. There are also many opportunities for
teaching classes in making model boats, etc. as a hobby.
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Mfer.ch Work Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment normally
at hand

Impairment limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

11111LEO:
stooping
kneeling
crouchl:i
crawliiv

0 balance
O seizures
O aphasia:
O receptivt
O expressive
O mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

SoctikftEtalaa.11121Etal

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands

+ bed patient 0
+ respiratory
+ Enerja Expenditure in
0 NETS: 1.6-2.3



870-871

870 Bench Work Activities

In order to differentiate the activities reported on in this section from

those under section 500 Craft Activities, the reader is reminded that theue
are volunt.eer activities by individuals ocaTationally skilled in the ac-,
tivity and able to carry it out at a profeusional level and train, instruct,
and supervise others in carrying out the activiLy.

One of the advantages of bench work actirtties is that for the most part,
they can be carried out while sitting down, making them potentially mitable
for individuals with lower limb impairment, wheel chair bound individuals

with limited energy output reseves.

Bench work is ideally suited to helping many physically handicapped indivi-
duals become employable, and volunteer work as a supervisor or trainer in a
work adjustment program or a sheltered shop is a very socially useful con-
tribution. It is a very gratifying experience to be responsible for motivating
and training a handicapped person in an occupation in which he can earn a

living.

871 Activities in the fabrication, assembly and repair of metal products,

e.g., jewelry and silverwar3 repair, hand tool repair, etc.

DD: 671 LC: TS 740, TS 200-770

These activities are comprised of two main subgroups: activities resulting
primarily in artistic products such as jewlry repair and activities resulting
primarily in functional products such as tools. Which has greater appeal is
a matter to be considered in avocational counseling.



872-875

872 Activities in the fabrication and repair of scientific equipment, medical
apparatus, photographic and optical goods, watches, clocks, and related
products.

DD: 658.58 LC: IN 889, TS 547, QC 3714

A volunteer skilled in these repairs can be useful in maintaining the equip-
ment for science clUbs, photography clubs, astronomy clubs, and around museums
and non-profit scientific organisations in general.

873 Activities in assembly and repair of electrical equipment

DD: 621.3, 658.58 LC: TK 99004971, Tit

A volunteer skilled in theEa repairs can be helpful in a radio clab and in
repairing intercoms used in nonprofit organisations.

It is likely that more elderly and severely disabled individuals could be
rafely left unattended if intercoms 6onnected them with nearhy friends and
iteighbors, permitting the spouse of the patient to get out to do urgent
nc4$ehold errands.

874 Painting, decorating and related activities

Ms 667.67 747.3 LC: TT 300-380

Opportunities for redecorating toys and small pieces of furniture are almost
endless. Few activities can absorb so many handicapped peolae with limited
skills as this one.

875 Activities in the fabrication and repair of plastics, synthetics, ribber
and related products.

DD: 678, 668 LC: TP 986, TS 1925

With the recent ecological interest in recycling materials, this may offer new
possibilities for small business and/or for sheltered shop work.
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876-878

876 Activities in the fabrication and repsir of wood products

DD., 674 LC: TS 840-905

There are many opportunities to repair furniture and other wood products
for nonprofit organizations. Much household furniture is discarded because
in the regular competitive business market, it is cheaper to buy new fur-
niture than to have the old repaired. There may be opportunities for sheltered
shops, because of lower wage lavels, to be able to repair furniture at com-
petitively acceptaolP prices.

877 Activities in the fabrication and repair of sand, stone, clay and
glaas products

DD: 6610, 666.3, 691.2, 736.5 LC: TP 845-869, TA 426-428

This graup of activities represents a wide variety of activities which the
handicapped limited to bench work may pursue either as avocational activities
or, with sufficient training and skill, for income. The volunteer who is
capable of organizing, training, and supervising this kind of activity has
a wide range of possibilities.

878 Activities in the fabrication and repair of textiles, leather and re-
lated products.

DD: 675, 677 LC: TS 940-1403, TS 1300-1781, TT 720, TT 151

There are opportunities for sheltered workshops and other cooperative
groups to repair clothing. Goodwill has been a leader in this and volunteers
trained in these occupations can be of great service.



880 Structural Work Activities

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

. Outdoor

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not
necessarily at
hand

§2.911172W191511121111Ltarl

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

paint - $8.79-3.2.00/ gallon
brushes - 2.75-15.00
accesories--rollers, pans - 3.00-5.00
plaster - 1.00/ 31b. - 10.00/ 19 lb.
equipment - 0.59 - 5.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping S1
kneeling S1
cmaching S1
crawling S1

balance M1
seizures Ml
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

M1 avoid high places, moving machinery
M2 use reachers, vises
M3 avoid sharp objects, heat
M4 light work, slow pace, short time
S1 work at waist height or above

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + M2
handling + M2
fingering + M2
feeling

no hands M2
+ M3

51 bed patient 0
S1 respiratory M4
M4 EnergyExpenditure in
0 METS: 2.0-10.5



810-884

880 Structural Work Activities

LC; T 355, TG 260

Volunteers in structural work activities have been traditional since the
barn raising parties of pioneer days. Many churches have been built enr.

tirely with volunteer labor. Currently, with the complicated building
codes and legalized occupational monopolies in urban areas, a considerable
amount of volunteer structural work must be limited to rural areas.

884 Painting, plastering, cementing, waterproofing and related activities

DD: 667.6, 693.6 LC: TT 300-380, TH 8120-8137, TH 1461-1501

There is an unlimited amount of this type of repair work to be done for
non-profit organizations and for elderly and disabled people who are not
able to do it for themselves, This is particularly suitable for volunteers
who like to people in a personal way but do not enjoy social inter-
action with people.

Interior painting has unique opportunities for handicapped volunteers. Much

of it can be done with one hand, and there is an aesthetic satisfaction to
be gained from the color schemes selected and a high sense of achievement
for the amount of money and work invested.
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890 Miscellaneous Volupteer Activitips

Environmen41 Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Eqpipment norm-
ally at hand

Outdoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Unlimited space

AmigutukasmumaJctoll...§.

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1,.......siLimellt.Egjap2ZAJA.Costofet: 1972 price range

Motion pictures adult - $1.25 - 3.00
children - 0.50-1.50

Amusement rides - 0.35-0.75
Cameras - 8,75-179.50
Projectors - 38.95-138.50
Screens - 5.89-28.95

Impairment LimitOions

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooPing
kneeling
crouching
crawling

0 balance
0 seizures

aphasia:
receptive

0 expressive
0 mixed

S1
51

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

hands imRaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 52

S1 bed patient
S1 respiratory
+ En r Expenditure in
0 1.8 - 6

Individual effort

0

S1 can do graphic work; avoid driving, motor freight activities
52 avoid driving, motor freight activities

37 0

17 0

4
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890498

890 Miscellaneous Volunteer Activitiew

891 Motor freight activities

DM 388.324 LC: HE 593-7, TL 230

Most moderate to large health, education, or welfare agencies have a
need for light truck drivers, drivers of busses, or handicabs for trans-
porting patients or clients.

892 Transportation activities, n.e.c.

DD: 385-388 LC: HE

Volunteer drivers are greatly in demand to transport clients and patients
in their own cars or agency cars. The Red Cross has been instrumental in
organizing this service, but there never seems to be enough of it to go

around.

897 Amusement, recreation, and motion picture activities, n.e.c.

DD: 790, 790.068, 791.068 LC: GV 1835, GV 1851-5, PN 1997.85

Since these are professionals in avocational fields, there is little need
to detail how to organize, train, and supervise individuals in pursuing the
specific activities in which they are expert.

Professionals in these fields will be well aware of how they can render
volunteer services based on their professional expertise.

898 Activities in graphic work

DD: 760 LC: NC

Because of the widespread amateur interest in art, art work professionals are

frequently needed as instructors in art classes.

Darkroom specialists are helpful in instructing in camera.courees and camera
clubs.

Bouktinders may enjoy working on limited editions of volumes on local
history and geneology.



900 212412ALIZALACEInia

The social setting within which an activity is carried on is structured partly
by the nature of the activity &nu partly by external events. Por many par-
tioipsnts, the social setting is more important thea the nature of the activi-
ty itself. The hackneyed example is that of the insurance salesman who plays
golf at the 'fright', golf club in order to meet affluent business executives.
The second over-worked example is that of the use of coed activities as a
way to meet a potential marriage partner.

The nature of the activity influenoes the social setting in a number .of wags.
For inPtanoe, extremely vigorous aotivitieS nesrlow the age range Of
who oan participate. In some oases, there axe miamum age limits- to obtopin
a license to participate in the aotivity, such as in sAttomobile- driving.
These reduce the generation gap, with eloter interpertonal rolatioashipw as
a resat.
Events which require the putioipents to travel someWhere ant etqovsrxsight
lead to closer interpersonal relationships, as they 01: to .ktinw- esohl.otbor
in roles other than as activity participants: Thus the spatkling sonversa,
tionalist in a social evening at the ski lodge hat an Opporbunity -to offset
her perhaps bungling perfozmanoe on. the WA" hill. ,

Shared danger brings people closer together atid one would owlet -to
close osmaradsrie atone parachute jumpers and -auto racers -as ,4 resUlt.; -*en
the participant's safety depends upon his tedinatini bOnding-siteetAtf
danger is likely to be multiplied, and One woad -antiOitate Metritain-olimb
ing teams to have especially dose interpersonal relatdonships.

,

All activities develop a folk lore known Only-to the initiated at one ;AU*
constitutes a continuing mums of oonversatiOn.. Activities-At:Oh, regitte44
scheduled exoiting events, partidularly tfaloos,. -oonstanrtly.04. teikheliii of'
folk lore so that stale conversation is continUalltreeyelsd.;,:

Ovganised sAtivities regAille "orgemisation men" (and .-140044- to- teekv.thes-
going and status mew be gained in emy of *he ubiquitous presidentl:viesim-
president, secretary and treastuerfs positions. As a holder .of one.. of these
positions, the participant migr be.assured of being an aoeepted member of the
in-group even though his performance as a participant of the activity mmy be
inferior.

All clubs, of course, serve the function of bringing together .people with
similar interests.

Netional Assooiationa axe listed in the so04 now in its
sixth edition.* It is divided into three vo umes. umo s isted
the name, address and sometimes telephone number of each association. Also
reported is the chief official and his title, the number of members, tho sise
of the staff, number of state and local groups, descrIption of types of mews
bership, purposes and aotivities of the association, publications, come*.
tions and meetings. Three chapters of volume I are of particular interests
Chapter 5, "Education and Cultural Organisatices", Chapter 13, "Robby and
Avocational Organisations" and Chapter 14, "Athletic and Oporto Organisations."

Volume II is a geographic and executive index. Under the geographic section
(cont. on next page)
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900a41gramkAgnywa(oont.)
there is a breakdown of national assooiation headquarters by cities within

states. If the national headquarters of an assooiation is looated in your own

or a nearby city, a. personal visit to the headquarters may be a relatively

simple two to find out more information than oould be obtained by mail or

telephone. The second portion of volume 11 lists the name and title of the

executive of the organisation as well as the address and sometimes telephone

number.

volume xxx updates the Encyclovedijk through quarterly reports in loose leaf

fors. in this, new assooiations and projects exe listed in straigixt elPhap.

betical order whioh.does not follow the classification system used in Volume

I. However, like Volume I, there is an alphabetioal and keyword index. There

is also a cumulative index in the December issue.

As en alomple of the information available for associations within a State,

the 1970 Wisconaift Apae pook includes an alphabetical listing of all state as-

sociations including the names, titles, and addresses of the persons to whom

correspondenne ahould be addressed.**

zoota activity groups may be looated. through a variety of sources. These in-

clude the telephone direotory, notices in newspapers, bulletin boards in PLOW a,

=Os ea similar organisations. The Milvraokee Public) Library maintains a

comprehensive file of all the organisations in the Greater Milwaukee area.

Libraries in other communities may maintain similar files.

%cyclopedia of .At000iRtions (6th ed.) in three trolumees

Vol. I National Organisations of ths United states, 432.50

vol. II Geographic and Executive Index, $20.00

Vol. /II New Associations and Projects, $25.00 yer year.

Gale Research Go., Book Tower, Detroit Michigan .14,8226i

**Wisdonsin Legislative Referenoe Bureau, t of

Madition, Wisconsin 53702, Document Salea State Office BUil 1970.

bees 595-615. .
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910-913

910 Athletic and Sport Clubs

(Coding sheets have not been included for this category because the activities
have a1readr been coded 1,11der the categories of 200 Sports and 300 Nature
Activities.

DD: 790.06 LC: CV 563

For the majority of the membership, particiPating in an athletic or sports
club presupposes the physical capac3.ty to perform the activity competently.
Howeverlsome members maintain an pffiliation through carrying out associated
tadks without actually participating in the activity. These may inolu.de team
managers, trainers, scorers, umpires, secretaries, treasurers, historians,
tour managers, etc. LoAg time nmmbers who beoome too old to participate in
the activity may frequently fill these roles.

Organizations will differ according to tAe minimum number of players required
to make up a team, whether the activity is carried on indoors or outdoors,
whether most of the competition is among members of the club or whether outside
competitors are frequently the opponents.

911 "Ball" game clubs, e.g., baseball, football, softball, basketball, etc.

ED: 796.323, 796.332, 796.357 LC: G7 875.A1, GV e85, GV 940-959

By virtue of the minimum number of players required, the small group type of
interpersonal relationship is to be found in these clobs. This requires an
ability to adapt to from 5 to 25 individuals in an avIliguous competing yet
friendly and supportive relationship. Thus the indivSdual competes to beat
somscam else out of a position on the first team yet has a loyalty to the com-
plete squad and to the first team even if he failed to make it. For the chro-
nic bench warmers this can lead to searching questions of self-worth.

912 "Net" sports clubs, e.g., tennis, badminton, squash, ping-pong, volleyball,
etc.

DD: 796.3251 796.4 LC: GV 990-1017.V6

With the exception of volleyball, "net" sports are generally a one against
one or two against two (doubles) competition. Arrangements for time of play
can thus be more flexible to fit into busy work schedules.

In volleyball, with the exception that net players have slightly different
roles from lbose of the rear court players, there is less differentiation among
player roles than is to be found in the "ball" game sports classified under
911. On the one hand this puts players on a more equal footing; on the other, it
emphasizes differences between the degrees of skills among players.

913 Outing graups,e.g., hiking, mountain climbing, bicycling, Audibon society,
etc.

DD: 796.4-.6 LC: G 504-510, GV 10!4

Participants in these groups are generally together for longer periods at any
one time although long intervals between outings may elapse. Because of the

kent. on next page)
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913 Outing groupo (cont.)

nature of the activity, once started it ib cLificult fc. hF participant to
withdraw from a particular trip.

Unexpected exposure to rain, snow, fatigtl, getting lost azard
makes it difficult for the particl.pante io rri w soclz..1 front and sociol
composure usually maintained in most irsun41 relation3hip situations. Thus
the basic underlying pt;romaltLy raits o.0 the individual are more apt to be
re'Jealed in these act:!vaides. It becomes obvious wh:lh individuals are calm,
brave, persevering, alld optimistic and which are anxious, pessimistic, whim-
perers and quitters. This is a common theme of adventure ncvls.

914 Rod and gun clubs, e.g., hunting, fishing, archery, flrasting, etc.

DD: 799-799.32 LC: GV 1174-1181

Rifle and pistol shooting in this country has been organized into a national
sport in which matches and target practice are conducted for the enjoyment
of competition. Divisions in competitive programs vary with different types
of rifles and pisto]s, and programs range from individual practice to com-
petition on national and international levels. Game areas for hunting and
fishing, and facilities for target practice are perhaps not as prevalent
as other sports facilities, but where these are provided, they offer opper
tunities for both individuals and groups to enjoy themselves. The requirud
equipment is minimal, and proper instruction reduces danger. The National
Safety Council estimates the number of firearms fatalities resulting from
hunting accidents at 600-800 per year. Luckily, target shooters, as a group,
suffer few casualties on the supervised target range, but practice in unsu-
pervised areas is dangerous. Correct education of participants is still the
most important precept in archery and riflery. Rod and gun clubs sponsor
contests promoting interest in their activity both among the young, and a-
mong adults whose participation in highly organized team sports gradually
diminishes with increased age.

For further information see:

Bakal, Carl, No Ri ht to Bear Arms. New Yor!':: McGraw Hill, 1966.

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyslo)edia. New York: A.S. Barnes and
Co., 1957.

The Recreation Program. New York: The Athletic Institute, 1963.

Outdoor Educatio-1 for American Youth. prepared by AAHPER Committee under
chairmanship of Julian W. Smith, Washilgton, D.C., 1957.



915

915 Solf-defenue, e.g., boxing, wresti1o6, kairate, fencing

DD: 796.8153, 796.83, 796.86 LC: U 860-863, av 476, mr 1195
796.812 GV 1115-1141

Combat sports such as wrestling, karate and fencing have been incorporated
into many recreational programs; however, boxing as a competitive sport
for youth has been generally discouraged.* Wrestling and fencing programs
are being carried on in high schools, recreation departments, church

athletic programs and YMCA and boys' club organizations, The YWCA and

same school physical eduoation programs include fencing in the activities

for girls. It should be noted that the introduotion of these types of
sports into activity programs requires careful orientation of the par-
ticipants and constant supervision of regular practice sessions until the
sport is learned.

The interpersonal relationships in boxing, wrestling and judo are distinc-
tive in that participants more or less continuously infliot pain on their
opponents. This requires participants to develop a strong control over
anger normally felt toward a source which inflicts pain. Special emotional
control is required to pursue the tactics of the sport most likely to win
the match rather than opting for a tdoLic which inflicts the most pain
as a reprisal.

Being on the receiving end of the pain inflicted in these sports requires
special training in maintaining social composure and an appropriate presen-
tation of self while withstanding a degree of pain Which might elicit tears
and whimpering in the untrained. Males brought up in low income and dis-
advantaged areas where street fighting is commonplace are apt to have had
much more intensive and appropriate training for this role.

*Competitive boxing for high school age boys has been discouraged. The

following are notations al specific action or research on the part of groups
and individuals regarding the question of competitive boxing for young men:

Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the National Education
Association and the American Medical Association, "Resolution on Boxing,"
Journal of Health and Physical Education, December, 1.948, p. 657.

National Committee on School Health Policies of the National Conference
for Cooperation in Health Education, Suggested School Health Policies,
American Medical Association, 1948, p. 35.

Proceedings, Fifty-First Annual Convention, American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, April 9-13, 1946, P. 144.

For further information see:

The Recreation Program. New York: The Athletic Institute, 1963.
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916.917

916 Track and field clubs, e.g., jogging, weightlifting and marathon, eto.

DD: 796.41-.426 isal (iv 511, GV 1061, GV 1065

Jogging has become extremely popular among people of nearly all ages as a method
of keeping physically fit. Jogging olUbs may exiFlt as part of a larger nity
recreational program, or they may be very informal neighborhood groups, sinne
no special equipment is needed. Universities, YMCA's, and men's clubs often
include a gymnasium where other facilities suoh as weights, bars, and running
tracks are provided. Various oities may have tradk and field olubs whose
members compete in competition with other clubs, or in state and even national
meets.

Many people find that participating in these activities with othew people helps
them to stink with it. MUsio is a useful motivating technique for group set-
ting up exercises.

Participants in these activities tend to compete more against time, distance
and other objective standaras rathel: than against other participants. In some
ways this requires more ego strength to make the effort; in other ways, less.
A satisfactory self concept may be attained by regular participation in the
activity withaut the partioipant having to prove himself by being a winner.

917 Water sports, e.g.,
water dkiing, etc.

DD: 797.1-797.21

swimming, boating, canoeing, sailing, yachting,

110: GV 794-809, GV 837, GV 781-785

In communities whioh have swinmiing pools, lessons are offered and competitive
meets are often held in affiliation with local swimming clubs, the recreation
department, or similar organizations. Swimming tests have been devised by
the American Red Cross, YMCA, Boy Scouts, and other agennies to stimulate
achievement of greater skills. Junior swimming clubs foster interest by en-
abling young swimmers to mave up into more advanoed clubs as their dkill in-
creases. Boating, too, is very popular, providing fun and recreation for in-
dividuals and families. Universities often have sailing clubs in which the
fundamental skills and rules of sailing are taught.

Because of the raoes which they sponsor, sailing and yachting olubs are pro-
bably among the best organized of these gToups. Sinoe raoes are ordinarily
scheduled on a regular basis this assures continuity of participation.

For further information see:

National Recreation Association, Community Sports and Athletics. New Yorks
A.S. Barnes and Co., 1949.

Outdoor Education for American Youth, prepared by the AAEEER Committee under
ohairmanship of Julian W. Smith. Washington, D.C.: American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1957.
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918 Winter sporte, e.g., bobsledding, tobogganinglskiing, snowmobiling,
ice boat racing, etc.

DD: 796.91-.97 LC: GV 840-855

Coasting has always been an extremely popular winter sport among small
family groups, but recently recreation departments in some cities have devel-
oped mitable coasting areas for large groups as well by utilizing golf
courses and slopes in large parks. The number of ski enthusiasts is also
increasing. No longer considered a sport solely for experts, skiing is fun
for all who observe proper safety precautions. Many universities have ski
clubs, and most ski areas provide instructions, competitions and ski clinics.
Ski patrols and ski safety agencies maintain first aid stations on the slopes.

Snowmobile associations are a recent and rapidly growing addition to the
winter organizational activities.

919 Sports groups, e.g., golX, bowling, bocce, etc.

DD: 796.31, 794.6 LC: GV 903, GV 1017.112

Golf clubs and bowling leagues are popular and extensive organizations, but
the actual number of enthusiasts is much greater than these figures indicate.
Many people find satisfaction in meeting the Gimple athletic demands of these
slow paced games. The success of tournaments, the large numbers of players
involved in organized groups, and the many beautiful golf courses and country
clubs are evidence of tht: popularity of gold% Organized bowling is equally
as popular. Bowling season may start with a week-long clinic, after which
beginning and more advanced leagues are formed. Morning, afternoon and evening
games are played in order to accommodate the housewives, professional and
business men and womenland those in industry, all who share enthusiasm for
the sport. At the end of the season, awards are given to the winning team.
However, the social-competitive angle of the game, and the spirit of parti-
cipation, rather than bowling for prizes, is stressed.

For further information see:

The Pthletic Institute, The Recreation Program. New York: The Athletic In-
stitute, 1963.
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920-922

920 Hobby Groups

(Coding sheets have not been included for this category because the activities
have already been coded under the categorieE, of 100 Games, 200 Sports, 300
Nature Activities, 400 Collection Activities, and 500 Craft Activitie4

LC: GV 1201

With the exception of category 923, "Auto, Motorcycle and Flying Clubs," the
activities in this section require much less physical ability and hence are
more apt to be suited to the needs of the physically handicapped. For the
most part they also tend to be more thing-oriented and idea-oriented than
people-oriented. Consequently the interpersonal relationships are less in-
volved and in fact many of the activities could be carried on alone. In the

case of some of these activities the term "club" is an organizational ar-
rangenent involving relatively few interpersonal relationships.

921 Animal training, breeding and_showing clubs e.g.., dog showing, aquarium
. societies, etc.

DD: 636-638 LC: GV 1829-1831, Qg 68, QL 78-79

The competition among hobbyists can frequently be more of a shared enthusiasm
rather than the win-lose situation as in athletic contests.

There is emphasis on cooperative as well as competitive feelings in working
with animals. Most animal owners feel a bond with the same breed of animal
owned by others as well as with their own. Dog lovers feel affectionate
towards other dogs (even if they don't like cats!).

There is an inexhaustible supply of folklore associated with each breed of
animal and frequently with each individual animal_so that conversation never
falters in these clubs. -4

Because of the nature of animals.,..mu.cb....of the activity, with the exception of

animal racing, proceeds iti.t a leisure pace.

The care of animals may be a .-articularly suitable activity for the mentally
retarded, emotionally disturbed, brain damaged, aphasic and deaf.

922 Art clubs e.g., painting, sculpture, photography, etc.

DD: 730, 750, 770 LC: TR, ND, NB

In these clubs the activity itself is usually solitary and the interpersonal
relationships involved are adjunctive to the activity itself. The interchange
with other club members is focused on having an audience to whom to show off
one's work, getting help on problems, sharing ideas for new subject matter
and techniques, and sharing equipment, darkroom and model costs.

Exchanging ideas with others is frequently necessary to incite and increase
creativity; the club also serves this purpose. Sharing enthusiasm over an art
product requires a certain kind of positive empathy which only the artistically
inclined person is likely to have. For example, nearly everone responds emotion-
ally to the dramatic impact of any kind of a race but only those serendipically

(cont. on next page)
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923-924
922 Art clubs (cont.)

prepared will respond t.o a partioular painting or sculpture.

923 Auto, motorcycle and flying clubs, e.g., racing, rally, car care,
repair, flying, skydiving, etc.

DD: 796.72-.76, 797.52 LC: 1h04451 TL 570-578, GV 1021-1030

These clubs attract thing-oriented people since the safety of all partici-
pation is based on careful attention to the smooth functioning of equipment.
This is minimal in rallying and maximal in skydiving. There is a natural
selection process in that individuals who are not careful and thorough do
not survive. Tt is hypothesized then that people in these clubs are both
careful and thorough, yet adventuresome and danger seeking. One would
anticipate that rather special interpersonal relationships develop among
these kinds of people, but we have discovered neither researched based
nor impressionistic data on this question.

There are many publications available today with information specifically
for those interested in automobiles and motorcycles: books, pamphlets,
magazines and flyers giving news, repair hints, model descriptions, or announ-
cing rallies, races and car shows. Owners of early vintage cars show them in
auto shows and parades, maintaining them in operating condition. Road
rallies are becoming more and more popular as the number of car owners increases.
Motorcycle groups have enjoyed a significant rise in popularity over the past
few years.

924 Board game clubs, e.g., chess, checkers, backgammon, etc.

DD: 794.1-.2 LC: GV 1312

Clubs for these activities are a natural organizational device to facilitate
the problem of securing a variety of opponents. It increases the partici-
pant's skill and experience to play against numerous other players and be-
longing to a club is the easiest way to organize this. For especially com-
petitively minded players, tournaments are more easily arranged within the
framework of a club.

Since the equipment is so minimal and portable, the "clubhouse" may be in a
private home, any available public building, or, as in New York *I.ty, a

particular spot in Central Park.
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925 Card game clubs, e.g., bridge, poker, sheepshead, etc.

DM 795.4 LC: GV 1233-1299

Card clubs often exist as part of a larger formal or informal organization,
such as a church or a secretarial pool.

Specific games seem to have become primarily associated with specific social
groups. Thus, bridge tends to be comprised of married couples for evening
games and women groups for afternoon games. A rather unique form of communi-
cation between partners is required in bridge in which the partner is ex-
pected to understand what his partner can and expects to do through his
ritualized statements. Ineptness in either sending or receiving these
communications in required atyle tends to trigger the partner's wrath.
In husband-wife teams, there is likely to be a great deal of displacement
of antagonisms in other role performances due to the game performance.

Poker is primarily a man's game, frequently played compulsively late into the
night. Money stakes are frequently higher than in other games and appropriate
emotional control is required to sustain relatively heavy financial losses
without destroying friendships. Inlhis respect it is similar to body contact
sports. The game mimics the chief ingredient of many buying and selling jobs
in which the key to success is bluffing the opponent into believing that the
participant is in a stronger position than he really is. This involves main-
taining a special kind of presentation of self including appropriate facial
expressions and tone of voice.

926 Collecting clubs, e.g., stamp collectors, coin collectors, butterfly col-
lectors, etc.

DD: 737.4, 769.56, 790.0232 LC: CJ

One would assume that collector would attract the most thing-oriented .1

people. It is anticipated that the majbr function of collector clubs is
extention of the single collector's purchasing capacity. Thus providing they
do not compete excessively with each other, a member may receive the help of
all the other club members in finding specific items in whicn he is interested.
Since the club members are already specialists in the field and have their
own contacts they make ideal agents to help implement an extended research.
Even if competitive relationships exist, tradeoffs are possible. When a
member is able to secure two of an identical specimen, he is in a position
to trade one of these for a specimen 'le does not have but of which another
member holds two.

Clubs also facilitate the possibility of looking over another member's col-
lection, an activity through which a member may vicariously satiey his
own possession needs.

Closer cooperation is useful in some collection activities. For instance,
in collecting specimens from an ocean beach, if several people line up and
walk down the beach in an equally spaced line, the beach may be covered more
thoroughly than could be done by the same number of people combing the beach
sriparately.

The club provides an important communication hub in disseminating information on
what is available and where, going market prices, whet is scarce and what is in
great demand, etc.
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927-928

927 Communication clubs, e.g., oorrespondonce clubs, ham radio, etc.

DDs 621.384166, 621.382-.389 LC: TK 9956

Some communication clubs are unique in that their members communicate by let-
ter, tape, telephone, radio or wireless without ever seeing eaoh other. This
opens up tremendous opportunities for the homebound, the blind and the deaf to
maintain extensive interpersonal oontaots. It also greatly expands the op-
portunity for cross cultural and international contacts, greatly needed in a
culture-bound world with excessive nationalism.

There are opportunities for acquiring pen pals knowing another language;
each participant helps the other learn a new written language. Similarly,

improved oral facility in another language may be aoquired through exohange
of taped correspondence. Most of these interpersonal oonbaots are dyadic
but more than two people could be involved by the use of raund robin letters
and tapes and conference telephone calls.

Ham radio operators make both spontaneous and preplanned contacts with other
operators. The use of wireless involving mastery of the morse oode is
demanding and is similar to learning a second language.

928 Craft clubs, e.g., cooking, sewing, gardening, etc.

DD: 641.5-.8, 646, 647.3 LC: TX 645-840, SB 451-466, TT 700-715

Craft clubs like art clubs are organized around the pursuit of activities
which result in a finished produot. However, some craft products like

cooked meals are perishable. This has implications for craft olubs as it
may determine how frequently and when meetings are held. Certain speoies of
flowers bloom only at certain times of the year and meetings of these kinds
of olubs may be in accord with this.

Mutual sharing products of cookery crafts is perhaps a more demanding ex-
perience in interpersonal relationships than the aesthetic sharing in art
clubs. The figurative interpretation of the phrase "I oantt stomach that"
is less pair?ul than is the literal.

As in art clubs, activities are primarily carried on as individual projects.
Sawing is somewhat unique in that, except when new and complicated stitches
are being learned, sewers are able to converse while sewing. Thus sewing

clubs may be concurrently conversational clubs.

The 4-H clubs and FUture Farmers of America have long been active in or-
ganizing craft clubs for the display of their products at state and county
fairs.
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930 Politiol Grpos

Environm9ntal Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Impairment IlmitatA.one

blind
low vision +
hearing S1
speech 82
ratardation 83
memory 53

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance
seizures
&Alas*

receptive 83
expressive 83
mixed 83

wheel chair M1
semi-ambulant M1
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 34

Social-PsYcholoxical Fact 9rs

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opporivanity for
recognition

hands impaired:
reacang
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands +

Utilitarian

Pre - patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

bed patient 84
respiratory +
Enttray Expenditure in
METS: 1.2 - 4.4

Ml check access to buildings via ramps and elevators and suitability of
toilet facilities

51 read instructions and speeches rather than listen to them
82 can perform all activities except speaking to people
53 can stuff envelopes, put on car tops, bumper stickers
84 can dictate letters, make telephone calls
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930-931

930

DD: 329 IC: JF 2101

931 Party affiliations, e.g., Democratic, Republicans, et.

DD: 329 LC: JK 2311-2359, HX 626-795

The omall minority of Americans who are active in political parties exert
influence on the political scene far greater than those citizens who merely
vote. Party members help select and elect candidates, and influence policy
through the type of candidates they support. They have less influence on
issues as the typica] party organization, Democratic or Republican, pays
relatively little attention to issues.

Few people appreciate the amount of effort put out by loyel party members.
These include regular attendance at party meetings, which are usually in-
credibly dull, telephoning and visiting neighbors on behalf of candidates,
distributing literature at shopping centers, putting on bumper stickers
and car tops, erecting signs, etc. The average party member receives few
special favors or rewards for all the work he puts in. He does have
trickle tlown prestige through the opportunity to meet and talk with pro-
minent political figures upon occasion.

There is a strong camaraderie among old time party members occasionally
marred, however, by intense feuds.

Although candidates rely heavily on resources outside the party, party
support (usually delivered in the form of free manpower) is sufficiently
important that candidates have to meet the screening criteria of the
party. The most important of these is party loyalty, best demonstrated by 4

length of membership, effort expended for the party and strict adherence
to party norms and values.
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932-933

932 Political youth groups, u.g., Youlig tiPpubJtcans, etc.

DD: 329 LC: 3K

Political youth groups linen serve as all apprenticeship system for regular
party affiliation. Frequently comprised of children of regular party members
and including adolescent and young adult aged individuals, they are a highly
useful training ground for gaining political experience. These groups fre
quently do much of the leg work for the regular party including the manual
tasks of putting on car top carriers, bumper stickersletc. Somewhat less
stable than the regular party apparatus, continued activity may depend on the
availability of leaders in an interested clique in the appropriate age group.
The organization may sponsor more social activities than the regular party.
College student members may frequently supply the leadership.

933 Campaigning clubs, e.g., Citizens for Nixon, Youth for McGovern, etc.

A movement starting in the 1968 Eugene McCarthy campaign has been continued
in the George McGovern campaign in 1972 with college students and others
spending weekends away from home to help ia the campaigning.

Tmpressive results have been obtained in primary elections through this effort.
At the usual more routine level citizens work in their local communities. This
may be within or outside of the regular political party activities. For
most people this is likely to be more exciting, motivating and psychologically
satisfying than the routine between election party activities. There is a
day to day atmosphere of excitment, a camaraderie among workers, a strong
identification with the leader being supported. If the candidate being
supported wins there is the satisfying feeling of having been on the win
ning team. If the candidate loses there is still a satisfying feeling of
nwe did our best." t.
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934-935

934 Non-partisan political acLion groups, e.g., League of Women Voters,

American Civil Liberties Unlon, 1mmon Cause, etc.

The membership of these groups typically are more concerned with issues than

political personalities. They hold to more clear cut issue positions in
contrast to the compromising of issues to obtain a wider voting base char-

acteristic of political parties. They tend to spend more time studying
issues and being better informed about them. Conversely they are apt to
be lessefective in influencing immediate decision making than the political
parties-. A higher level of education is usually to be found among the
membership of non-partisan political groups than in the regular political

parties.

935 Special interest pressure groups, e.g., Zero Population Growth,
Veterans Against the War, etc.

These groups consolidate interest around a particular issue and frequently
have a high emotionai investment in the cause and great motivation toward

action. This may lead either in the direction of more sophistication in
studying, understanding and writing about the issue or in the direction
of stronger direct aclaon to obtain the objective such as picketing, parades,

leafleting, sittins, strikes, etc. Psychologically this is more appealing

to people who cre willing and able to commit themselves, and take risks to

further a cause in which they believe.

387 .
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940 Religious OrAanj.zatione_.

Envirinmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind
law vision +
hearing S1
speech 52
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

Outdoor

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive 53
expressive 33
mixed 53

wheel chair M1
semi-ambulant M1
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 54

§2.11.rs.
Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Abstract Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +

handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands +

bed patient 54
respiratory
Energy ExPenditure in
NETS: 1.2 - 3.2
INNANNIUMNI

M1 check e:.cess to buildings via rampr and elevators and suitability of
toilet facilities

S1 read religious materials instead of listening to services, etc.
52 can do everything except participate in teaching and discussion groups
S3 will be limited to activities requiring little communication with others
S4 can carry on telephoning activities
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940-942

940 OaLaui,-tions

DO: 200 LC: 3V 590-640, L620-1643, 4440-70

941 Formal church membership, e.g., Anglican, Baptist, Catholic, ChrisUan
Scientist, Jewish, Lutheran, Methodist, Unitarian, etc.

DD: 280 LC: BV 820

Formal church membership, for many people, is an almost automatic status
starting in childhood. For others, a decision is made to enter formal member-

ship in adulthood. In any event, accepting formal church membership entails
entering a cluster of role privileges and obligations. On the privilege side,
the member is entitled to the help of the minister for formal ceremonies and

in times of illness or death. Informal help, both psychological and material,
may be extended by members of the congregation. On the obligations side,
members are eltpected to share the theology, philosophy and ideology of the
church, to contribute to the financial burden of supporting the church and,
from time to time, to accept special assignments in church activities. Regu-

lar attendance at church s3rvices is an ideal type role requirement.

942 Church social groups, e.g., Knights of Columbus, Knights of Malta, B'nai
B'rith, auxiliaries, etc.

DD: 254.6 LC: BV 1620-1643

Many of the same role privileges and obligations are to be found here as in
formal church membership, except the attendance at church services may be
expected only at special ceremonial times.

Activities frequently are organized around helping roles such as making money
for good causes. Social interaction may be a major covert aspect of these
activities.
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943-944

943 Teaching and discussion groups, e.g., Leaching Sunday School, adult dis-
cussion groups, etc.
DD: 377.9, 337.8 LC: BV 4446-7, LC 427-629

An interest in the knowledge content of religion is characteristic of these
activities. There is easy entry into Sunday School teaching becmse of the
chronic shortage of Sunday School teachers. By the same token, because of
the teaching situation it is difficult to maintain student interest, motiva-
tion and regularity of attendance. Adult discussion groups, on the other
hand, since they selectively attract the adults interested in this activity,
frequently maintain high levels of interest, participation and regularity of
attendance. The ptinciples of group dynamics which are essential to the suc-
cess of any group are equally applicable here.

944 Church maintenance, e.g., altar society, steering policy committee, etc.

DD: 254 LC: BV 626, BV 900-1450

This area of activity is appropriate for individuals who wish to be active
in church work , but are primarily thing-oriented rather than people-ori-
ented. There are opportunities to find satisfaction in maintaining and im-
proving church property, creating artistic floral arrangements, enjoying
the satisfactions of completed craftsmanship and prestiga from the admira-
tion of the product by other people.
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946-948

946 Church charity and missionary aid groups, e.g., St. Vincent de Paul So-
ciety, United Jewish Appeal, Lay apostolate groups, mission auxiliariestetc.

DD: 258 LC: BV 900-1450, BV 2000-3705

These groups are particularly attractive to individuals who view the church
as an opportunity to help others. Help may be extendedi.through raising

money for good causes, visiting the sick, extending limited amounts of fi-

nancial aid in emergencies, etc.

947 Interfaith organizations, e.g., National Council of Christians and Jews,

etc.

DD: 254.6, 259 LC: DV 900-1450

These organizations may appeal to people with broad perspectives on human
events and find this more satisfying than narrow loyalties to a specific
church group. In small towns, there may be too few stimulating ideas or
stimulating people within one church group. An ecumenical approach may
arise because there are too few stimulating ideas within one church group,
or because there is insufficient heterogeneous stimulus within any one
church.

948 Information and public relations groups, e.g., information csnters,
Christian Science Reading Rooms, etc.

DD: 254.3-.4 LC: BV 4464, 4435, 4335 n4

These activities tend to appeal to individuals, who prefer the written word
to interpersonal communication and soc:tability. They offer safe avenues of
participation to shy people who feel uncomfortable in grotps. People with
office management, clerical, librarian and writing skills may be helpful
and find satisfaction in these activities.
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9')O Cultural and Educational Groups

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Graup effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

CoL.ofeguipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Books - $1.25 - 10.00 / ea.

hairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

M1 balance
M2 seizures
0
0
0
0

0receptive
expressive 0
mixed 0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

harlIEJ2TALE21:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands +

M3 bed patient
M3 respiratory
+ Energy Expenditure in
0 NETS: 1.2 - 2.3

ical Factors

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

1 2
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +

0

M1 braille or talking books
M2 large print
M3 check access to buildings via ramps and elevators and suitability of

toilet facilities
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953

953 Book clubs

DD: 374.22 LC: Z 1008, Z 549

A book club is a discussion group which over a period of time develops cer-
tain additional dimensions of interpersonal relationships. As book club
members come to know each other better, they are able to lower their defenses
and say what they really think, a refreshing change from the banality of most

day-to-day conversations.

Members frequently belong to one or more of the same organizations as other
members, which is an additional thread in making the book club a more cohes-
ive social group than the usual time-limited or topic-limited discussion
groups.

For further information see:

Davis, James A., Great Books and Small Groups. New York: Free Press
of Glencoe, a Division of the Crowell-Collier Publishing Company, 1961.



It Social layll!

...vi_ronmentai Factors

h1d001.-

No specific
.-2nviionment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipmeuu nurM
illy at nand

Outdoor

b2cial:Each9.12gical. Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervieed

Opportunity for recognition

Cost of ual.0=Ljaaa_15.122R1L2a: 1972 price range

iniLizAlon fee from $0.00-2000.00
Dues - 0.00-1000.00

LalairmcntjAmitations

blind MI

low vision Mi
hearing M2
speech M2
retardation S1
memory M3

im2aired:
stooping 33
kneeling 33
crouching S.;

crawling S3

balance S2
seizures

receptive M2
expressive M2
mixed M2

wheel chair M5
semi-ambulant M5
Class III heart S3
Class IV heart S4

reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M4

1 2
7 R4
+ M4
+ m4
+ M4

bed patient S4
respiratory
Ener Ex enditure in
METS: 1.2 - 2 0

This :Ls a very heterogeneous grouping in terms of physical requirements of the acti-
vity. Since the physical requirements have already been indicated on other check
list sheets Lhe emphasis here is mainly on communication and social interaction
acpects of carrying on activities in groups.
Ml may need companion for travel
M2 may need special sponsoring to be accepted by group
143 carry notebook with names of the people in the group
M4 may usc push button telephones for maintaining organizational contacts by telephone
M5 check accc,!ss to buildings via ramps & elevators and suitability of toilet

facilAies
S1 limit. to simple activities with other MR's
S2 excli_de athletic and dance activities
S3 excindt. somtl athletic and dance activities

34 can maintan some organizational contacts by telephone

3 94
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960-963

960 Social Groups

DD: 366-369 LC: HS 2501-3200

961 Athletic clubs

DD: 366-369 LC: GV 563

These clubs originally were focused around one or more sport or athletic ac-
tivities. Some had national or ethnic associations such as the German
Turner clubs which emphasized gymnastics. Some clubs, although.still
called athletic clubs, have evolved into the most exclusive social clubs
in large cities and are patronized by business executives and prestigi-
ous professionals from the upper class.

962 Country clubs

DD: 728.4, 712.7, 367 LC: HS 2501-3200

These clubs usually include among their buildings and grounds a golf
course and more frequently now a pool as well. In small cities, they
usually include the economic and professional elite of the community.
In large cities and dense suburban areas are to be found a number of
country clubs, the most exclusive of which have members recruited from
the highest ranking executives, families with large inherited wealth,
and high ranking professionals.

963 Dance clubs

963 Square dance clubs

DD: 793.3 LC: GV 1589-1799

A unifying experience for members of square dance clubs is a common
set of skills and techniques known and practiced by all members although
there are sec variations and variations between the beginners and the old
timers. The dance systematically arranges physical contact among every
member of a dance square of eight people and since individuals rotate
through squares, they are in contact with a substantial number of dancers
on any one evening.

Dance clubs travel around, dancing in different dance halls and to
different callers. Miscellaneous ritual is developed, including the
wearing of distinctive costumes and pins.
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964-966

964 Groups involving the elderly, e.g., Golden Age clubs, etc.

DD: 366-369 LC: HS 2501-3200

These groups have been given a great deal o2 community support, with free build-
ing.space frequently provided in municipal park buildings or in churches. Some-
times, professional recreation leaders are also provided. Activities indlude
cards, bingo, meals, movies, arts and crafts, etc. Severely disabled people
sometimes have difficulty being accepted in these groups.

965 Party clubs --groups formed forthe.purpose of having parties at specified
intervals

DD: 367 LC: HS 2501-3200

These are the most purely social and hedonistic of all groups. They are
particularly adapted to the needs of people who are clever, amusing, enter-
taining, but who do not function well in work groups where it is expected that
something will be accomplished and that everyone will do his share. They are
also well suited for people who carry a very heavy work load or respoLlibility
in their job and need to use all of their off-duty time for relaxing.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, School Ftrties. Safety Education Data Sheet No. 40
(rev.), 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 60611.

966 4-H groups, scouts

DD: 630.627, 796.542, 369.4 LC: S 533, HS 3313.59, HS 3353.G5

4-H groups have been primarily for rural youth. They have done a partiaul nr1
good job of provieingmeaningful and useful activibies closely related to -bhe
future work careers of the young people, such as liaising livestock projects.
They have received strong support from adult farm organizations and county
agricultural agents, helping to bridge the generation gap. It is not clear
what impact the reduction of the farm populatiou and the cultural urbaniza-
tion of the rural areas will bring.

Scouts have traditionally been a middle class youth organization with uniform
and equipment requirements expensive enough so that pool' children were elimina-
ted. Tht..y have also been strongly oriented toward the out-of-door activities
which are not readily available to inner city kids. The scouts have also
promulgated what to many people would appear as ultraconservative patriotic,
religious, economic and moralistic ideology. Some efforts are row being
made to adapt the organization to meet the needs of ghetto children.

let



967-968

967 YMCA, YWCA, 'Ma, YWHA

DO: 796.5422 LC: BV 1000-1220, BV 1300-1393, DS 101, HS 2226-2230

The Young Men's Christian Association is a middle class organization which
provides athletic facilities in the form of gyms and pools, with excellent train-
ing and sport programs both for men and boys. For many years, it has been
a forerunner in helping middle aged men stay in good physical condition, a
wvement which is receiving a great deal of current attention. It has also
provided dormitory style housing at a reasonable price, which has been val-
uable for men with limited incomes moving into a city. Diversified educa-
tional and social programs are also provided.

The Young Women's Christian Association has provided the same fumtions for
women as the YMCA has for men but, in addition, hc..3 become a social change
agent frequently on the forefront of promoting improvements in race rela-
tions, civic conditions, etc.

The Young Men's Hebrew Association and the Young Women's Hebrew Association
offer services similar to those of the YMCA and the YWCA, but with more
specific focus on Jewish heritage, culture and special needs.

968 Youth groups, e.g., CYO, high school organizations, atc.

DO: 369.4, 371.8, 291.65 LC: BV 29

Boys Clubs are a nation-wide affiliation of clubs usually with full time
paid adult professional leadership, with permanent buildings devoted to
the recreational needs of inner city usually lower and working class boys.
Unsung heroes of the war against delinquency, they are frequently effective
in bringing some measure of stability and norms of appropriate conduct
into tho lives of boys who are in trouble in school and who would other-
wise become members of antisocial street gangs.

High school organizations tend to be organized into activity areas such as
sports, music, drama, or debating and are usually highly structured under
teacher leadership. They are frequently highly competitive, with competitive-
ness stressed by the total school system. A minority of students who can-
not meet the competition are alienated and for them high school social
life is a threatening and anxiety provoking experience.
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Ethnic Ullanizations_

ronmuntai Fact3rs_

1PuuOr Outdoor

Nu specific
tIlvironlaent

Modicum uf space

Requires little
or nu equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Iirment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

M1
M1

M2

Social-Ps/choluslati Facto.....11.ft**40 .10.mo+1.0ft

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

balance
seizures
aphasia;

receptive M1
expressive M1
mixed Ml

wheel chair M3
semiambulant M3
Class III heart +
Class IV heart S1

haggLimpaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands

Pre-patterned

individual effor4-

bed patient S1
respiratory

METS:

M1 may need special sponsoring to be accepted by group
M2 carry notebook with names of the peoplc in the group
M3 check access to buildings via ramps and elevators and suitability of

toilet facilities
S1 can maintain some organizational contacts by telephone

0157 398
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970 Ethnic Organizations

DD: 301.451, 369 LC: GN

Groups whose unifying factor is a stress on particular ethnic identificatIon
car offer perfect opportunities to induce greater social contacts, especially
among the elderly. This for two reasons: the elderly are more inclined to
idfmtify strongly with a particular ethnic group--a formal organization built
around ethnic unification win have immediate appeal; the elderly are more
in need of a powerful out:Ade stimulus to encourage social activity--in a
sense, they are already part of the group, the requirements are already met
by virtue of thcir being who they are, so it is much easier to consider
joining the group if.there elreddy exists some element of familiarity.
The majority of these ethnic grbups are strictly social in nature. No great
demands are made of those who join. One grows within the group at one's own
pace, comes and goes at will. There is personal and group pride "1 am one

of these."

Along with these groups devoted to the perpetration and appreciation of one's
own cultural characteristics, there are those organized for the appreciation
and experiencing of another's, the groups devoted to international exchange.
The appeal of these is somewhat different. Those who desire the protection
and nourishment of the familiar may not be attracted by the investigation of

the foreign. Some, however, find the prospect fascinating. Some may be
familiar with the other's language, or may want to learn it. Some may be

interested in the customs, manners and dress without regard for the language.

Some may want to share literature or art. Here the strength is more in the

individual than from the group. Again, however, participation can encourage
social relationships at a selfdetermined pace.

Finally there are groups which grew out of particular political, economic,
or social conditions. They have strong ethnic identifications, as do the
first group, but have more pragmatic goals than just socializing, usually
because their ethnic group is a lower econamic status minority. They are

often quite politically active in the community. They are heavily concer-
ned with the interests of the particular group they represent, and are
often a source of controversy to the groups they don't represent. The

psychology of groups of this nature is quite different from that of either
of the other two groups discussed here. The sppeal is to a sense of both
individual and group pride and the organization is of a far more utilitarian
nature than the less goaloriented types previously mentioned. Involvement

in one of these has greater and more emotionally charged implications and
most likely the elderly or disabled wauld not be immediately attracted.



980 Volunteer Service. Organizations

Environmental Factors

No opecific
environment

Modicum of spa-.....e

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm
ally at hand

Imairmatilmaations

blind SI
low vision +
hearing S2
speech
retardation M1
memory

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

Outdoor

balance
seizures
aphasia:
receptive
expressive
mixed

wheel chair
semiambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Soc4.1±12211.9.12.141ALitItana

Utilitarian

PrePatterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Individual effort

$2 hands impaired: 1 2

S2 reaching + S2
4Bhandling + S2 "kr

S2 fingering + S2
S2 feeling + +
$2 uo hands 52

32 bed patient 0
32 respiratory 52
S2 Energy Expenditure in
0 METS: 1.2-14.0

This is a very heterogeneous grouping in terms of the physical requirements
of the activity.

41 may need companion for guidance
S1 could be part of welcoming group or library groups (braille books)
82 exclude protection groups



980 VG1wIteer Service Or anizations

DD.. 360

980-981

Volunteer serviae organizations offer an opportunity for people to express
their need to hOlp people, to feel wanted, to fulfill what they see as their
religious, moral or ethical duty and to achieve recognition for these
activities. Although helping can be done individually; being a member of a
helping organization is seen in a recognized role (for instance a Gray Lady
volunteer in a hospital can walk around without being questioned). Other
members of an organization lend psychological support when one of the
members feels depressed over the problems of the person they are trying to
help. These organizations may train their members as, for instance, in
first aid. In general then volunteer service organizations help their
members to become better equipped to help.

9e1 Aid to the sick and disabled, e.g., Easter Seal groups, hospital
volunteers, etc.

DD: 361-362

Easter Seal volunteers go to homebound patient's homes and help them with
recreational activities. This may involve a knowledge of one or more arts
or crafts and may involve woodworking and other skills to prepare materials
ahead of time in the Easter Seal building workroom. It may also involve
learning the rules of card games and other games in order to teach the
patient how to play them. Hospital volunteers may also help provide re-
creational activity for patients. They may help, too, merely by talking with
patients and giving patients someone to talk to. They may also make contacts
for patients with relatives and friends who may not be able to visit.
Veterans who have had long time confinement in VA hospitals sometimes
become regular hospital volunteers because they know from their own exper-
iences as patients how valuable the service is and they feel at home and
comfortable in the hospital setting.

401
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982-984

982 Civic groups, e.g., Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Club, etc.

DD: 369.5

Although these groups perform many useful community functions, they are perhaps
more useful as a place to make business contacts useful to the individual mem-
bers. They also stimulate the members with new ideas through sponsoring speakr.
ers at weekly business luncheons. They are primarily organizations of man-
agerial and professional level men.

983 Educational groups, e.g., PTA, library groups, etc.

DD: 370.1931 LC: LC 230-235

The function of the PTA (Parent-Teachers Association) has varied from community
to community. In some, it has beenthemedium through which the educational
philosophy and methods of a school have been explained to the parents. In
others, it haa been primarily an opportunity for parents to meet teachers in
a semi-social situation.

It has been used as a springboard for aspiring candidates to attain the vis-
ibility necessary to run successfully for a school board office. Partly because
of its constitution, the PTA has rarely been effective in exerting pressure
for better schools.

Library groups are fortunate in having clear-cut goals: a bigger and better
library building, more books and more librarians. Many small town libraries
have been started and nourished to adulthood by devoted library groups
working over a period of years to raise funds for tilis cause.

984 Humane societies, e.g., ASPCA., etc.

DO: 364.178 LC; HV 4701-4959

Humane societies have had clear-cut goals--to treat animals in more humane
ways. They have not been led sstray and frustrated by such irrelevancies
as the rank,. social class and religion of the animals or Whether or not
the animals were receiving public welfare instead of earning a living.
There have been continuing battles over the use of animals for research
gurposes.

Ole
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985-988

985 International aid groups, e.g., Red Cross, CARE

DD: 361.5, 361.7 LC: HV 560-583

Help for these groups has been primarily in the form of money contributions,
either from one's own pocket or collected from neighbors. Interest in these
groups requires an ability to empathize with the needs of a person or group
or persons a long way away, both geographically and culturally, without being

on the spot to help in a direct person-to-person fashion.

986 Person-to-person aid groups, e.g., welcoming groups, the Fish, etc.

DD: 366-369, 369.5

These groups are suitable for warm, empathetic, people who like to deal
directly with individuals and their needs and problems. This may vary from
hosting and hostessing in church and other organizations to some of the very
demanding kind of help which the Fish organization supplies.

987 Protection groups, e.g., volunteer police, firemen, etc.

DD: 363.2,3 LC: TH 9111-9599, HV 7551-8280

Participation in these groLps requires high level physical capacities. The
activities offer excitement, occasionally some danger, and an organization in
which some discipline over the action of members is required. When not in
action, members typically spend considerable time in each other's company,
with plenty of time for conversation while waiting for an emergency to happen.
All of these conditions unite members into a closely knit organization. The
activities of these organizations are an excellent antidote for the routine,
deskilled, alienated and unglamorous factory and office jobs in which so many
workers are employed.

988 Women's service groups, e.g., the Junior League, etc.

DD: 369.5 LC: HS 2501-3200

The Junior League is unique in that it is comprised of upper class women.
Because they belong to an upper economic group, they are highly successfUl
in raising funds for beneficial purposes.

They also require their members to contribute a given number of hours volun-
tarily in worthwhile purposes. They can be particularly helpful to many
social service agencies in facilitating contacts with key managerial and
professional people in the community.

Activities of other women's service groups will vary by social class,
religious affiliation, age and marital status of the members.
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14;nv I rnnmental Factors

No apPcifi,,

environment

Mcalcum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm
ally at hand

§9.21.41:122LL212.81211-EUIPIEll

Aesthetic

Jatc.

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of euLastamumails: 1972 price range
TWIMEIty and Sorority dues $15.00-200.00 hear or /semester

ILD ai2_11_// Lirailagas

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

+
S1
S1
819
S1

+
+
+
+

62

Concrete

balance + hands implUtd: 1 2
seizures + reaching + +
aphasia: handling + +
receptive 51, 2 fingering + +
expressive 51, 2 feeling + +
mixed S19 2 no hands +

wheel chair
semiambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart S3

bed patient 53
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1.2-4.4

SI exclude toastmaster's club
S2 exclude honor societies, college fraternities and sororities, profes

sional organizations
S3 may maintain some organizational contacts by telephone

M1 check access to buildings via ramps and elevators and suitable toilet
facilities
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990-91

990 1122e11E.ieolait_ata. lizErrtions

991 Honor societies

DD: 371.852 LC: LB 3602

Academic honor societies serve a dual purpose: they allow the academic
community to recognize and encourage intellectual achievements, and they
allow the members of the society to make social contacts with others of
similar intellectual capabilities. Both of these functions are important,
the second extremely so.

The adolescent who excels intellectually often finds himself rejected by the
majority of his peer group, especially if he tends to be introverted and does
not possess exceptional leadership ability or athletic talents. In an honor
society, this type of student cal find others who share his interests, with
whom he can be open without fear of ridicule, and he can sharpen his wits
through discussion and debate with others of high intellectual capabilities.

Almost conversely, for the high achiever with an over-developed ego, an
honor society can be humbling. The eight-day wonder suddenly finds him-
self with a group who will not automatically or even quickly acknowledge his
superiority and among whom he may not even be superior (gack!). Although
this kind of experience may be frightening at first, it can be very helpful
in terms of establishing perspective spout capabilities and roles in society.

A4hough there is undeniably a certain amount of intellectual snobbery
connected with honor societies, the main thrust, at least within the society,
tends to be democratic. The superior individual finds a peer group, among
whom he is no longer superior; no matter what the social standing of various
members of the society, all come together as equals or near-equals in the
intellectual quest.

Academic honor societies function chiefly through high schools and colleges,
although college groups, especially, may have active graduate or alumni
branches. Honor societies oftenengage in service projects, which give the
members opportunities to work together. Tutoring underprivileged youth is
a favorite project in these socially-conscious times.

An exception to the school-oriented nature of these groups is the organiza-
tion called Mensal an international association whose sole criterion for
admission is very high intelligence. In addition to providing a meeting
ground for people of high intellectual calibre (members often collaborate
on projects or use each other as resource people), Mensa considers one of its
chief purposes to be providing a homogeneously high-intelligence group to
be available for research of various types.
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992-995

992 Investment clubs

DD: 332.6 LC: HG 4530

Members of an investment club are drawn together by the fascination of trying
to make money through investments. They are dependent upon each other because
the capital of any one individual is usually not large enough to permit any
diversification of funds, whereas the pooled capital of all the members may
make this feasible. It is essentially a form of gambling in which the members
of the group are united against an outside opponent, the vagaries of the stock
market, rather than being pitted against each other as in a poker club. This
makes it a desireable activity for individuals who enjoy gambling but do not

enjoy competition against friends.

993 Fraternities and sororities (college-affiliated)

DD: 371.85 LC: LB 3602

Membership in fraternities and sororities by reason of longevity of membership,
living arrangements, ritual and symbolism are among the most closely kuit se-
condary groups,and in some instances should probably be classified as a primary

group. Ptychologically, they have strong impact on the lives of their members

because . the age of participation (18-22) is one of heightened sensitivity to

interpersonal relations. The values of some fraternities and sororities have
supported a cult of raising the social prestige of the organization and its
members through pretense and affectation rather than soli4 gohievement which
has in some instances caused the organizations be viewed with distrust.

994 Lodges and fraternal organizations (non-college-affiliated), e.g., Moose,

Eagles Club, Shriners, etc.

DD: 366-369 LC: BV 950-970, HD 2341-2346

Although all organizations have social interchange as a covert reason for existing,
lodges and fraternal organizations are more overtly committed to thq social goals
of having fun together as a social experience. There are also the usual pres-
tige opportunities for individuals in holding office and in passing various
ceremonial grade levels.

995 Organizations for the handicapped, e.g., the paraplegia association

DD: 361-362 IC: LC 1041-7, HV 1-4959

Members of these organizations are closely drawn together by their common
impairment. Like sex and race, their identity is sometimes biological1y
determined. Whether they were impaired genetically, at birth, in early
childhood or not until recently will make a substantial difference in their
identification with the organization including sometimes a considerable re-
sentment of it. Unlike the identity-seeking of minority groups and Women's
Lib, as yet there does not seem to have arisen among these groups any pub-
lically proclaimed positive identity. There are no announced claims to
positive virtues such as "because we have suffered we have more insight" or
"because we need more help ourselves we offer more help to our fellow mem-
bers" or "because we cannot get around we are able to devote more time to
such valuable activities as reading, writing arts, crafts and music." Ex-

cept for the organizations for the blind, the organizations themselves generate
little public demand for better opportunities for their members.



996-998

996 Professional organizations, e.g., The American Chemical Society, American
Psychological " ociation, etc.

DD: 366-369 LC: QD 1, AS

Professional organizations have mixed vocational and avocational purposes. In
addition to their utility for helping individuals makeusefulwork.related con-
tacts, keep up-dated on professional information, obtain professional visibility
via serving in official positions, many friendships develop from these contacts.
By increasing interpersonal interaction among people with similar interests,
background and occupation, the likelihood of the development of close friend-

ships is increased. The professional organization may change from a voca-
tional to avocational activity for individuals when they retire. They may
still enjoy the contacts and information about new things going on in the
profession even after they are no longer activelypracticingthe profession.

997 Toastmaster's clubs

DD: 808.51 LC: PN 6340-6348

Individuals in these groups have a rather unique relationship with the group
and with the other members. The function of toastmaster's clubs is improve-
ment of public speaking. Each member is given an opportunity to speak in
front of the group, after which the group constructively criticizes his per-
formance. The group is essential to the individual in that every speaker
needs an audience to practice on. Members also learn from observing the
performance of other members. Meetings are frequently lunch or dinner
meetings.

998 Veterans' groups, e.g., The American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
etc.

DD: 369.11-.18 IC: HS

The bond among members of these groups is past dhared experience. Because of
the monolithic bureaucracy of each of the branches of the military, much of
military life within that branch is the same. In the Army, the barracks are
the same, role positions and the required role performance in the standard
basic unit of organization, the Army Company, is the same, hence every Army
veteran cal strongly identify with jokes and stories about Army life.

Somewhat different from most organizations, the individual's identity in the
organization is secured by what he has been rather than what he is now. Hence,

individuals such as alcoholics who are aot fuictioning effectively are still
acceptable within the organization on the basis of what they have been, a
status which can never be taken away from them as long as they adhere to the
shared values of the organization.
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